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ABSTRACT
A DISCOURSE ON ENTREPRENEURIAL IDENTITY: THREE ESSAYS
Krishna P. Poudel

December 1, 2014
My dissertation provides theoretical insights on individual level entrepreneurial
identity in three inter-related essays, drawing on multiple theories and disciplines. In the
first essay, I advance a dual-process model of identity development, contributing to the
debates in the broad identity literature. I articulate that the intrinsic prospection of
identity is another fundamental process of identity formation, besides the social
construction of identity, the prevalent notion in the literature. I propose a comprehensive
conceptual framework of entrepreneurial identity. On the basis of this conceptual
framework, I explain that there are within-group and between-group variations in the
entrepreneurial identity of different types of entrepreneurs – innovators, imitators, and
self-employed professionals. In the second essay, I develop and validate an
entrepreneurial identity scale with socially constructed and intrinsically prospected
identity dimensions. I theorize on the antecedents of entrepreneurial identity, and
empirically test a conceptual model. Particularly, I investigate the influence of career
related attitudes, personality characteristics, and family background on entrepreneurial
identity. In the final essay, I argue that entrepreneurial identity is a missing link in the
nascent entrepreneurship literature. Although the centrality of entrepreneurial intentions
and entrepreneurial self-efficacy in predicting an individual’s transition to an
vii

entrepreneurial career is well established, we do not adequately know what contributes to
entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy. To that end, I investigate the
impacts of entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial selfefficacy in a sample of potential entrepreneurs. Therefore, the third essay fills that critical
gap.
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INTRODUCTION

Individual identity is a highly researched interdisciplinary area, including the
contributions from various disciplines of management, organization science, social
psychology, and vocational psychology, among others (Alvesson, 2010; Ashforth &
Mael, 1989; Clark, Gioia, Ketchen, & Thomas, 2010; Cooper & Thatcher, 2010; Creed,
Dejordy & Lok, 2010; Dutton, Dukerich, & Harquail, 1994; Dutton, Roberts, & Bednar,
2011; Hogg & Terry, 2000; Johnson & Lord, 2010; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009; Thatcher
& Zhu, 2006). Although “identity” as a research construct was conceptualized by
management scholars decades ago (e.g., March & Simon, 1958) and started gaining solid
traction in the broader management literature in the late 1980s and early 1990s (Ashforth,
Harrison & Corley, 2008), it remained an un-researched topic in the entrepreneurship
field until the turn of 21st century. Personal attributes of entrepreneurs constituted one of
the initial streams of entrepreneurship research and individual level entrepreneurship
research has always been one of the dominant themes of inquiry throughout the
development of the entrepreneurship discipline (cf. Grégoire et al., 2006 for a review).
Against this backdrop, the paucity of research on the identity of potential and active
entrepreneurs is somewhat surprising. In recognition of this gap, researchers have made
explicit calls for research on entrepreneurial identity (cf. Ireland & Webb, 2007).
Responding to this call for, and the opportunity of, the development of theories on
1

entrepreneurial identity, the last few years witnessed an initial development of both
individual-level and organizational-level entrepreneurial identity literatures (Farmer,
Yao, & Kung-McIntyre, 2011; Fauchart & Gruber, 2011; Hoang & Gimeno, 2010; Miller
& Le Breton‐Miller, 2011; Mitchell & Shepherd, 2010; Milton, 2008; Moss, Short,
Payne, & Lumpkin, 2010; Murneiks & Mosakoski, 2007; Navis & Glynn, 2010; Navis &
Glynn, 2011; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b).
The preliminary work on entrepreneurial identity at different levels of analysis is
dominated by conceptual and qualitative works (Hoang & Gimeno, 2010; Mitchell &
Shepherd, 2010; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b; Fauchart & Gruber, 2011; Navis & Glynn,
2010) with a few exceptions (e.g., Farmer et al., 2011; Murneiks, 20071). Some of these
early theoretical studies on individual level entrepreneurial identity2 center on role
identities and they link role identity with entrepreneurial passion (Cardon et al., 2009;
Hoang and Gimeno, 2010; Murneiks, 2007). Drawing on “role identity theory”, Cardon et
al. (2009) propose three entrepreneurial role identities–inventor role identity, founder role
identity, and developer role identity–to advance the argument of entrepreneurial passion.
These role identities provide some understanding of the transitional identities of
entrepreneurs (e.g., from paid-employment to self-employment) and assist us in
comprehending the distinctions of an entrepreneurial identity from other forms of role

1

Unpublished doctoral dissertation.

2

In this dissertation the term “entrepreneurial identity” refers to the identity at the individual level. The

term “individual level entrepreneurial identity” is used when emphasizing the level. Entrepreneurial
identity at other levels is always preceded by an appropriate adjective, e.g., organizational level
entrepreneurial identity.
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identities (Cardon et al., 2009; Hoang & Gimeno, 2010). However, as Fauchart & Gruber
(2011) observe, they discount the social context of entrepreneurial identity – such as the
heterogeneous social motivations that shape individual attitudes and behaviors. In
contrast, other authors (Fauchart & Gruber, 2011) exclusively invoke the social identity
theory lens (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) to develop an entrepreneurial identity typology
(Darwinian, Communitarian, and Missionary identities). Although these conceptual
studies have contributed tremendously to the literature, as Murneiks (2007) observed,
they have only scratched the surface of the entrepreneurial identity construct. We still do
not know much about how these social identities and role identities of entrepreneurs fit
together. Moreover, we do not know about the role of personal identity of entrepreneurs
on their overall self-concept.
A personal identity captures the idiosyncratic aspects of an individual’s selfconcept (Ashforth, Harrison, & Corley, 2008; Brickson, 2000; Postmes & Jetten, 2006).
In this research, I contend that entrepreneurial identity concepts that do not take into
account the idiosyncratic aspects miss the true essence of entrepreneurial identity.
Relatedly, one of the influential theories in the entrepreneurship field, the effectuation
theory (cf. Sarasvathy, 2001), assumes personal identity as the starting point of the
entrepreneurial process. In addition, a great volume of the entrepreneurship research that
originates in economics, finance, and strategic management academic traditions regards
entrepreneurship as a career/occupational choice (Parker, 2009; Wilson, Kickul &
Marlino, 2007). Scholars have argued that an occupational identity is a major component
of the self-definition of an individual (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). Therefore, I argue that
conceptualizing an entrepreneurial identity as a role identity or a social identity alone
3

does not adequately capture the identity that characterizes a person’s career and
occupation either. In fact, a precise, congruent definition of entrepreneurial identity in the
literature is also lacking. Therefore, before I proceed to lay out the gaps in the literature
on entrepreneurial identity and articulate how I address them in this dissertation, it is
necessary to conceptualize entrepreneurial identity (a thorough conceptualization follows
in later sections). I refer to entrepreneurial identity as a perception of self-concept among
active or potential entrepreneurs of ‘who they are’ and ‘who they want to be’ as an
entrepreneur which is simultaneously reflected in their role identities, social identities,
career identity and personal identity.
There are several gaps in the literature on entrepreneurial identity. My theoretical
ambition and empirical exploration in this dissertation is based on these gaps that I
identify. First, researchers have considered entrepreneurship as a process of social
construction where identities and organizations are co-produced over time (Downing,
2005). Similarly, others have argued that, in many respects, entrepreneurship is an
“identity construction process” (Ireland & Webb, 2007). From the seminal identity
literature, which is enriched and informed by multiple social sciences, we know that an
identity is a dynamic entity and comes to exist through a developmental process (Erikson,
1959, 1968; Goodman, 1960; Tiedeman, 1961). However, we do not yet have much
theoretical understanding of the dynamics of entrepreneurial identity formation and
development. Particularly, we do not know whether social construction is the only
process of entrepreneurial identity formation or whether entrepreneurial identity is also
the function of other processes. Relatedly, we also do not know if the entrepreneurial
identity of certain types of entrepreneurs (for instance, an inventor who founds an
4

enterprise based on radical innovations) is similar to, or different from, the
entrepreneurial identity of other types of entrepreneurs (for instance, a law professional
who founds a new company and hires professional employees). I address these gaps in
Essay #1. Drawing on existing works (e.g., Alvesson, 2010), I propose a dual-process
identity development framework which includes intrinsic prospection and social
construction of identity development; these will be defined and explained in later
sections. I compare and contrast the intrinsic prospection and the social construction of
identity. I conceptualize and explore the complex, hierarchical nature of entrepreneurial
identity as well. Based on the identity development processes of intrinsic prospection and
social construction, I theorize on the commonalities and distinctions of the
entrepreneurial identity across three entrepreneur types: innovators, imitators, and selfemployed professionals. Note that understanding the possible impact and imprinting of an
entrepreneurial identity on the organizational emergence processes, strategies,
organizational successes, and organizational forms (Cardon et al., 2009; Drori, Honing, &
Sheaffer, 2009; Fauchart & Gruber, 2011; Hoang & Gimeno, 2010; Miller & BretonMiller, 2011) requires a deeper theoretical inquiry and wide-ranging empirical
investigations because of the complex nature of the multiple identities of entrepreneurs
(cf. Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b).
Second, the pioneering research on entrepreneurial identity has emphasized the
critical importance of entrepreneurial identity in understanding entrepreneurial
motivations and entrepreneurial passion as well as entrepreneurial behaviors (Cardon et
al., 2009; Murneiks, 2007; Murnieks & Mosakowski, 2007). However, we have a limited
understanding of the factors that contribute to entrepreneurial identity formation to begin
5

with. To my knowledge, only Farmer et al. (2011) have empirically investigated this
question so far. These authors show evidence that the congruence between one’s selfdefinition and the perceived entrepreneurial role-definition enhances the entrepreneurial
identity aspiration. However, the research in the broad literature on identity has identified
some predictors of identity. Broadly, contextual antecedents (e.g., Dukerich, Golden, &
Shortell 2002; Dutton et al., 1994; Gonzalez & Denisi, 2009; Mael & Ashforth, 1992) as
well as demographic and personal attribute related antecedents (e.g., Anteby 2008;
Diemer & Blustein, 2006; Jackson & Neville, 1998) have been examined. In this light, in
Essay # 2, I address these voids by looking at contextual and personal attribute related
factors that might influence entrepreneurial identity. Specifically, I investigate the roles
of family background, personality characteristics (extraversion and imagination), and
attitude towards career-related rewards (value attached to job meaningfulness and
creativity) on entrepreneurial identity.
Finally, entrepreneurship literature suggests that an entrepreneurial intention is a
significant predictor of entrepreneurship (Souitaris et al., 2007). Since the intention for a
particular career, a distinct role, or a specific behavior is likely to be influenced by the
self-concept of individuals (Andersen & Chen, 2002; Gelfand et al., 2006; Gore, Cross, &
Kanagawa, 2009), exploring the impact of entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial
intentions is critical. Similarly, self-efficacy (the task-specific self-confidence) has been
associated with actual task performance in both entrepreneurship and nonentrepreneurship contexts (Baum, 1994; Shane et al., 2003). The degree to which
individuals engage in certain actions and behaviors is contingent on their sense of ability
to successfully engage in those actions and behaviors (Wilson et al., 2007). Relatedly, the
6

corresponding identities of those particular actions and behaviors (in this case,
entrepreneurial actions and behaviors) might dictate the self-efficacy related with those
particular actions and behaviors. However, we do not know much about the influence of
entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy. In
Essay #3, I address this void in the literature.
In summary, to address the gaps in the literature, I investigate the entrepreneurial
identity development processes, the nature and structure of entrepreneurial identity, and
the commonalities and distinctions of entrepreneurial identity among three different types
of entrepreneurs in the conceptual essay (# 1). I derive propositions to that end. I explore
the antecedents and consequences of entrepreneurial identity in a sample of potential
entrepreneurs in the empirical essays (# 2 and 3), respectively.
It is important to address these voids in the literature on entrepreneurial identity
for multiple reasons. First, the criticism of the early research on entrepreneurship that
attempted to exclusively explain entrepreneurial behaviors and start-up activities with
personality characteristics is largely valid (cf., Grégoire et al., 2006, Gartner, 1988).
However, researchers have now made a strong case that “human agency” and related
cognitive, affective, and motivational factors as well as personality characteristics are
important in explaining entrepreneurship (Cardon et al., 2009; Markman, Balkin, &
Baron, 2002; Markman & Baron, 2003; Shane, Locke & Collins, 2003; Zhao, Seibert, &
Lumpkin, 2010). The research on entrepreneurial identity will thus inform the ongoing
debate on the determinants of entrepreneurship. Second, exploring the entrepreneurial
identity among potential entrepreneurs holds significant theoretical as well as practical
interest. One important premise of this dissertation is that the entrepreneurial identity
7

construct is a cognitive construct applicable to both active entrepreneurs and potential
entrepreneurs who are currently in paid-employment. In fact, considerable evidence
shows that most entrepreneurs switch to an entrepreneurship career from paidemployment or other careers in established organizations (Nanda & Sørensen, 2010;
Obschonka, Goethner, Silbereisen, & Cantner, 2012; Parker, 2009). The investigation of
the entrepreneurial identity of potential entrepreneurs may allow us to broaden our
understanding on “why, how, when, and to what consequence” certain individuals, and
not others, engage in the rather arduous, and often risky, process of entrepreneurship
(Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). We know that 66 % of new ventures fail within six years
(Timmons, 1994; Zacharakis, Meyer, & De Castro, 1999). The entrepreneurial identity of
potential entrepreneurs might be a strong marker of whether they will actually engage in
enterprise start-up activities – which is one of the most pressing questions in
entrepreneurship research. Finally, the inquiries on entrepreneurial identity will also have
pragmatic and theoretical implications on the person-organization fit debate and the
career choice issues (Antoncic & Hisrich, 2001; Parker, 2009). For instance, employees
with a strong entrepreneurial identity might be more motivated to work in a start-up
venture or in an existing corporate organization that has a reputation of being
entrepreneurial, rather than in a traditional corporate organization.
The rest of the dissertation, presented in an essay format, is organized as follows.
In the remaining parts of the introduction, I outline specific research questions regarding
the gaps identified above and furnish the motivations behind these research questions. I
also articulate the contributions of this dissertation. In section 2, I review the general
literature on identity which focuses on individual level identity as well as the literature on
8

entrepreneurial identity. I organize the general literature on identity in the following
subsections: concepts and definitions; the developmental and dynamic nature of a career
identity; the antecedents of an identity at the individual level; and the consequences of an
identity at the individual level. Then, I review the entrepreneurial identity literature at
both the organizational level and individual level. Theory development and empirical
testing comprises section 3 in which I develop relevant propositions and hypotheses in
three inter-related essays. I present the results of empirical analyses for each essay
separately and draw conclusions. In the final section, the discussion section, I discuss on
the dialogues that I initiated and contributed to in the context of the main-stream identity
literature as well as the entrepreneurial identity literature. I identify avenues for further
theoretical and empirical research on entrepreneurial identity. I also articulate the
implications of my dissertation research and findings for practice, policy, and
entrepreneurship education in a holistic manner.
Research Questions & Motivation
How do social identities, role identities, personal identity and the career identity
of an entrepreneur – or of a potential entrepreneur, for that matter – fit together? What are
the underlying processes of entrepreneurial identity formation? Do these processes
explain the commonalities and distinctions of entrepreneurial identity among
entrepreneur types? I investigate these specific research questions in Essay # 1. The
rationale behind the three stated questions is twofold. First, given the complex nature of
entrepreneurial behaviors, the corresponding identity of entrepreneurs may be a complex
identity. In order to understand the direct influence or implications of entrepreneurial
9

identity, we need to understand the construct at a deeper level. Second, we have theory
and empirical evidence to suggest that entrepreneurs have a diverse set of motivations for
firm founding, and as such, they are not a homogenous group of actors (cf. Davidsson,
2006). Therefore, the identity they hold may have certain commonalities as well as
certain distinctions. Take, for instance, the two entrepreneurs mentioned earlier. On the
one hand, they might share a common self-image. On the other hand, simultaneously,
they may differ substantially in their self-concept. The exploration of the entrepreneurial
identity development processes and the understanding of the complexity of
entrepreneurial identity may illuminate the commonalities and the distinctions of selfconcept across these entrepreneurs.
The questions theorized upon and empirically tested in the second essay revolve
around the antecedents of entrepreneurial identity. Particularly, I ask what contextual,
attitudinal and personality trait factors are likely to shape entrepreneurial identity and
whether they influence the socially constructed entrepreneurial identity and the
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity differentially. The rationale is that
identifying the antecedents and the magnitudes of their impact on the focal construct,
entrepreneurial identity, is a logical, preliminary step on the investigation of an underresearched/un-researched phenomenon.
Finally, what are the consequences of entrepreneurial identity of potential
entrepreneurs, particularly, on their entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial
intentions? Because entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy both have
been linked to entrepreneurial actions, it is necessary to understand the precursors of
these variables.
10

Intended Contributions
The intended contributions of this research are as follows. First, by theorizing and
testing the models of entrepreneurial identity at the individual level, I contribute to the
foundational work on entrepreneurial identity. Second, by making a case for a dualprocess of identity development, I contribute to the mainstream identity literature that
cuts across disciplines – such as management, organizational behavior, and applied
psychology, among others. Third, the examination of entrepreneurial identity with a
career approach, and the insights generated therein, also contributes to career literature.
Fourth, by connecting entrepreneurial identity with entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, and by empirically testing the models in a sample of
potential entrepreneurs, this research contributes to the nascent entrepreneurship
literature. Fifth, entrepreneurship scholars have called for contributions that can inform
conversations of broader management discipline and other disciplines (Busenitz et al.,
2003). Because of the interdisciplinary nature of “identity” and the particular contribution
of Essay # 1, I expect to contribute to that interdisciplinary dialogue. Finally, because I
investigate the impact of entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy which are linked to entrepreneurial actions (cf. Souitaris et
al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007), it has practical implications for practitioners, policy
makers, and educators.

11

LITERATURE REVIEW

Concepts and Definitions
The identity literature unanimously suggests that multiple identities are situated
within an individual (cf. Feldman, 1979; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Pratt & Foreman,
2000; Stryker & Serpe, 1982; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). These multiple identities can be
broadly described as personal identities, role identities and social identities (Ashforth,
Harrison, & Corley, 2008; Brickson, 2000; Postmes & Jetten, 2006). Originating and
conceptualized in social identity theory (SIT) and social categorization theory (SIC), a
social identity refers to the self that individuals perceive because of their affiliation with,
ascription to, or belongingness to a certain social institution (e.g., an organization) or a
group/unit or a status or a class (e.g., race) (Ashforth et al., 2008; Brickson, 2000; Clair,
Beatty, & Maclean, 2005; Haslam, & Reicher, 2006; Haslam & Ellemers, 2005; Tajfel &
Turner, 1986). A personal identity refers to the self that individuals perceive owing to
their unique and idiosyncratic aspects as individuals (such as their interests and values)
(Brickson, 2000; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). Based on structural identity theory and identity
control theory (together, loosely called identity theory), scholars refer to a 'role identity'
as the definition of self that individuals perceive based on a certain role they play in a
particular context (Ashforth et al., 2008; Brewer & Gardner, 1996; Brickson, 2000;
Stryker & Burke, 2000).

12

To avoid any possible terminology confusion, in this dissertation I define identity
as the perception and definition of “the self” by an individual. Note that social identities
can be conceived at different levels of analysis. For example, organizational identity can
be an individual level identity, that is, to the extent that an individual perceives his or her
self-image based on the affiliation to a certain organization (cf. Dutton, Dukerich, and
Harquail, 1994). Organizational identity can also be what and how an organization
perceives its self-image to be (in other words, the stakeholders’ collective perception)
(e.g., Navis & Glynn, 2010). The social identity discussed in the context of this
dissertation is at the individual level, unless otherwise explicitly stated.
Like motivation and personality characteristics, identity is a very fundamental,
integral attribute of individuals that impacts their attitudes, actions, affects, intentions,
and behaviors (Andersen & Chen, 2002; Gelfand et al., 2006; Gore, et al., 2009; Mael &
Ashforth, 1992). Some researchers even boldly argue that identities are the only source
of intentional efforts (cf. White 1992, p 236). On the other hand, the scope of identity is
immensely broad as identities are comprehended at different levels of analysis and across
various contexts: cultural, ethnic, gender, racial, national, vocational, and organizational
contexts, among others. Since I aim to develop an individual level entrepreneurial
identity theory and conduct corresponding empirical analyses, I review the general
identity literature at the individual level.
There is also diversity among scholars in their definition of “identity, or
identification” (cf. Mael & Ashforth, 1992). Consistent with identity literature in the
management research domain (Mael & Ashforth, 1992), identities and identification in
general, and career identity in particular, are referred to in this dissertation as
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perceptual/cognitive constructs. Career related behavioral, attitudinal, affective factors
are considered potentially being either antecedents or consequences of career identity.
Accordingly, an individual will only need to see him- or herself as psychologically (that
is, cognitively and/or emotionally) connected with a certain career in order to have that
particular career identification. An individual identifying with a certain career identity (or
entrepreneurial identity) is likely to, but does not necessarily have to, demonstrate any
behavior typical of that career. Note that a career identity is also inherently longitudinal
because it involves “making sense of one’s past and present and giving direction to one’s
future (although the relevance and importance of the past, present, and future tend to
change over the life course)” (Fugate, Kinicki, & Ashforth, 2004: p 20).
Similarly, the conceptualization of entrepreneurship, and who an entrepreneur is,
for that reason, is also broad and sometimes fluid in the literature (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000). Consistent with the economics, entrepreneurship, and career
choice literatures (Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Dobrev & Barnett, 2005; O’Neil &
Ucbasaran 2010; Parker, 2009) for the purposes of this dissertation, anyone who founds
and/or owns and operates a business is referred to as an 'entrepreneur.' As previous
research has indicated (cf. Davidsson, 2006), the motivation behind founding and/or
owning and operating a business can be very diverse—from financial security to a lifestyle preference to the realization of a grand vision, and everything in between. The
position of this dissertation is that, irrespective of the motivation, to some degree,
engagement in entrepreneurial activities is a career choice (cf. Parker, 2009) because, like
any other career, entrepreneurship is a sequence of related work experiences over time
(Arthur, Khapova, & Wilderom, 2005; Hoekstra, 2011). In fact, several researchers agree
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that entrepreneurship is a career choice and have conducted research taking that approach
(cf. Chen, Greene & Crick, 1998; Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Dobrev & Barnett, 2005;
Markman, Balkin, & Baron, 2002; Eddleston & Powell, 2008). Researchers even argue
that career development is, in part, the interactive progression of internal career identity
(Hoekstra, 2011). Therefore, I take a career choice approach to entrepreneurial identity. It
forms the basis of my theory development in that I argue that career identity is one of the
basic building blocks of the entrepreneurial identity concept.
The remainder of the review is divided into two main parts with several
subsections. In the first part, I review the general identity literature at the individual level
with a particular focus on the developmental and dynamic nature of career identity, the
construction of/antecedents of individual level identity, and the consequences of
individual level identity in general. The purpose of this rather broad review is twofold.
First, although the theory and empirical analysis of this dissertation centers on
entrepreneurial identity, the new concepts developed in the theory essay (#1) draws
fundamentally on the broad literature on identity and has immediate implications for the
identity theories/research domain in general. Second, the entrepreneurial identity
literature is in its early period of development, and therefore, does not provide enough
insight, evidence, and conversations required for the theoretical and conceptual
grounding of this dissertation. The second part of the review looks at the entrepreneurial
identity literature both at the individual and collective levels. Although the focus of the
review is on the individual level, reviewing the collective level entrepreneurial identity is
likely to facilitate the understanding of individual level entrepreneurial identity as well.
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Review of Individual Level Identity
The developmental and dynamic nature of identity/career identity
Scholars from various academic traditions have argued, furnished evidence, and
provided insight on the dynamic and developmental nature of identity in general, and that
of the career identity in particular. In this section of the review, I draw on these multiple
traditions.
The insights from the various denominations of psychology and
interdisciplinary sciences. The career aspect of an individual’s identity developed in the
psychology literature quite early and the pioneering theorists (Erikson, 1959, 1968;
Tiedeman, 1961) considered work and career choices as central to an individual’s selfdefinition (cf. Waterman & Waterman, 1976). These theorists laid the foundations of the
developmental and dynamic nature of identity. For instance, Tiedeman (1961) theorized
that the vocational identity of individuals goes through a period of anticipation to a period
of implementation and finally to a period of adjustment. Similarly, early researchers
conceptualized identity in terms of crisis and commitment, assuming the dynamic and
developmental nature of occupational identity, which they categorized into four different
identity statuses and empirically investigated (Erickson 1959, 1968; Marcia, 1966,
Schmitt-Rodermnud, & Vondracek, 1999). According to this scheme, there are four
occupational identity statuses: identity achievement, identity moratorium, identity
foreclosure, and identity diffusion. Individuals “achieve a vocational identity” when they
have been through a period of crisis and formed a comparatively stable career
commitment. However, if they have not committed to any vocation and are not actively
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seeking to do so, their career identity will be in identity diffusion status (Waterman &
Waterman, 1976). When one commits to a particular career/work without considering
other careers seriously, her/his career identity is regarded to be in “identity foreclosure
status.” Further, if the individual is in a crisis situation and trying to arrive at a career
choice among certain alternatives, it is considered as being in “identity moratorium
status.”
Gouldner (1957) introduced the concept of a manifest social identity (the identity
that is considered to be relevant by other group members in a given setting) and a latent
social identity (the identity that is considered to be irrelevant, inappropriate to consider,
or illegitimate to take into account by a group's members in a given setting or social
context). For example, a female entrepreneur may possess a manifest social identity with
the organization she creates. Simultaneously, she may be a feminist/activist who holds a
strong gender identity that is latent. Gouldner argued that social scientists often
unjustifiably overlook the latent identities. He makes the point that latent identities and
roles are significant since they influence manifest identities. These influences can often
create disequilibrium in the manifest roles/identities. It might create enough conflict to
impair the individual’s conformity to the expectations, behaviors, and obligations of the
manifest roles/identities. He suggests that “people playing different manifest roles may be
performing similar latent roles and, conversely, those performing the same manifest role
may be playing different latent roles” (p, 286). To sum up, the duality of an identity as
“manifest and latent” and the counterinfluences of manifest and latent identity essentially
suggest that career identity is dynamic in nature.
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Researchers in identity literature have talked about an identity in terms of a
“dynamic self” and proposed that an identity is a dynamic entity with possible and
provisional self-images (Ibarra, 1999; Markus & Wurf, 1997; Markus and Nurius 1986)
(cf. Clark et al., 2010: p 399 for the discussion). Similarly, the concept of “identity work”
inevitably suggests that identity is anything but static in nature because this notion refers
to “people being engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or revising
the constructions that are productive of a sense of coherence and distinctiveness”
(Alvesson, 2010: p 201).
Other contemporary dialogues in different literatures emphasize the role of human
agency on various human activities and behaviors (Giddens, 1991) – including the role of
“agency and control” on identity (cf. Alvesson, 2010). Although an individual's degree of
awareness and/or effort towards identity development is likely to vary, the agency and the
sense of control in identity formation imply that identity is dynamic. More importantly,
Giddens (1991) and other scholars (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002) conceptualize identity as
a reflexively organized narrative which the individual arrives at by engaging in various
competing discourses and experiences. They further note that “self-identity is continuity
across time and space as interpreted reflexively by the agent.” Career identity, as a
prominent identity of individuals, arguably would require the participation of the agent in
various competing or aligning discourses. That means, as per the conceptualization
proposed by Giddens and other prominent scholars, that a career identity should be
dynamic and developmental.
The insights from career sciences. Researchers in career sciences explicitly
theorize identity as a developmental concept. They argue that identity development
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requires an exploration of a variety of roles and behaviors (Brown, Glastetter-Fender, &
Shelton, 2000; Cheek & Jones, 2001; Marcia et al., 1993). The assertion is that career
identity is critically, and essentially, exploratory in nature (cf. Brooks, Cornelius,
Greenfield, & Joseph, 1995). Conceivably, the identity formed through an exploratory
process must be dynamic and developmental. Similarly, other classical researchers have
also alluded to the dynamic and developmental nature of career identity with concepts
such as identity flexibility (referred to as “the deliberate and informed comparison of
one’s present identity commitment with other possibilities”) (cf. Grote & Raeder, 2009;
Whitebourne 1986, p 164). Taken together, this research domain also clearly suggests a
dynamic and developmental career identity.
The insights from organizational and management sciences. Management and
organizational research, which largely regards identities as tools of control and
regulation, also views identities (such as an organizational identity) as incrementally
adaptive and changeable in the long run (Albert & Whetten, 1985; Dutton & Dukerich,
1991; Brown & Starkey, 2000). Recently organizational researchers have articulated
various approaches of work-related identity research (e.g., career identities), which
includes “the developmental perspective of identity” as one of the major approaches
(Dutton, Roberts, & Bednar 2010). As these authors suggest, the developmental approach
to identity entails focusing on the change of identity over time and thus assumes the
dynamic nature of identity (p 271).
In summary, from this review, we understand that identity research across
disciplines agrees that career identity is dynamic and developmental. We know the
following: a career identity is central to an individual’s self-concept; certain identities
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might be salient/manifest or latent depending on contexts; identity development includes
exploratory processes; human agency and control play a role in identity development; and
individuals hold an identity after engaging in competing and converging discourses about
the self. These insights on the dynamic and developmental nature of an identity in
general, and the career identity in particular, provide logical traction for the development
of my theory. Particularly, as explained in the upcoming sections, these insights inform
“the dual-process identity development framework” that I articulate as well as the
comprehensive conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity.
The antecedents of identity at the individual level
Identifying the factors that shape the identity of an individual has been one of the
fundamental questions of identity literature (Ashforth et al., 2008). Identification is
conceptualized as the process of embedding an individual in a relevant identity (Ashforth
et al., 2008: p 326). Thus, the review will take into consideration the antecedents and
consequences of identity and identification to the extent that they are relevant to the focus
of the dissertation, that is, to career and organizational identities. The antecedents of
identity and identification are organized under three broad categories below– some
antecedents belong to multiple categories.
The contextual antecedents of identity. In an organizational context, Brickson
(2000) proposed that the personal, relational and collective identity orientations of
individuals are the function of contextual factors such as organizational structures, task
structures and reward structures. Empirically, Mael & Ashforth (1992) found the
following contextual factors to be related to organizational identification–the existence of
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a mentor, organizational distinctiveness, organizational prestige, and intraorganizational
competition. Similarly, other studies also documented that the diversity climate in the
organization, the attractiveness of the organization, and the prestige of the organization
influenced organizational identification (Dukerich, Golden, & Shortell 2002; Dutton et
al., 1994; Gonzalez & Denisi, 2009). In the context of organizational boundary-spanning,
Bartel (2001) established that when there is a favorable intergroup comparison (in
engagement with clients), it enhances the collective self-esteem of the employees, and
thereby leads to stronger organizational identification. Epitropaki (2013) found that a
psychological contract breach in the employee-organization relationship results in a
negative influence on organizational identification. Olkkonen & Lipponen (2006) looked
at the influence of various types of justice on different identity targets in an organization.
They found that organization-focused distributive justice and procedural justice were
related to employees’ identification with the organization. On the other hand, supervisorfocused interactional justice was related to work-unit identification.
In a qualitative study conducted in a service firm, Alvesson and Kärreman (2007)
found that the human resource management system (i.e., practices and activities) shapes
the organizational identity at the organizational level as well as at the individual level.
This study also concludes that the human resource management system “works as a
major linking mechanism between organizational identity and individual identity
regulation” (p. 719). Bartels et al. (2007) argued for the importance and influence of
internal communication climate and the perceived external prestige of the organization on
the members' multiple organizational identities. They also showed that the employees’
identification with the lower level unit of the organization influences their identification
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with higher level units. Jones & Volpe (2011) documented that contextual organizational
factors, such as organizational distinctiveness, as well as organizationally affiliated
members’ social networks (particularly network size), impact organizational
identification. Farmer, Tierney, & Kung-McIntyre's (2003) study demonstrated that an
exposure to a culture of creativity, an individual’s own perception of her/his past creative
behaviors, and the perceived co-worker role expectations for creativity positively impact
the creative role identity, which, in turn, gives rise to creative performance. In a
qualitative study, Chreim et al. (2007) demonstrated a complex, dynamic influence of
institutional factors, organizational factors, and individual factors on the reconstruction of
professional role identity among physicians. Their findings indicate that “agentic
reconstruction of professional role identity is enabled and constrained by an institutional
environment” (p 1515). Delmestri (2006) also found an intricate, concerted impact of
various local, national, and transnational institutional factors (such as cultures, rules and
regulations, norms, and ideas on personality) on the formation of the multiple identities
of middle-level managers.
The demographic, attitude, personality trait, and motivation related antecedents
of identity. Disparate categories of antecedents related with the attributes of an individual
have been investigated in the context of career-related identities. For example, Waterman
& Waterman (1976) presented the case that education and the nature of motivation
(intrinsic or extrinsic) impact career selection and thereby vocational identity. They
empirically found an association to that effect. Jackson & Neville (1998) looked at the
factors that shaped the vocational identity for the African American students in a
university with predominantly white students. This research indicated that the
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internalization of racial identity and other demographic factors had bearings on students'
vocational identity. However, the influence was differential for males and females.
Investigating the selective use of various desired identities as organizational control
instruments in an aeronautic plant, Anteby (2008) found that managerial leniency
enhanced workers’ occupational identity. Diemer & Blustein (2006) examined the role of
critical consciousness (the ability of individuals to assess and overcome socio-political
barriers) as a predictor of career development among urban adolescents. The results
showed that those with a higher level of critical consciousness had greater clarity
regarding their career identity. Similarly, Dobrow and colleagues (cf. Dobrow et al.,
2012; Dobrow & Higgins, 2005) documented that development networks3 had a bearing
on the clarity of professional identity.
The study of Johnson, Morgeson, & Hekman (2012) asserted that cognitive
identification and affective identification are distinct forms of social identification in
organizational contexts which are differentially affected by personality characteristics.
Specifically, extraversion was found to influence affective identification and neuroticism
was found to be related with cognitive identification. Examining the participants in a
business incubator, Kornberger & Brown (2007) argued that the notion of ethics is a
meaningful, discursive resource for constructing both personal and collective identities.
They found that people indeed drew on the notion of ethics for identity construction.

3

“Groups of people who take an active interest in and action toward advancing a protégé’s career.”

(Dobrow et al., 2011)
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The behavioral antecedents of identity. While identity researchers theorize an
identity as the precursor of behaviors, in a majority of the studies, some researchers
looked at the behavioral antecedents of identity as well. In a multi-method study,
examining how the giving behavior (giving back by the employees) impacts their
affective commitment to the organization, researchers (Grant, Dutton, & Rosso, 2008)
found that this commitment is enhanced through the augmentation of personal prosocial
identity and organizational prosocial identity. In other words, a behavioral antecedent
influences identity which, in turn, affects commitment. Some researchers have studied the
nature of the relationship between leadership behavior and its impact on the followers’
identity in an organizational context. For instance, Conger, Kanungo, & Menon (2000)
found that the strength of an employee’s collective identity is positively influence by the
charismatic leadership behavior of her/his managers. Similarly, other studies have
demonstrated the influence of leadership role, especially that of transformational
leadership on organizational identification (Epitropaki, 2013; Epitropaki & Martin,
2005).
To summarize, the review of this general literature on the antecedents of identity
offers the following insights for the present research. We understand that various types of
identities (personal, role, and social identities) are influenced by different types of
contextual factors at different levels. Factors related with different aspects of an
organization are found to impact both the organizational and professional identity of
individuals. This informs the conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity as well as the
theorizing of contextual determinants of entrepreneurial identity in the present
dissertation. While we have some understanding that reward structures have a bearing on
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identities, we do not know much about how an individual's attitude towards these
organizational rewards impact identity in particular. Therefore, to some extent, I
contribute to fill this gap in the broad identity literature by developing theory and
empirically testing the influence of career-related attitudes on entrepreneurial identity.
Similarly, this review documents that demographic and personal attribute related factors
also have a bearing on identity and identification, which further provides a basis for
personality characteristics and career attitude related antecedents of entrepreneurial
identity theorized in Essay # 2.
The consequences of identity at the individual level
Identity and psychological well-being. One of the widely researched
consequences of identity is the psychological well-being of an individual. Briscoe et al.
(2012) found that individuals with self-directed protean career attitude are more likely to
develop identity awareness which, in turn, leads to psychological well-being for those
individuals. Brook, Garcia, & Fleming (2008) also looked at how various/multiple
identities that an individual holds, as a part of their self-concept, influence their
psychological well-being. More particularly, they look at the interactive influence of the
importance of these identities in the person’s general self-concept, the harmony among
the identities, and the number of identities. They found that identities that were very
important for them and that were in harmony (i.e., facilitated each other) lead to greater
psychological well-being. In addition, this interactive effect on psychological well-being
was stronger when harmonious identities were higher in number relative to when they
were lower in number (i.e., a three-way interaction effect). However, the psychological
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well-being was lower when these highly important identities contradicted each other.
Herrbach (2006) hypothesized that “organizational identification reflects the overall
psychological relevance of one’s membership in an organization; it is therefore correlated
with experiencing both positive and negative affective states at work” (p 633).
Identity and commitment, cooperative intentions, and citizenship behaviors. An
important researched outcome of an organizational/social identity is organizational
support–in various forms and manifestations. Mael & Ashforth (1992) found that
organizational identification leads to both intentional and behavioral support for the
organization. More particularly, their study revealed that the employees who
demonstrated strong organizational identification were willing to recruit others for their
organization, participated in various organizational functions, and even contributed
financially to the organization. In two related field studies, Blader & Tyler (2009)
examined the role of social identity (work group being the target identity) on employees’
engagement in extra-role behaviors. They not only found that social identity has a
positive impact on extra-role behaviors but also demonstrated that it mediates the
relationship between two predictors (procedural justice and economic outcomes
judgment) and the extra-role behavior. Note that the social identity conceptualization
usually adopted in organizational research is the cognitive sense of belonging to a social
unit/institution/group. But researchers in other academic traditions conceptualize social
identity as consisting of two additional dimensions also–respect (standing and acceptance
within the group) and pride (the group’s worth and status) (cf., Blader & Tyler, 2009;
Tyler & Blader, 2001). Drawing on this multidimensional concept of the social identity
framework, Boezeman & Ellemers (2007) examined the impact of the pride and respect
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dimensions of social identity on the commitment and cooperative intent of volunteers of a
volunteer organization. Their findings suggest that pride and respect indirectly impact the
cooperative intent of the volunteers, with organizational commitment functioning as a
mediator. Similarly, Bagozzi et al. (2012) documented that a consumer (a Ducati
motorcycle owner in their study) identifies not only with an organization (Ducati the
company) but also with various targets of social identity (friendship group, virtual
community, the brand and the company itself) for that organization. The consumers
achieved a satisfying self-definition through these identity targets which lead to positive
outcomes for the organization, such as resilience to negative information about the
organization and the social promotion of the organization. In a similar type of study
conducted in the context of organization-client relationship (organizational boundary
spanning), Bartel (2001) found that an enhanced organizational identity (due to
boundary-spanning experiences of an organizational member) has work behavior
consequences. She found that stronger organizational identification leads to higher
interpersonal cooperation, work related efforts, and advocacy for the organization. Bavel
and Cunningham conducted multiple experiments (2012) looking at how social identity
impacts, and might provide a framework, for explaining personal memory. Their finding
is that certain aspects of social identity shape social attention as well as personal memory.
In a seminal study that examined blood donor role identity, Callero (1985) found
that role identity is not only a significant part of self-definition, but it also impacts
feelings, behaviors, and cognitive functions. The finding suggested that the salience of a
role identity is related with the following: the propensity to evaluate others in terms of
that same identity; the development of interpersonal relationships in the context of that
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role identity (e.g., a blood donation); and others’ expectations that the agents/individuals
will engage in the behavior and action representative of that identity. In a similar
contemporary study, the effect of volunteer-program attitudes on the intention to stay and
organizational citizenship behaviors were found to be mediated by organizational
identification (Jones, 2010). Looking at student identity, Burke & Reitzes (1991), argue
that an identity generates certain typical behavioral outcomes and that the strength of
commitment to the focal identity plays the role of a moderator in this relationship.
Particularly, they find that the relationship between the student identity and role
performance (assessed on three associated behaviors) was higher for those individuals
with a higher commitment to student identity.
Dukerich, Golden, & Shortell (2002) conducted a longitudinal study among
physicians to explore the influence of identity-related factors on their cooperation and
organizational citizenship behaviors. The findings showed that the attractiveness of the
construed self-image of the social unit (a particular health care system in this study) as
well as the perceived attractiveness of the organizational identity of the system was
related to the strength of organizational identity which, in turn, predicted cooperative
behaviors and organizational citizenship behaviors. Finally, Johnson et al. (2012) looked
at, and found evidence of, the differential influence of cognitive and affective
identification on organizational commitment, organizational involvement, and
organizational citizenship behaviors.
Identity and adjustment. Beyer & Hannah (2002), in a longitudinal qualitative
study, found that an employee’s ongoing adjustment and assimilation in a new
job/organization is, in part, influenced by the work-related personal identities of the
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employees. Relatedly, van Knippenberg, Martin, & Tyler (2006) found that, during an
organizational change, the employees who identified more with the organization focused
on the change process (e.g., participation in change). On the other hand, those who
identified less with the organization focused on the change outcomes (e.g., salary).
Identity and leadership. Identity scholars across various traditions have directly
or indirectly theorized prototypical leadership (signifying collective/social identity) and
the impact of such leadership. “Prototypical as compared to less prototypical leaders are
seen as exemplifying the shared group or organizational identity, and as representing
what defines the group and distinguishes it from other groups" (e.g., a US president seen
as a ‘real American’ and the embodiment of American values) (Giessner & van
Knippenberg, 2008: p 16). These authors find that leadership prototypicality, due to the
very fact of commonality of the identity with the followers, generates more
positive/favorable evaluations of leadership effectiveness after the failures in achieving a
maximal goal (ideally, that could be reached) but not the minimal goal (i.e. moderated by
goal definition). In a similar study, using multiple experiments, Haslam & Platow (2001)
demonstrated that the leader's capacity to affirm the distinct social identity shared among
his or her followers was a significant predictor of followership–particularly in generating
the support for novel plans and the willingness to help realize the plans (p 1476). The
study by Hirst, van Dick & van Knippenberg (2009) documented that team identification
positively influenced creative efforts, and eventually creative performance, both of which
were positively moderated by the leaders' inspirational motivation, prototypicality
(signifying shared identity), and the interaction between prototpyicality and inspirational
motivation.
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Identity and job and/or career satisfaction. Aryee and Luk (1996) looked at the
influence of family identity and work identity on career satisfaction in a sample of dualearning couples of Hong Kong. Their study found that the work identity of husbands
enhanced their career satisfaction, while that influence, although positive, was not
significant for the wives. On the other hand, this study found that their family identity did
not have an impact on career satisfaction.
Identity/identification and turnover intentions/withdrawals. Scholars (Abrams,
Ando, & Hinkle, 1998) have found that organizational identification predicts turnover
intentions in that the more an employee identifies with the organization, the less likely it
is that she/he will leave the organization. Abramus' et al. (1998) comparative study in
Japan & Great Britain also showed that the impact of organizational identification was
uniform across the two national contexts. Cole & Bruch (2006) demonstrated an even
more nuanced impact of identity and identification in turnover intentions. They looked at
the differential impact of identity among high level officers, middle management, and
occupation workers. Consistent with the findings of other studies, this study also found
that identification and identity strength negatively influenced turnover intentions; the
influence on different levels of organizational hierarchy varied, however. Relatedly, Das,
Dharwadkar, & Brandes (2008) investigated the impact of various identities and
organizational identification on turnover and performance in an
“international/globalized” business context. They found that when the workers of an
international call-center have high national identity centrality, it resulted in higher
turnover intentions. As per this study, the occupational identity and the organizational
identity positively reinforced each other. Grube & Paliavin (2000) conducted a
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comprehensive study looking at various antecedents of general role identity and specific
role identity as well as work behaviors and turnover intentions as a function of these
identities. They find that when a volunteer has a strong role identity, he/she is less likely
to leave and more likely to devote a greater number of work hours to the focal
organization. Some other studies have found similar effects. For instance, Rothbard &
Edwards, (2003) found a positive impact of the role identity on the time invested in that
particular role. Finally, a meta-analysis (cf. Riketta, 2002 cited in Das et al., 2008) also
found that when individuals strongly identify with an organization their intention to leave
is low.
Some researchers examined the factors that contribute to recruitment withdrawal
(why someone self-selects out of recruitment processes) (Griepentrog et al., 2012). They
showed that organizational identification impacted withdrawal behaviors directly and
through a mediating variable, the intention to pursue the job. The organizational identity
also worked as a mediator in transmitting the effect of other predictors on withdrawal
behaviors namely, person-organization fit, distinctiveness of the organization, and
organizational prestige.
Identity and job performance. Das et al.’s (2008) study cited above also found
that high national identity centrality resulted in poor performance outcomes and higher
turnover intentions. In addition, national identity centrality, as a moderator, weakened the
relationship between organizational identification and performance. That is,
organizational identification produced better performance outcomes when national
identity centrality was low. Lobel & Clair (1992) reported that when employees’ career
identity salience was high, it enhanced their work efforts. Randel & Jaussi (2003)
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provided evidence that individual performance in a cross-functional team setting was a
function of the personal and social functional background identities of the team members.
Identity and decision making. Researchers in vocational psychology have argued
and documented that the people with a higher awareness about their career identities face
fewer difficulties while making career related decisions, have a lower rate of career
uncertainty, and explore a broader range of occupational choices (Cheek & Jones, 2001;
Holland, Gottfredson, & Power, 1980; Schmitt-Rodermund & Vondracek, 1999;
Vondracek et al.). In a very interesting study of how individuals make unethical
decisions, Detert, Treviño, and Sweitzer (2008) argue that an individual’s moral identity
reduces his/her propensity for moral disengagement (the deactivation of moral selfregulation by an individual, cf. Bandura 1999), thereby reducing unethical decision
making. Similarly, other studies (cf. Gino et al., 2011: p 193) have found that people with
a strong moral identity try harder to be consistent with their moral compass and to make
moral decisions. Also, Gino et al. (2011) found a moderating role of moral identity on the
relationship between self-control depletion and unethical behaviors. In a series of
experiments, LeBoeuf, Shafir & Bayuk (2010) looked at identity conflicts and decision
choices. Among others, one of the findings was that the relative salience of one identity
over the other affects one’s decision choices and the subsequent satisfaction with those
choices. Similarly, other studies also demonstrated that moral identity has direct and
conditional influences on moral behaviors (cf. Reynolds & Ceranic, 2007).
The preceding overview on the consequences of individual identity in careerrelated and organizational contexts provides broad insights pertinent to the present
research. The impact of individual level identity is indeed quite diverse and wide-ranging
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because it influences affect, cognition, intentionality, psychological well-being, decision
making, and the behaviors of an individual. The finding that “when different identities
are in harmony, they create a positive impact for the psychological well-being of
individuals”, offers fundamental insight for my argument in the upcoming section. On the
basis of this finding, I theorize that when various micro-identities of entrepreneurial
identity are in harmony, they are likely to create a better sense of coherence and stability
for active and potential entrepreneurs. Moreover, this review also shows that an identity
generates “typical behavioral outcomes” for that particular identity. In Essay # 3, I
theorize that entrepreneurial identity is a missing link in explaining entrepreneurial
behaviors. I argue that entrepreneurial identity eventually leads to typical entrepreneurial
behavioral outcomes through entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions.
The general finding that identity does lead to intentionality (of various forms, as this
review suggested) provides basic validation for my argument that entrepreneurial identity
leads to entrepreneurial intentions. The finding that identity has a bearing on decision
making also provides a logical basis for the impact of entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
Various contingent effects of identity/identification. Many researchers have also
looked at the various conditions and contingencies that come into play when predicting
cognitive, affective, and behavioral consequences of identity. Farmer & van Dyne (2010),
integrate the concept of idealized and situated “selves” of individuals, arguing that the
typical, expected behavioral outcomes of an identity will be conditioned by the role
occupancy (e.g., tenure). Particularly, their study found that a “helping identity” and
helping behaviors of employees and an “industrious work identity” and industrious work
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behaviors were moderated by two role occupancy variables, organizational tenure and
work status (part-time vs full-time). Another study, by Farmer, Tierney, & KungMcIntyre (2003) found that the influence of employees’ creative role identity on
creativity was moderated by their perceived organizational valuing of creativity. In a
qualitative study, Golden-Biddle & Rao (1997) explored a complex dynamics of
interaction between the collective level organizational identity and individual identities.
In particular, they found that the interaction shapes the expected and enacted roles of an
organization's board of directors. In a configurational study4, Greenhaus and colleagues
documented that the interactive effect of work identity and family identity with
situational demand and sex influenced an individual’s work behavior (operationalized in
terms of work hours) (Greenhaus, Peng & Allen, 2012). They found that elongated work
hours were the function of weak situational demand for females, but not for males,
because of the differential construal of work identity and family identity among male and
female employees. Some other studies have looked at the interactive effects of
organizational identity and work role identity on job satisfaction and citizenship
behaviors (e.g., van Dick et al. 2008) as well.
Team faultline researchers have also looked at the conditioning effect of identity
on team dynamics–particularly as it concerns conflicts and team outcomes. Jehn &
Bezrukova (2010) reported that a strong workgroup identity decreased the likelihood that
the activated faultlines led to coalition formation and conflicts.
Mayer, Greenbaum, Shteynberg, & Kuenzi (2009) documented evidence that
when a central aspect of an individual’s personal or social identity is violated, her/his
4

Researchers use this term to refer to a three-way interaction term, or a contingent effect.
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perception of procedural and distributive justice does not improve even when the
procedures are objectively fair.
Conducting experimental studies, Holmvall & Bobocel (2008) reported that when
individuals have an interdependent self-construal (that is, base their identity on their
relationships with other people) they are likely to react positively to the negative
outcomes which resulted from a procedural fairness issue. And the opposite was true for
the people who construed their identity as independent; that is, they negatively reacted to
such outcomes.
Although the present research does not specifically look at the interactive
influences of entrepreneurial identity—both for the exploratory nature of the study and
the ‘scope and focus’ manageability issues—the review on contingent effects of identity
does have some theoretical application for the current research. For instance, the finding
that the influence of identity on behavioral outcomes is contingent on role occupancy
dictates that the present research should control for the tenure of potential entrepreneurs
in their paid-employment while testing the impacts of entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial intentions.
Review of Entrepreneurial Identity Specific Literature
This section of the review focuses on the literature which in some form
addresses/deals with an entrepreneurial identity, the identities of entrepreneurs (defined
broadly), the identities of entrepreneurial ventures, or the entrepreneurial identity of any
existing, traditional organizations. Although the focus of this dissertation is individual
level entrepreneurial identity, I briefly review the literature on collective level
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entrepreneurial identity because the identities of entrepreneurs and their
ventures/organizations are likely to have interdependent relationships.
Collective/organizational level entrepreneurial identity
Conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity at the collective level. A
conceptual study by Downing (2005) provides a framework which looks at the formation
and the development of organizations as individual and collective identity projects.
Downing’s central idea is that entrepreneurship is a collaborative social achievement, a
socially constructed reality, although it might start with an entrepreneur’s personal
theories/visions—where individual and collective identities are simultaneously coproduced with institutions through narratives and other similar means. Navis & Glynn
(2011) conceptualize entrepreneurial identity in a broader sense, quoted below, as a
constellation of claims. Their study specifies three entrepreneurial identity targets at three
different levels:
We define the entrepreneurial identity as the constellation of claims around
the founders, organization, and market opportunity of an entrepreneurial
entity that gives meaning to questions of ‘who we are’ and ‘what we do’
(Navis & Glynn, 2011: p 480).
The chief insight of this study is that authentic entrepreneurial identities serve as the
touchstone of external investors’ assessments on the plausibility of an entrepreneurial
venture. In another study (Navis & Glynn, 2010), examining the evolutionary landscape
of a new market (of satellite radios), the authors look at the identity and legitimacy
dynamics of new markets and entrepreneurial firms. The central idea of this work is the
following: while new organizations first act in concert to establish the legitimacy of the
“new market” by forming a common market identity, these firms shift their attention to
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their individual differentiation within the new market once the legitimation process of the
new market precipitates.
Entrepreneurial identity and resource acquisition by entrepreneurial firms.
Owing to the liability of newness (Stinchcombe, 1965) and legitimacy issues (Aldrich &
Fiol, 1994), resource constraints are common for entrepreneurial firms. How
entrepreneurial firms construct/develop their identity is found to be critical in
legitimizing the new ventures/organizations and acquiring the needed resources. In a
classic conceptual paper, researchers (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001) argue that an
entrepreneurial identity serves as the basis on which various stakeholders base, judge, and
confer legitimacy to the organization. That, in turn, allows these ventures to access new
and better sources of capital and market opportunities. The general insight of this
conceptual work is empirically corroborated to a large extent by the study of Martens,
Jennings & Jennings (2007).
Entrepreneurial identity and the survival of entrepreneurial firms. Relatedly, in
an interesting longitudinal, ethnographic study, Drori, Honig, & Sheaffer (2009)
investigated the entrepreneurial identity formation, along with legitimacy, of an internet
firm over the course of its life – from inception to death. They showed that various
organizational scripts became the source of the organizational identity. Further, the
conflicting organizational scripts/narratives as well as the misalignment of the identities
of various actors of the organization created organizational conflicts, and eventually,
were responsible for the organization’s demise.
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Entrepreneurial identity and entrepreneurial orientation. A substantial amount
of research has generally supported the idea that a firm’s entrepreneurial orientation leads
to superior performance outcomes (cf. Poudel, Carter & Lonial, 2012). A study by Miller
& Le Breton-Miller (2011) investigated the connection between entrepreneurial identity
and entrepreneurial orientation. Their major thesis is: conditional upon social contexts,
role identities and social identities of owners and owner managers differentially impact
the strategic orientations of their firms, and thereby, their business' success. Particularly,
they documented that lone founders have a stronger entrepreneurial identity and
accordingly pursue entrepreneurial orientation, thereby achieving higher success relative
to founding or non-founding family owners or managers.
Identity in family businesses. Resorting to the notion of “identity confirmation,”5
Milton (2008) argued that the business identity confirmation in family businesses works
as a catalyst for the business performance. Specifically, as the author posits, the identity
confirmation can function as a unique, hard-to-imitate resource that bestows the family
firm with an advantage over non-family businesses. Shepherd & Haynie (2009) examined
the potential conflict of identity (between family identity and business identity) and the
impact of such identity conflicts on entrepreneurial processes. These researchers argue
that the differences about the potential entrepreneurial opportunities and how to go about
them are likely to trigger, although not exclusively, such identity conflicts in family
businesses. However, the authors suggest, the presence of a “family-business meta-

5

Referred to as the condition in which personal and social contexts of an individual are consistent with

one’s identities (cf. Milton & Westphal, 2005).
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identity” (a superordinate identity that harmonizes and controls the meaning of lower
level identities – that is, family identity and business identity) is likely to mitigate the
identity conflicts. Examining the nature of the boundary between a family identity and a
business identity in family businesses, Sundaramurthy & Kreiner (2008) advanced a
continuum of identity integration argument. They theorized that the degree of such an
integration of family and business identities manifests itself in observable factors such as:
the association between the family and business image, ownership and governance
structure, and the financial relationships with the family, among other factors. For
example, when these identities are highly segmented, there will be limited cross-flow of
finances between the family and the business. On the other hand, in the case of high
integration, a free flow of finances between the two is likely. In a related paper,
Zellweger and colleagues (Zellweger, Nason, Nordqvist, & Brush, 2013) conceptually
examined why family businesses are particularly inclined to pursue non-family centered
non-financial goals. Invoking organizational identity theory, they assert that it is the need
for and the significance of synergy between organizational identity and family identity
that motivates them to achieve a better organizational reputation through such nonfinancial goals.
In conclusion, this overview of collective level entrepreneurial identity literature
offers some critical insights for individual level entrepreneurial identity theory
development. This literature tells us that authenticity in the entrepreneurial identity of a
new organization/venture has immediate implications for its survival, strategic
orientation, as well as on the assessment of the venture by external stakeholders. The
literature also informs us that the harmony or conflict of identities among various
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stakeholders of an entrepreneurial firm has a bearing on its survival. Note that it is not
difficult to see the individual level parallel to these findings. Particularly, it is
conceivable that the authenticity of entrepreneurial identity, either in an active or
potential entrepreneur, might have a bearing on their probability of engagement in startup activities and the eventual success of their startups.
Individual level entrepreneurial identity
The small body of existing literature in entrepreneurship research has conceptualized
individual level entrepreneurial identity either as a role identity or a social identity or as a
career identity, each with disparate research questions and interests. Therefore, this
review is organized based on the conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity.
Entrepreneurial identity as a distinct concept. As the authors claim (and largely
corroborated during the present research), the Murnieks & Mosakowski (2007) study laid
the foundation for the entrepreneurial identity conversation (particularly at the individual
level) in the entrepreneurship field. They emphasized that understanding entrepreneurial
identity is critical for understanding entrepreneurial motivations, entrepreneurial
behaviors, and entrepreneurial processes. The major contribution of this study is that it
provides theoretical underpinning and empirically tests the question of whether a distinct
entrepreneurial role and entrepreneurial identity exists. This work posits that “certain
individuals hold salient entrepreneurial identities, which motivate them to act as
entrepreneurs” (p 1). Shepherd & Haynie’s (2009b) conceptual paper is another work that
explicitly theorizes about entrepreneurial identity. Their study focuses on the “identity
management” predicated on the fact that entrepreneurs might have other salient identities
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besides an entrepreneurial identity, which they collectively refer to as non-work identity.
The major insight is that entrepreneurial identity satisfies the “distinctiveness” need of an
individual which might come at the cost of another need of equal significance, “the
belongingness need.” For psychological health, they argue, the need of distinctiveness
and the need of belongingness must be balanced which entrepreneurs can accomplish by
employing identity management strategies. By managing the entrepreneurial identity and
the non-work identity, either through compartmentalization or integration (two strategies
suggested by the authors), entrepreneurs can optimally satisfy both needs and enhance
their psychological well-being. The study provides additional insights with a conceptual
model on the effectiveness of one strategy over the other (cf. p 327). Another
preliminary work on individual level entrepreneurial identity (Murneiks, 2007) makes the
case that entrepreneurial identity is a unique identity of entrepreneurs, which is the
precursor of entrepreneurial motives and entrepreneurial behaviors. This work
hypothesizes entrepreneurial passion and goal setting as important links in this
connection. The study theoretically distinguishes, and empirically corroborates, between
“actual entrepreneurial identity prominence” and “ideal entrepreneurial identity
prominence.” Interestingly, however, unlike its prediction, ideal entrepreneurial identity
did not correlate with entrepreneurial passion, nor did it find passion enhancing
entrepreneurial behavior.
Farmer et al. (2011), based on the concept of possible selves (Markus & Nurius,
1986), introduced a construct called “entrepreneur identity aspiration” (it refers to a
possible but not yet realized future entrepreneur self). This is a seminal work, in that it
identifies an antecedent of entrepreneurial identity. These authors theorize and show
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evidence that the congruence between one’s self-definition and perceived entrepreneurial
role-definition enhances entrepreneurial identity aspiration. Entrepreneurial identity
aspiration, in turn, motivates individuals to engage in entrepreneurial discovery and
exploitation. Their findings also suggest that having a prior start-up experience augments
(moderates) entrepreneurial discovery and exploitation as a function of entrepreneurial
identity aspiration.
Entrepreneurial identity conceptualized as a role identity. The Cardon et al.
(2009) paper on entrepreneurial passion theorizes three specific role identities associated
with entrepreneurs – an innovator role identity, a founder role identity, and a developer
role identity. They conceptualize entrepreneurial passion in terms of identity as
“consciously accessible, intense positive feelings experienced by engagement in
entrepreneurial activities associated with roles that are meaningful and salient to the
identity of the entrepreneur" (p 517). They define the three role identities of
entrepreneurs as:
(1) an inventor identity, where the entrepreneur’s passion is for activities
involved in identifying, inventing, and exploring new opportunities; (2) a
founder identity, where the entrepreneur’s passion is for activities involved
in establishing a venture for commercializing and exploiting opportunities;
and (3) a developer identity, where the entrepreneur’s passion is for
activities related to nurturing, growing, and expanding the venture once it
has been created (p 516).
The major thrust of this conceptual work is that they theorize how entrepreneurial passion
is predicated on the salience of various entrepreneurial role identities and translates into
three important markers of entrepreneurial effectiveness: opportunity recognition, venture
creation, and venture growth. For example, they argue that the effectiveness in
entrepreneurial opportunity recognition will be higher when an entrepreneur’s inventor
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identity is salient because it enhances creative problem solving. Similarly, they proposed
that the effectiveness of venture creation is influenced by entrepreneurial passion that is
predicated on founder identity.
Hoang & Gimeno (2010) develop a theory of organizational founding based on
the founder’s identity, depicting organization founding as a founder’s role transition
phenomenon. The chief insight developed in this work is that an individual’s ability to
transition from some other work role to a founding role is influenced by identity
centrality (referred to as the subjective significance of the founding role in the
individual’s overall self-concept) and identity complexity (referred to as the diversity and
richness of the perception of the founder role). These authors argue that two major
challenges associated with the transition from some other work role to a founder role
identity are “role novelty” (how objectively different the new role is compared to the old
role in terms of knowledge, skills, and abilities) and “role conflict” (to what extent the
new role is incongruent with existing role identities). They propose: founder identity
centrality and founder identity complexity will reduce the negative influence of role
novelty and role conflict, and therefore, will increase the probability of successful
transition from other work roles to founding roles (to pursue founding activities).
Entrepreneurial identity conceptualized as a social identity. Contending with
Cardon et al. (2009) and other similar studies, Fauchart & Gruber (2011) assert that
conceptualizing an entrepreneurial identity in terms of role identity does not fully capture
the self-definitions/concepts of entrepreneurs. They argue that such a conceptualization
discounts the social aspect of the self-concept that is, arguably, even more central in
explaining entrepreneurial behaviors because entrepreneurship is inherently a social
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activity and is a function of social construction. Drawing on social identity theory and
based on a qualitative study of 49 firm founders, they expound a typology of social
identities of founders. The three pure types of social identity of entrepreneurs advocated
by the researchers are Darwinian identity, Communitarian identity, and Missionary
identity. The Darwinian identity is referred to as the identity that focuses on competition
and in which identity economic self-interest is central. The Communitarian identity is
referred to as the identity where the firm an entrepreneur creates is regarded as a social
object which has an interdependent relationship with the community at large. Finally, the
social identity of founders, where firms are regarded as the political objects designed to
advance a particular cause in society, is referred to as the Missionary identity. Thus, the
distinguishing characteristics of the social identity of founders, in their scheme, are based
on two criteria. The criteria are: the differences in the meanings associated with being a
founder and the variations in the interpretation of the nature of the social unit they
identify with – that is, the nature of the firm/organization. Fauchart & Gruber conclude
that, based on these different types of identities, entrepreneurs will engage in different
entrepreneurial activities and address decision making differently. More particularly, they
will differ in terms of core strategic decisions, customer needs, and capabilities and
resource deployment.
Entrepreneurial identity conceptualized as a career identity. Some researchers
(cf. Dobrev & Barnett, 2005) have alluded to individual identity in an entrepreneurship
context, implicitly, as a career identity. O’Neil & Ucbasaran (2010), however, examined
the identity among a sample of sustainability-driven enterprise founders more directly as
a career identity. They also contend that conceptualizing identity in entrepreneurship in
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terms of the salient roles alone (as done by Cardon et al., 2009) overlooks the importance
of alternative identity phenomena – a view consistent with the arguments/theory
developed throughout this dissertation. Their findings suggested that, among other
factors, the founders’ transition to entrepreneurship was triggered by authenticity-related
identity deficits in their prior careers. The authenticity in this context is referred to as
constraints that relate to the expression of personal values, and the identity deficit is
referred to as an inadequately defined self. The transition emanated from the belief that in
entrepreneurship they could authentically integrate their values into careers.
Entrepreneurial identity conceptualized as a personal identity. Although not
touted as an entrepreneurial identity, the personal identity (used for its emphasis on
distinctiveness) of an aspiring (or active) entrepreneur is one of the preconditions of the
effectuation theory that originated in the entrepreneurship field (cf. Nielsen & Lassen,
2012; Sarasvathy, 2001). In brief, the effectuation theory developed by Sarasvathy
counters the traditional “ends-means” understanding in that it argues that many
entrepreneurs begin with what they have and who they are (their identity) and figure the
appropriate end among a host of possible ends. Thus, the personal identity of an
entrepreneur is assumed ex ante present in the effectuation theory of entrepreneurship.
Also, this notion of personal identity is assumed to be relatively stable. Nielsen & Lassen
(2012) contend and complement this notion of a stable, existing personal identity in a
qualitative study of student entrepreneurs. They assert that the personal identity of
entrepreneurs, or potential entrepreneurs, is a continuous construction process that occurs
simultaneously during the effectual processes of entrepreneurial actions. Note that this
understanding also perfectly aligns with the position of this dissertation research.
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Other individual level identities (and self-images) of entrepreneurs (broadly
defined). A quantitative study (Obschonka et al., 2012) looked at the role of social
identity in the transition to entrepreneurship from paid-employment. Observing a sample
of German scientists, they argue that the identification of the scientists with their
academic peers (that is, the group identification/social identification) will have a bearing
on their entrepreneurial intentions indirectly through its moderating impact on the
cognitive processes. Their results suggest that when the group/social identification was
low, the perceived behavioral control (fairly synonymous with self-efficacy as per their
operationalization) influenced entrepreneurial intentions. On the other hand, when the
identification with the group was high, attitude towards academic entrepreneurship
(another variable) influenced entrepreneurial intentions. Social norms influenced
entrepreneurial intentions in both conditions (high and low social identification).
Eddleston & Powell (2008) looked at the issue of why female entrepreneurs are
more satisfied with their entrepreneurial careers than their male counterparts, though they
are less successful in terms of the routine/regular measures of business successes. The
authors argue that it is because of the gender identity of entrepreneurs and the differential
value attached to different sources of satisfiers of an entrepreneurship career. Particularly,
they find that the impact of the entrepreneur's sex on the preference for status-based
career satisfiers (such as money, business growth) is mediated by masculine gender
identity. On the other hand, the impact of sex on the preference for socio-emotional
career satisfiers (such as the contribution to society) is mediated by feminine gender
identity.
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Entrepreneurship researchers more or less converge on the idea that the
opportunity-individual nexus is at the foundation of entrepreneurship (Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000; McMullen & Shepherd, 2006). Mitchell & Shepherd (2010)
maintain that it is important to examine not only the different images of opportunity
perceived by individuals but also to investigate the differences within their self-image.
Specifically, they introduce two self-images, the self-image of vulnerability (measured as
a fear of failure) and the self-image of capability (measured as human capital and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy). They found that both types of self-images affected
entrepreneurs’ opportunity images.
Thus, for the purposes of this dissertation, the literature on individual level
entrepreneurial identity, despite being at a very early phase of development, provides in
part the critical foundation necessary to advance the theory that I articulate in the
following theory development section. To that end, the study by Murnieks &
Mosakowski (2007) is the most critical because their study is the first study that
articulates and tests the existence of entrepreneurial identity. While their study lacks a
precise and comprehensive definition of entrepreneurial identity, it convincingly argues
that as long as the entity called the “entrepreneur” exists, so does the accompanying
entrepreneurial identity (p 4). Another study, Shepherd & Haynie (2009b), conceptualizes
entrepreneurial identity as part of a superordinate identity. This provides the logical
framework for a thorough conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity in the present
dissertation. Note that these authors explicitly refrain from offering a definition because
they believe a commonality and a distinction might be simultaneously present among
individuals regarding their perceptions of entrepreneurial identity (p 323). That is
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precisely one of the theoretical undertakings of the present research–to explain why an
entrepreneurial identity might have commonalities and distinctions across individuals, in
general, and across entrepreneur types, in particular. Similarly, Farmer’s et al. (2011)
concept of “entrepreneurial identity aspiration” is consistent with the intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity that I introduce in this dissertation.
The review of this literature reveals that scholars have conceptualized
entrepreneurial identity in terms of various roles (e.g., Cardon et al., 2009), as a social
identity (e.g., Fauchart & Gruber, 2011), as a career identity (O’Neil & Ucbasaran, 2010),
and even implied as a personal identity (e.g., Sarasvathy, 2001). However, it is evident
that we lack an understanding of how these various interpretations and proxies of
entrepreneurial identity make sense together. We do not yet have a good big
picture/gestalt of the entrepreneurial identity construct. That being said, these studies do
provide some important directions for my theory. They unequivocally acknowledge that
entrepreneurial identity is a superordinate identity which might be comprised of multiple
micro/subordinate identities in a hierarchy (cf. Cardon et al., 2009; Shepherd & Haynie’s
2009b). The identities reviewed above form the building blocks of the entrepreneurial
identity conceptualization that ensues in the next section.
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THEORY DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Understanding Individual Level Entrepreneurial Identity: Identity Development,
Complexity, and Variations across Entrepreneur Types (Essay 1)
Identity development: The case for a dual-process
The focus of the theory development in this essay, and the rest of the two essays
in this dissertation, is on entrepreneurial identity. Nevertheless, this subsection and the
next are devoted to the advancement of a dual-process identity development concept,
central to my theory development on entrepreneurial identity. My position is that the
dual-process of identity development, articulated in the present research eliciting on
existing theory and empirical research, forms the foundational building block of any
individual level identity–including entrepreneurial identity. To provide a context, note
that the conceptualization of identity has been divergent in the literature in that selfconceptions are referred to as what individuals think of themselves, to what they think
others think of them, and to what others merely ascribe them to be (cf., Beyer & Hannah,
2002). The literature implies two fundamental, and juxtaposed, identity formation
processes which have not been adequately distinguished, articulated and reconciled. I
explain this further below.
One approach, the predominant one in identity research, generally suggests that
an identity, irrespective of the types or varying conceptualizations, is forged through a
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process of social construction. Researchers either explicitly argue that identity is a
socially constructed entity or they implicitly assume it in their theorizing (Alvesson,
2010; Ashforth et al., 2008; Brown, 2001; Chreim, 2005; Creed et al., 2002; Day et al.,
1999; Downing, 2005; Fearon, & Laitin, 2000; Gioia et al., 2010; Gouldner, 1957;
Richardson et al., 2009; Savickas et al., 2009; Zimmermann & Ravishankar, 2011). This
notion of identity formation rests on the concept of social constructionism. Social
constructionism professes that realities and truths are constructed through various
discourses that are created as a function of social relations, structures, and socially
negotiated understandings (Dick & Nadin, 2006; Ibarra, 1999). This notion of identity
formation implies that social structures and discursive contexts alone would shape an
individual's identity with little or no room for human agency. But there is another
approach to identity which emphasizes the role of agency or the agentic power of
individuals who are actively seeking certain identities (cf. Alvesson & Willmott, 2002;
Down & Reveley, 2009; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003). In what follows, I reconcile
these approaches to argue that an identity (entrepreneurial identity included) is forged by
both social construction and by virtue of the agentic power of individuals – regarding
human beings as real actors. My position is that it is only an issue of which type of
identity formation is stronger for the focal identity being examined.
The rest of the Essay #1 is organized in the following way. In this subsection, I
first outline the knowledge gap/theory dilemma in the identity formation processes. Then
I discuss the premises and the detailed conceptualization of an intrinsically prospected
identity (IPI) and a socially constructed identity (SCI). Next, I discuss the additional
validation and reasoning behind my theory in light of the existing literature in sociology,
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psychology, and organizational sciences and explain similar concepts in the literature. In
the second subsection, I discuss some differences between IPI and SCI in relation to
some of the key concepts in the individual level identity domain. In the third subsection, I
provide a nuanced and comprehensive conceptual structure for entrepreneurial identity.
In the fourth section, drawing on the insights of the earlier subsections, I explain the
commonalities and differences of entrepreneurial identity among three distinct types of
entrepreneurs. I develop propositions to that end. The final subsection provides the
summary conclusion of Essay # 1.
The knowledge gap/theory dilemma in identity formation processes. Although
identity literature is mostly convergent on the idea that the identity formation of an
individual is a dynamic and developmental process (see the review in the earlier section),
there is much debate and contention around the nature of identity formation (cf.
Alvesson, 2010; Down & Reveley, 2009). In their editorial call for papers on identity
construction in an organizational context, the guest editors of the journal Human
Relations (Keenoy et al., 2007) identified, among others, two particular areas where a
conceptual development was needed to advance the identity literature: “(a) self-narration
and imposed identity construction and (b) accounts of the contested, competing and
contradictory nature of identity formation(s) (p 396).”
The conceptual dilemma in the identity research emanates from two distinct
approaches to subjectivity and reality. The first approach is the humanist approach in
which human agency plays a crucial role, and which emphasizes individuals as meaningmakers and reality-creators (cf. Alvesson, 2010; Giddens, 1991; Ibarra, 1999). The other
approach is the non-humanist approach (represented by Marxists, structuralists,
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behaviourists, and the discursivists academic traditions) which locates the creation of
subjectivity and reality in structures, situations, social relationships, and discourses (cf.
Alvesson, 2010; Dick & Nadin, 2006). The latter approach is the philosophical ground
for the concept of the social construction of identity. Consistent with other authors
(Alvesson, 2010), I argue that individuals develop two basic types of identity. One is
predominantly the function of social construction and the other a function of the agentic
powers of individuals (i.e., human agency). I refer to this identity formed by virtue of
human agency as intrinsically prospected identity (IPI).The humanist approach to
subjectivity and reality is the philosophical ground for the intrinsic prospection of
identity.
Despite the fact that there exist two juxtaposed approaches to subjectivity and
reality and despite the majority of identity research considering identity formation as a
social construction, there is not much focused theorizing (except for passing references)
on the identity formation processes (cf. Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al., 2006). There are,
however, some exceptions which deal with some aspects of the issue (see also the
upcoming sections). One particular research paper (Alvesson, 2010) directly addresses
the issue, and as such, is central to our discussion.
Alvesson (2010) reconciled the humanist and non-humanist approaches
(discussed earlier) to develop seven identity image types: strategists, storytellers,
strugglers, self-doubters, soldiers, surfers, and stencils. I present two of his seven images
(storytellers and stencils) to highlight the intrinsic prospection and social construction
distinctions I make. Eliciting Gidden’s work (1991), on the storytellers’ image, Alvesson
states:
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Self‑identity (of storytellers) is then conceptualized as a reflexively
organized narrative, derived from participation in competing discourses
and various experiences, which is productive of a degree of existential
continuity and security (p 203).
This image of identity is based on the premise that individuals are capable of creating and
maintaining a credible self-narrative. It could be argued that a reflexively organized
narrative meant to be instrumental for the sense of continuity and security, in essence,
must be a purposeful, intrinsic process directed at achieving identity goals. Alvesson
further asserts that the storyteller’s identity image “goes beyond role presentations and
discourse-driven subjectivity and points to a more integrated and meaningfully created
identity (p 203).” Therefore, I argue, this identity image cannot be the function of socially
constructed realities, or a socially constructed identity for that matter. Nonetheless, note
that neither goals and purposes, nor the longing for the sense of security, nor the sense of
uniqueness, nor the need for continuity exist in the absence of social contexts and
environments. On the other hand, some other images in Alvesson’s framework are
fundamentally socially constructed identities. Drawing on Foucault’s post-structural
narrative, Alvesson writes:
This image (of stencils) views the subject as mainly an effect of the
discourse (Alvesson and Kärreman, 2000) operating on it. It is not so
much the individual being actively involved in the construction of him- or
herself as it is external powers doing this work…the key idea is that
external powers are given priority in identity-defining projects. There is no
individual before discourse works upon him or her... (p 206, 207).
This image in Alvesson’s framework is construed as a result of social construction
because human agency and willpower are assumed to be non-functional. The stencil
identity image is the virtual imposition of an image on an individual by social systems
and discourses. Investigating the intensity of social construction–or intrinsic prospection,
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for that matter–of all the seven types of Alvesson’s identities is not within the scope of
the current discussion. That being said, the contrast of the stencil's identity image and the
storyteller's identity image perhaps suffices to make the case that some identities are
predominantly socially constructed and others are predominantly intrinsically prospected.
Therefore, in a sense, in this dissertation, I pick up the thread of Alvesson’s effort on the
reconciliation of two perspectives of how “realities and identities” are created. However,
my focus is to argue that every individual level identity has both of these basic
components–intrinsically prospected and socially constructed. One component of identity
is the result of externally-initiated narratives working on the individual. The other
component of identity results from the conception and promotion of narratives about the
self by an individual with a relatively robust control of individual agency. I term the willdriven, self-reflective, purposeful, identity construction as the 'intrinsic prospection' of
identity to draw a contrast with the social construction of identity.
The premises and the conceptualization of intrinsically prospected identity (IPI)
and socially constructed identity (SCI). The first fundamental premise upon which I
make the distinction of intrinsically prospected and socially constructed identity is: the
role of human agency and the role of structural influence both contribute to the
development of an identity. The corollary is that human agency is capable of instituting
certain realities or truths intrinsically and that these truths and realities can be relatively
enduring characteristics of people. The two major theories of identity, social identity
theory (Tajfel and Turner 1979; Turner 1982, 1985) and identity theory (Burke 1980;
Stryker 1968) do not consider “the self” as “independent of and prior to” society (cf.
Hogg, Terry & White, 1995). Note that the idea of intrinsically prospected identity
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essentially refers to the possibility of a self-concept independent of, and prior to, society.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the pursuit or achievement of an
intrinsically prospected identity occurs in a social vacuum. Nor does this
conceptualization exclude the likelihood of the simultaneous development and
interdependence of these two distinct identities. Rather, the distinction lies in that the
social construction of identity means that social contexts, social systems, and social
discourses are the primary factors responsible for identity formation, rendering individual
free will and human agency into peripheral factors. From this point of view, affirming the
social construction of identity does not necessarily imply/is not equivalent to denoting
complete passivity on the actor’s part. This view recognizes that individuals do respond
to external influences and discourses. The emphasis is that the development of a socially
constructed identity is a reactive negotiation process with the social units, referents, and
other secondary actors related to the identity construction process. On the other hand, the
development of an intrinsically prospected identity is a proactive negotiation of one’s
identity, invariably involves a self-reflection process, a constant dialogue with the self,
and a continuous attempt to promote the narratives about the self to the outer world,
irrespective of the level of conformity from external audiences/actors.
The second premise is that “who am I” is not the only basic anchoring question of
individual identity development, as assumed or asserted in many identity articles/theory
developments (see the discussion earlier). I reason that the social construction of an
identity occurs largely in the pursuit of understanding “who am I”. However, “who do I
want to be” is an equally important, if not more important, anchor question in identity
formation. The agent-initiated development of identity occurs largely in one's pursuit of
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understanding “who do I want to be.” To paraphrase, the identity developed in the pursuit
of answering “who do I want to be” is essentially an intrinsically prospected identity.
This component of identity is inherently inward centered, agent-constituted, and formed
more or less exclusively through a self-reflective process. The actor consciously and subconsciously initiates and nurtures self-narratives to achieve his or her identity, and the
corresponding aspired goals. Similar to the classical concept of “intrinsic motivation”, the
term “intrinsic” in this identity conceptualization refers to the “internal locus of
causality” (cf. Leonard, Beauvais, & Scholl, 1999: p 970). The term “prospection”
corresponds to the meaning found in the Merriam Webster dictionary, which defines it as
“the act of exploring.” Therefore, intrinsically prospected identity means the identity
which contains an internal locus of causality, and for which to develop, self-exploration
is a necessary condition. In the intrinsic prospection of identity, individual free will and
human agency take center stage. I reason that this is in unambiguous contrast with the
generally understood meaning of the social construction of identity in the current
literature. The social construction of identity implies an external locus of causality and a
structurally/externally-defined self-concept (Alvesson, 2010; Creed et al., 2002; Dick &
Nadin, 2006; Downing, 2005; Richardson et al., 2009). Throughout this dissertation, I
explicate this distinction in the context of entrepreneurial identity, and other identities,
when appropriate.
Let’s take an example of an adolescent whose parents are entrepreneurs.
Arguably, in most societies, she will have an entrepreneurial identity conferred upon her.
This conferred identity will be the function of social construction attributed to the
family's discussions of entrepreneurship and corresponding expectations, others’
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perception of the adolescent as a potential entrepreneur, her interactions in the social
circles of parent entrepreneurs, the family as a unit of entrepreneurs’ social networks, and
other similar social factors. These factors will constantly associate and ascribe her with
an entrepreneurial identity. Recall the identity in family business context reviewed
earlier. We know that identity confirmation works as an inimitable resource for family
businesses (Milton, 2008). It means that, even for strategic reasons, such a conferral of
entrepreneurial identity is likely. If the adolescent is actually interested in
entrepreneurship and has constituted an entrepreneurial identity for herself, the
conferred/socially constructed entrepreneurial identity will conceivably foster the
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity. On the other hand, for instance, this
individual might be interested in athletics and might proactively craft and nurture an
“athletic identity,” that is, an intrinsically prospected athletic identity. This intrinsically
prospected athletic identity, however, might not be in harmony with her socially
constructed entrepreneurial identity. In this scenario, in more family-oriented and
collectivist cultures like that of Japan (Abramus et al., 1998), this individual might even
face a conflict of the socially constructed part of her identity [who she is/entrepreneurs’
offspring] and the intrinsically prospected part of her identity [who she wants to be/an
athlete].
Conversations, theories, and evidence in the literature consistent with the IPI
and SCI distinction. One socio-anthropological conception of identity is: a selfconstituting narrative that provides enduring characteristics to individuals (cf. Brown,
2001; Josselson & Lieblich, 1997). On the one hand, it is logical to conclude that the
origin of these narratives within the individual means that the intrinsic prospection of
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identity has taken place. On the other hand, if one develops enduring characters through
the narratives which originate outside the individual, which is also a possibility, arguably,
it is the social construction of identity that has occurred. Note that individuals “work on”
these self-narratives through internal soliloquies as well as external interactions (Beech,
2008; Clarke et al., 2009; p 324) to develop or solidify the identity in question. For
intrinsically prospected identity, internal monologues and soliloquies will be the more
dominant form of self-narrative creation. Nevertheless, an individual will be involved in
various communications and interactions with the external world for ‘a reality check and
to seek support for’ the internally prospected identity. Because prospected identity is a
story about “the image of self” presented to the outer world by an individual, she/he
needs to periodically assess to what extent that self-narrative is being accepted or
thwarted.
When the externally initiated narratives are in harmony with the internally
initiated narratives, both of these identities will substantiate each other. On the other
hand, when the externally originated narratives (those that label an individual) are in
disharmony with the internal narratives, the actor is likely to consciously downplay the
external narratives and attempt to make internal narratives more prominent.
The major idea theorized and empirically tested in this dissertation, that
individuals can intrinsically prospect identities, is also consistent with the theory insights
and empirical findings in the social psychology literature. Burke & Reitzes (1991) argue
that individuals are actually agents who control and maintain their own identity
processes; that the commitment to certain identities enhances identity control and
maintenance processes (p 250). The notion of intrinsic prospection is also congruent with
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social cognitive theory (cf. Bandura, 1989) which advocates an agentic approach to
explain human behaviors, particularly the ability of individuals to control their own
thoughts and behaviors through self-regulatory processes (Bandura, 1989). Agents not
only conceive and nurture identities to orient themselves towards the “future” which is an
essential part of their present self-image, but they may also require it. In other words,
they may need to intrinsically prospect those identities.
The findings of Gioia & Thomas’s study (1996), which was conducted to examine
the role of identity and organizational image (in the sense of prestige/reputation) on
‘sensemaking by top management teams during strategic change,’ lend empirical
credence to these concepts. One of the findings of their qualitative study is that
institutional identity emerged as a function not only of answering “who we are” but also,
equally, of answering “who we want to be.” Arguably, there must be an individual level
identity parallel to this finding. Given the role of agency, will power, and intentionality,
individual level identities are much more likely to be the function of both “who I am” and
“who I want to be” compared to the collective identity of social units.
The two fundamental identity development processes of social construction and
intrinsic prospection advanced in this dissertation are consistent with some well-received
theories of career choice as well. For instance, homeostasis theory views human
individuals as organisms that self-regulate in order to satisfy their needs. That is, they do
not merely respond to the environmental and social conditions, external processes, and
systems (Marco, Hartung, Newman, & Parr, 2003). The following excerpt sheds light on
the notion that career choices, and career identities, for that matter, are not merely the
function of external factors:
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Personal homeostasis, or organismic self-regulation, refers to the processes
whereby the human organism maintains a sense of balance between personal
needs and environmental demands and circumstances. From this
perspective, career decision making can be conceptualized as a process of
satisfying internal needs and coping with external demands to make
effective educational or vocational choices (Marco et al., 2003: p 2).
Relatedly, the emphasis of image theory on the present and future self-image as
significant determinants of decision making (Thompson & Dahling, 2010) supports my
argument. It supports the idea that individuals not only have a multitude of identities, but
they also hold current and future identities; and future identities are methodically
prospected by an actor, as opposed to simply reacting and adjusting to the dictates of the
social system. Similarly, Gidden’s (1991) structuration theory suggests that it is not only
the environment that shapes an individual actor’s perception of reality, but it is also the
reality of the actor that shapes the reality of the environment. It implies that, while an
individual’s identity might be the reality as constructed by the environment (society), the
individual’s self-initiated identity might also be pushed into the environment to be
accepted as a distinct reality.
Finally, the additional credence of intrinsic prospection of identity comes from
Foucault’s (1988) concept of ‘technologies of the self’ that require “the truths of the self”
to be discovered through self-examination and expressed through language in order to
affirm and transform oneself. In these processes, “the individual becomes both the object
of improvement and the subject that does the improving" (Kosmala & Herrbach, 2006: p
1397). This is precisely what an individual does when she/he is prospecting an identity:
one initiates an identity as a truth to be realized and tells the narratives of that truth,
which are explored through the self-examination processes.
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Overlapping concepts. Although this dissertation conceptualizes and articulates
the “non-social-construction” process of identity formation, the concept of intrinsically
prospected identity is not entirely novel.
The concept of intrinsically prospected identity has some parallel with the concept
of “possible self” advocated by Markus and colleagues (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Markus
& Nurius, 1987) because both constructs have the same anchoring question of “who do I
want to be.” Drawing on these pioneering works by Markus and colleagues (Markus &
Nurius, 1986), some studies have looked at the aspirational identity of individuals (e.g.,
Thornborrow & Brown, 2009; Farmer et al., 2011). However, despite their conceptual
similarity in terms of the self-image of the future, intrinsically prospected identity in this
dissertation is conceptualized by highlighting human agency and in contrast with socially
constructed and externally conferred identity. In addition, as Ibarra (1999) argued, there
is limited development of this concept of “possible self”, particularly in terms of the
processes of how these possible selves are formed, threatened, and claimed. Ibarra adds
to this concept of possible self by advancing the concept of provisional identity when
people are in the role transition (e.g., from a manager to consultant role) in their careers.
The intrinsic prospection of identity concept advanced here also contributes to this
conversation of “possible self.”
The SCI and IPI concepts also have a parallel in “conferred identity and selfconstructed identity”--constructs that have been conceptualized but not developed well in
career literature (cf. Flum & Blustein, 2000; Marcia, 1993):
When one becomes progressively aware of one’s basic features, the roles
one plays, one’s affiliations, and, in general, one’s niche in the world,
identity is conferred. When a person takes an active role in the process of
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self-definition and explores the different identity elements in order to author
one’s becoming, identity is self- constructed. (Flum & Blustein, 2000: p
386, 387).
“Conferred identity” has conceptual similarity with socially constructed identity and
“self-constructed identity” has conceptual similarity with intrinsically prospected
identity. However, as I articulate throughout this dissertation (refer to the
conceptualization earlier and the extensive distinctions of IPI and SCI in the immediately
following section), the concepts of intrinsic prospection and social construction of
identity are much broader. “Conferral of identity vis-à-vis self-construction of identity” is
only one such distinction in the theory development of this dissertation.
The final conceptual overlap of intrinsically prospected and socially constructed
identity is with the “actual identity” and “ideal identity” distinction made in an
unpublished dissertation work (Murnieks, 2007). It concerns what the author terms
“actual identity prominence and ideal identity prominence” to accentuate the
“prominence” of identity. There is some similarity in that the operationalization of the
constructs captures similar temporal distinctions as well as the fact that intrinsically
prospected identity and ideal identity are both aspirational in nature. However, there are
two important differences. One difference is in the essence of the conceptualization and
the operationalization of the constructs. Murnieks’ research is focused on the separation
of the self-image, or on “the actuality and the ideal version of that actuality.” Therefore,
to capture the distinction, the author explicitly uses the word “ideal entrepreneur” in all
items of his measurement scale. As shown in the upcoming section, the conceptualization
and operationalization of “intrinsically prospected identity” in this dissertation, however,
captures a more general, prospective “entrepreneurial self” which may or may not be
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ideal. Second, ‘the role of human agency and whether the realities are socially
constructed or intrinsically prospected’ form the core of the theory I am building and
testing, which is not alluded to in Murnieks’ work. In other words, the theoretical foci
and empirical explorations are entirely different. That being said, the current dissertation
research, in many aspects, will be complementary to Murnieks’ work– as well as to the
other preliminary works on entrepreneurial identity discussed earlier.
The differences and similarities between intrinsically prospected identity and
socially constructed identity
I distinguish IPI and SCI invoking several concepts and dialogues in the identity
literature, note however, that some of these constructs are interdependent and essentially
substantiate each other. The summary of the distinctions is presented in Table 1.
Table 1

The Distinctions between IPI and SCI
Intrinsically Prospected Identity

Socially Constructed Identity

Fundamental

Who do I want to be?

Who am I?

anchor question &

Future orientation

Past & present orientation

Role of human

Exclusively human agency driven,

Limited role of agency, largely

agency in identity

self-constituted, and identity is

conferred identity, and conferred

development

proactively and passionately

identity is either confirmed or dis-

negotiated with the external world.

identified.

Independent self-construal

Interdependent self-construal

temporal
orientation

Nature of selfconstrual
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State of identity

Relatively fluid, mostly an identity

Relatively fixed, either identity

(fluid vs. fixed)

project in progress

confirmation or disidentification is
likely

Identity intensity

Relatively more intense in both

Relatively less intense in both

(cognitive and

cognitive and affective dimensions

cognitive and affective dimensions

Internal regulators (personality,

External regulators (e.g., contexts,

values, abilities, needs, etc.) are

work roles, relationships, etc.) are

dominant.

dominant.

Regulatory focus of

Promotion focus

Prevention focus

identity

(focused to maximize gains)

(focused to minimize loss)

Identity motives

Self-enhancement

Self-enhancement

Self-exploration

Self-consistency

Self-verification

Uncertainty reduction

Self-expansion

Belongingness

affective)
Identity regulation

Distinction
Realization of

Identity motive realization occurs

Identity motive realization occurs

identity motives

predominantly through facilitation

predominantly through confirmation

and legitimation.

and corroboration.

Rewards are enthusiastically

Identity rewards are relatively less

appreciated, more affect-laden, and

appreciated, less affect-laden, and

will generate greater number of

will generate fewer activities for the

activities for further development of

further development of the socially

the prospected identity.

constructed identity.

Identity rewards
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The fundamental anchor question and temporal orientation. In the preceding
section, I claimed that “who I am” is the fundamental anchor of socially constructed
identity and “who I want to be” is the fundamental anchor of intrinsically prospected
identity. Note that the conceptualization of prospected identity is not merely an
aspirational self-image of the future. It is essentially a process where an actor proactively
initiates, nurturers, and promotes narratives about the self which she/he wants to be
“perceived as” by the society in question. The individual who initiates and presents such
self-narratives may be quite near to being who she/he wants to be, or alternatively may
have a long way to go to become what she/he wants to be. Identity prospection is the
process of conceiving and developing a certain identity to present it to the outside world
and to guide one’s actions and behaviors–irrespective of the chances of that identity
becoming the future reality of that individual. For instance, someone who lands
occasional non-paid gigs at local bars and who is not actually gifted enough to be a real
musician in the future, might possess a “musician identity” as strong as or stronger than
the “musician identity” of a talented and recognized musician. When somebody asks the
question, “who am I”, especially in the early years of identity development, the likely
answer is: “I am X because other people think or tell me I am X.” After becoming aware
of the fact that “I am what other people think or tell me I am”, the individual is likely to
find some comfort in that it will immediately situate her/his existence in some sociopsycho-cultural map of society.
Identity that develops as a socially constructed reality can have a high impact on
what the agents think of where they stand relative to that society. Very likely, this
situating of socially constructed identity does not involve much evaluation and reflection.
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If this conferred identity is congruent with their desires, personality, and the value
systems they have developed up to that point, they will further nurture that conferred
identity. Thus, socially constructed identity is largely stamped in the past and present. On
the other hand, if the conferred identity does not support or is incompatible with those
internal factors, they will immediately ask, “who I want to be/to be seen as.” Finding the
answer to this question requires a more serious reflection on the internal factors discussed
above, as well deeper evaluations of the individual’s social, psychological and cultural
contexts. An individual, then, creates a narrative about herself/himself based on those
internal factors and contexts. He or she not only attempts to get the external world to
recognize these self-narratives, but also tries to refine and internalize those narratives
over the course of time. The aim is to be defined in the way they want rather than to be
defined externally. Therefore, it essentially will be a future-oriented endeavor on the
agent’s part.
The role of human agency in identity development. As I already articulated in
detail, human agency is the single most important, necessary condition in the intrinsic
prospection of an identity. Structural and social factors either “facilitate” or “impede
against” the identity prospection process. When social and structural factors facilitate
agent-initiated self-narratives, the “prospected identity” is likely to strengthen. On the
other hand, if social and structural factors challenge or thwart these self-narratives and
the prospected identity, the agent will feel what researchers call “an identity threat”
(Aquino, & Douglas, 2003; Elsbach, 2003). The actor, then, is likely to engage in an
active identity negotiation process (Kreiner, Hollensbe & Sheep, 2006). Similarly, when
a conferred identity and a prospected identity are “in conflict” (cf. Ashforth & Mael,
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1989; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009), the actor is likely to protect the prospected identity. In
either situation (the facilitation or the thwarting of the prospected identity by the external
factors), the agent is likely to proactively and passionately engage in defining the self. In
clear contrast, in the case of a socially constructed identity, the role of human agency is
not central. Either the actor “confirms” the conferred identity (cf. Milton, 2008) or she/he
simply tries to “disidentify” with it (referred to as the act of distancing oneself from some
identity) (cf. Kreiner & Ashforth, 2004).
The nature of self-construal. One of the fundamental questions facing identity
researchers relates to how an individual construes the “self.” One approach to answering
this question is what scholars call “interdependent vs independent” self-construal. The
distinction refers to whether an individual defines/conceptualizes his- or her “self” in
relation to, and intertwined with, other people or does so in isolation and unique
separation from others (Holmvall & Bobocel, 2008). When individuals intrinsically
prospect an identity, they define themselves based on their own assessment of their
attributes, values, skills, abilities, and belief systems. Therefore, IPI is basically a
function of independent self-construal (Holmvall & Bobocel, 2008; Singelis, 1994). On
the other hand, in the case of SCI, the definition of self is the function of roles,
relationships, and affinities with others (individuals or social units) – i.e., interdependent
self-construal. Note that researchers (e.g., Cooper & Thatcher, 2010) have also separated
the interdependent self-construal in two parts–as relation-based and social unit-based (p
522). For the purposes of the present discussion, that distinction is not warranted.
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The state of identity (fluid vs. fixed). Although I articulate and advocate
dynamism in identity throughout the dissertation, the IPI and SCI distinctions beg some
further clarification based on the state of identity. Among identity theorists, there is some
divergence in opinions regarding the state of an identity. At the extremes, the issue is
whether an identity is stable and fixed or if it is fluid and malleable (Kreiner et al., 2006).
Consistent with many other researchers, I avoid the extreme positions. In fact, I believe
that the state of an identity is best interpreted in relational terms rather than in absolute
terms: certain identities might be relatively more stable than other identities. In this
regard, a socially constructed identity is likely to be fixed relative to an intrinsically
prospected identity. Researchers have already well-argued that just like identification,
individuals engage in disidentification (cf. Kreiner & Ashforth, 2004). When a conferred,
socially constructed identity is incongruent with the values, beliefs, and intrinsic
motivations of an individual, the actor is more like to disidentify him/herself from that
constructed identity rather than trying to confront it. On the other hand, intrinsically
prospected identity is, by definition, “an identity work”6 in progress geared towards a
desired self, and therefore, is likely to be more fluid and malleable.
Identity intensity (cognitive and affective intensity). The cognitive intensity visà-vis affective intensity of identity (Ashforth et al., 2008; Bergami & Bagozzi, 2000;
Harquail, 1998; Tajfel, 1978) conversation can also be enriched with the IPI and SCI
distinction. Cognition is generally associated with mental schema, information perception

6

The concept of “identity work” in identity literature explicitly regards the agentic role of the social actor

rather than just being the subject the structural factors act upon.
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and processing, and creating and enacting meanings while affection is considered as the
state of feeling. Because IPI involves self-reflection, creating narratives based on the
individual’s motivations and values, and the continuous exploration of oneself and one’s
environments, it involves high cognitive intensity relative to SCI. Similarly, because the
“who do I want be” component of an identity is gradually and deliberately nurtured, it
arouses more intense and positive feelings compared to the “who am I” component of
identity in the identity development process. In the event of a threat to the identity, the
affective intensity might be even more intense in the prospected identity. Therefore, both
affective and cognitive components will be more intense in IPI relative to SCI.
Identity regulation. Organizational scholars claim that the function of
management, in part, is to regulate the identities of employees (cf. Alvesson, 2001;
Alvesson & Willmott, 2002). The external regulation of an individual’s identity is more
or less a deliberate design of the social system, such as an organization, governing how
the individuals should view themselves and accordingly, how they should behave
(Alvesson, 2001; Alvesson & Willmott, 2002). It is conceivable that these deliberate
designs to regulate the employee's identity in order to regulate the behaviors of the
individual are likely to be more effective or applicable to a conferred and socially
constructed identity relative to an intrinsically prospected identity. That is the case
because when the individual agency is central to the identity development and when the
agent defines the self largely independently of the external roles, contexts, and relations
(the intrinsic prospection), it essentially suggests an internal regulation. In fact, the
concept of self-regulation per se, in addition to a huge body of research in the psychology
domain on self-regulation, signifies internal regulation (cf. Flum & Kaplan, 2006). For
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example, role identity researchers stress that when a certain role identity becomes highly
central in an individual’s sense of self–often referred to as identity centrality, it could
literally be a merger of “the role and the person” (Farmer & Van Dyne, 2010: p 504),
accordingly guiding her/his behaviors to suit that particular role identity. It is logical to
contend that such a merger of the role and the person is more likely when the role identity
in question is self-constituted and regulated through internal factors. The internal
regulators include, but are not limited to, deeply held values, the abilities the agent is
conscious of or believes in (e.g., knowing that you have the abilities to be an entrepreneur
even if the external world is not aware of it), and the composition of their needs.
Arguably, the forces that internally regulate an identity for a desirable behavior (or selfmanagement), such as the ones stated above, might be even more potent, enduring, and
long-lasting. In summary, intrinsic prospection of an identity can be characterized as the
identity worked on and worked through internal regulators.
The regulatory focus of identity. Since “identity” is an instrument to achieve
goals, the IPI and SCI comparison in this regard is important. Classic regulatory focus
theory (cf. Higgins, 1998; Johnson, Chang & Yang, 2010) states that individuals have
two basic foci on how they pursue their goals. The promotion focus is oriented to
maximize gains and achievements, is driven by developmental needs, and reflected in
ideal, aspirational goals (Carver & Scheier, 1998; Johnson et al., 2010). On the other
hand, the prevention focus is oriented to minimize losses and failures, is driven by
security needs (e.g., protecting oneself from psychological harms), and is characterized
by setting goals to avoid adverse situations/consequences (e.g., an entrepreneur aiming at
a small niche market to avoid competition from the main-stream competitors). Given the
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above distinction, when an individual consciously works on an identity to orient
her/himself towards an aspired self (i.e., IPI), it is logical to think that s/he is becoming
more promotion focused. Conversely, an individual is likely to be more prevention
focused when an identity is an externally forged reality and conferred on the individual.
The individual may accept the conferral of an identity just to avoid adverse situations.
Recall the earlier example of an individual with entrepreneur parents who might be
intrinsically prospecting an “athletic identity.” She might just be confirming the
“entrepreneurial identity” conferred on her to avoid any conflict with the parents and
other family members– unless her entrepreneurial identity is in direct conflict with her
athletic identity.
Identity motives. Why do individuals seek, develop, and enact various personal,
social, role identities? Many motives for identification have been identified in the
literature: that of fulfilling “distinctiveness and belonging” needs, enhancing status,
reducing uncertainty, as well as for self-verification, self-enhancement, self-exploration,
and self-expansion–among others (Cooper & Thatcher , 2010; Goldberg et al., 2010;
Hogg & Terry, 2000; Milton, 2008; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b). While some of these
motives could apply to both IPI and SCI, others are more likely to be accentuated in one
or the other type of identity. For example, the self-enhancement motive (to boost one’s
self-esteem) might underlie both IPI and SCI. When a technology-savvy consumer
prospectively identifies with Apple Inc. (IPI) and when an Apple Inc. employee is
confirming a constructed identity because of the employment with Apple Inc. (SCI), selfenhancement might be the underlying motive for both of these actors. On the other hand,
individuals who prospect some identity (say an entrepreneurial identity) because of their
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abilities, values, and the perceptions of their own skills, it is likely to serve the
distinctiveness need. In contrast, if somebody (say, the offspring of entrepreneur parents)
is conferred with “an entrepreneurial identity”, it likely serves the belongingness need
more than the distinctiveness need. The identity motives discussed above are only a few
examples. Discussing all the identity motives studied in the literature is not in the scope
of this dissertation. The distinctions made above should suffice to conclude that IPI and
SCI may differ in the underlying motives of identification.
The realization of identity motives. From the immediate paragraph above and
from the review also, it is clear that when individuals develop some identity or when an
individuals’ identification occurs with some social/collective unit or role, certain motives
are associated with that identity. I reason that there might be fundamentally different
processes which assist in the realization of these motives of identity. Using intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity as
examples, I introduce and briefly distinguish these identity motive realization processes.
The first process I term as the “facilitation and legitimation process.” This process refers
to the activities that facilitate the perception of an external audience in accepting the
desired self-image of the agent. Take the example of someone who is nurturing an
entrepreneurial identity internally (IPI) but does not have the family business connections
or any prior experience of entrepreneurial activities to claim an entrepreneurial identity.
Very likely, such a person will not be viewed as holding an entrepreneurial identity from
the perspectives of the related external audiences. He may not be conferred any
entrepreneurial identity by these audiences. In this scenario, some relevant activities, say
visiting an entrepreneurship conference and pitching a business idea, might facilitate the
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individual’s internally prospected entrepreneurial identity, allowing it to be positively
viewed by the external audiences. The external audience is providing some preliminary
form of legitimacy to his identity claims despite the absence of a history of activities or
the connections typical of such identity claims. Taken together, I refer to this as a process
of facilitation and legitimation.
On the other hand, imagine the daughter of a business tycoon who goes to the
same entrepreneurship conference to pitch a business for collaboration with other
entrepreneurs. Say, she is an architect and for her the “architect” identity is more central
than the “entrepreneurial identity” in her overall self-concept. The external audience in
this scenario can fulfill her motive of belongingness by conferring an entrepreneurial
identity by default. The act of pitching a business for collaboration will confirm and
corroborate the identity which was constructed and conferred to her even before she came
to that platform. I refer to this process of identity motive realization as the confirmation
and corroboration process. Therefore, I argue that in the case of IPI, the realization of
identity motives will occur predominantly through facilitation and legitimation processes
and, in the case of SCI, the realization of identity motives will occur predominantly
through corroboration and confirmation. Note that I am referring to the distinction in
terms of the predominance of one process over the other (and not exclusively of one
process or the other) because these processes exist in both IPI and SCI.
Identity rewards. While identity may not be “the exclusive source” of intentional
efforts as asserted by White (1992), we now have a consistent theory and empirical
research to suggest that identity is one of the reasons for intentional behaviors that has an
associated motive (Cooper & Thatcher, 2010; Goldberg et al., 2010; Hogg & Terry,
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2000). Researchers argue that when individuals are performing certain tasks they might
be primarily for achieving a certain identity (Anteby, 2008; Brower & Abolafia, 1997),
rather than for specific outcomes related to the roles, relationships, or collective units.
Brower & Abolafia (1997) introduce the term “identity rewards” to refer to such end
results of pursuing and achieving an identity. However, not much literature exists about
the nature of such identity rewards. It is logical to think that the rewards associated with
IPI and SCI might be different, either because they are formed differently, or they
underlie different motives, or they have different processes for the realization of those
motives, as I articulated earlier. I argue that “identity rewards” for IPI are more affectladen (that is, full of intense feelings), are likely to be more enthusiastically appreciated
by the individual, and may generate greater number of activities which further develop
the identity relative to the “identity rewards” associated with SCI. I allude to the earlier
example of the aspiring entrepreneur in support of this argument. Recall that he does not
have any obvious entrepreneurship networks; nor does he have a record of involvement
in hands-on entrepreneurial activities. However, he holds a strong prospected
entrepreneurial identity. When this aspiring entrepreneur receives recognition and
admiration from some of the entrepreneurs at the conference, it constitutes an identity
reward for him. In all likelihood, he will feel emotional about the identity rewards and
obtain the encouragement to further engage in entrepreneurial activities. Now recall the
architect daughter of a business tycoon discussed earlier who is conferred an
entrepreneurial identity, i.e., who holds a socially constructed entrepreneurial identity. In
contrast, for her the same admiration for her business idea for collaboration might be
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affectively less intense and may not generate as many additional entrepreneurial
behaviors (relative to the aspiring entrepreneur).
The conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity and its potential advantages
The definition, hierarchy, and complexity of entrepreneurial identity. To
reiterate, the identity literatures across sociology, management, psychology, organization
studies and other disciplines have almost unanimously posited that individuals identify
themselves with a bundle of multiple identities. More particularly, individuals have
multiple social identities (cf. Ashforth and Mael, 1989; Brewer & Pierce, 2005) and
multiple role identities (cf. Cardon et al., 2009; Callero, 1985). On the other hand, a
personal identity by its very definition is heterogeneous across individuals and is shaped
by their varied experiences (Bagozzi et al., 2012; Beyer & Hannah, 2002). Therefore, all
individuals hold a unique combination of a multitude of identities in order to make sense
of a complex social order, and guide their actions accordingly. For example, an
entrepreneur who is also a mother and serves on the governing board of a local church
might have a social identity affiliated with the organization she founded as well as with
the church. On the other hand, every entrepreneur has a unique, idiosyncratic component
of her self-concept, that is, a personal identity (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Brickson, 2000;
Brewer and Gardner, 1996). As the identity literature suggests, the purpose of an identity
is to position an individual in certain contexts that guides the individual’s thinking,
actions, and feelings (Ashforth and Kreiner, 1999; Ashforth & Mael, 1996). Identity
research tells us that managing multiple identities to guide one’s behavior and to achieve
various personal, career, and organizational goals is challenging. Social psychologists
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have even introduced a term called “social identity complexity” for the management of
multitudes of social identities (Brewer & Pierce, 2005; Roccas & Brewer, 2002).
Similarly, role identity scholars consider “the self” to be a structure of “roles and role
identities” (Callero, 1985). From the extensive literature review earlier, it is also evident
that entrepreneurial identity has been conceived in various different ways; entrepreneurial
identity is, without a doubt, a complex identity. All this preceding discussion leads to an
important question: how do we make sense of an identity, the entrepreneurial identity,
which in itself appears to manifest as a collage of personal identity, social identity, career
identity, and role identity simultaneously?
The early conceptual studies on entrepreneurial identity offer some insight that
helps us to comprehend the complexity of entrepreneurial identity and to provide it with a
meaningful structure. Entrepreneurship theorists have unequivocally acknowledged that
entrepreneurial identity is likely a culmination of a number of micro-identities (Shepherd
& Haynie, 2009b: p 323) that can be organized in a hierarchy of importance (Cardon et
al., 2009: p 517). In this light, I conceptualize entrepreneurial identity as a composite,
superordinate identity generally manifested through its subordinate identity components
(or interchangeably, 'micro identities,' as Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b refer to them) in
different occasions/contexts. I define entrepreneurial identity as a composite of multiple
identities in a hierarchy that become differentially salient in different conditions or
circumstances that bestow active and potential entrepreneurs with a coherent sense of self
across contexts as well as in different stages of their career. This conceptualization of
entrepreneurial identity as a composite of micro-identities (personal identity, career
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identity, organizational identity, and five particular work role identities) at different
levels of identity hierarchy is presented in Figure 1 below.
Having conceptualized and defined entrepreneurial identity as a superordinate
identity, I now explain the logical foundation of this conceptualization and definition. To
arrive at this conceptualization, I used a two-prong approach. First, I identified the
identities that are typically considered to be entrepreneurial identities, or the microidentities associated with entrepreneurial identity, or, at minimum, the conceptual proxies
of entrepreneurial identities. Second, I organized these different identities which, it could
be argued, are either different manifestations of entrepreneurial identity or the subsumed
components of entrepreneurial identity based on two rational criteria– identity centrality
and identity salience across contexts (which I explain in the following paragraphs).
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From the discussion throughout this dissertation, it is evident that “individual
uniqueness or idiosyncrasy” is an essential hallmark of an entrepreneur’s sense of selfimage and self-definition. Research in entrepreneurship suggests that entrepreneurs have
a heightened motivation for self-esteem and self-actualization (Murnieks &Mosakowski,
2007; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b). Since being an entrepreneur provides that sense of
distinctiveness (Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b) and fulfills the need for self-esteem and selfactualization, in part, it is essentially a personal identity, and a critical component of
his/her self-definition. To borrow Brewer’s words, personal identity is “the individuated
self—those characteristics that differentiate one individual from others” (Brewer, 1991;
Kreiner et al., 2006). Personal identity is signified when an individual perceives the
identity as uniquely her/his only: neither an identity shared with others, nor an identity
attributable to any particular role context. There are probably few other careers where an
individual can assert this personal aspect as much as in an entrepreneurship career. An
entrepreneur is disposed to have that sense of uniqueness, even relative to other
entrepreneurs. Personal identity is therefore arguably the most central part of an
entrepreneur’s self-definition.
Similarly, like any other career or occupation, becoming an entrepreneur is a
profession which is aimed at fulfilling basic needs (such as financial security) as well as
higher order needs (such as status). Therefore, irrespective of where they are in the
entrepreneurial processes, potential and active entrepreneurs are likely to deem
entrepreneurial identity as their career identity--with some possible exceptions, for
instance, where some other identity is already established as a career identity. For
example, an accomplished singer who starts and operates a clothing empire might still
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consider “singer identity” as her career identity rather than “entrepreneurial identity” as
her career identity. For entrepreneurs in general, however, we can expect, with some
caveats, “entrepreneurial identity” to be their career identity. In fact, as I discussed in the
review section, entrepreneurship researchers have already started to conceptualize
entrepreneurial identity as a career identity (O’Neil & Ucbasaran (2010). Nevertheless,
some entrepreneurs might identify with an entrepreneurial career identity quite strongly,
while others might do so only modestly.
Although entrepreneurs are likely to have multiple social identities, one particular
type of social identity is likely to be the most prominent, and pertinent, to them. They are
likely to identify with the organizations that they found, own, and operate--that is, hold
an organizational identity. Similar to other types of stakeholders, entrepreneurs will also
consider themselves as the member of an “in-group” prototype, feel a sense of
belongingness, and be proud of the organization they found, own and operate (Blader &
Tyler, 2009; Stets & Burke, 2000). They may strongly hold all three dimensions
(belongingness, pride, and respect) of a social identity (Tyler & Blader, 2001) wherein
the organization is the identity target. Cardon et al. (2005) rightfully argue that the
entrepreneurs who found or start an organization will show more intense organizational
identity relative to all other stakeholders. Even more so, I reason, they will be the ones
who forge these organizational identity narratives and standards that the other
stakeholders subscribe to and contribute to. This is consistent with the empirical research
which suggests that an entrepreneur’s identity imprints the organizational identity (cf.
Dobrev & Barnett, 2005). Also, recall the typology of the founder identity that Fauchart
& Gruber (2011) advocate. Those identities, in part, are based on the interpretation of the
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nature of the organization, and the organization is the target object of identification. In
summary, an organizational identity is a strongly manifest component of, or a proxy for,
an entrepreneurial identity.
As discussed in the literature, entrepreneurs interact with others and make sense
of the world through various work roles in their entrepreneurial career. More relevant in
the present context are the three role identities of entrepreneurs that Cardon et al. (2009)
have identified– the inventor identity, the founder identity, and the developer identity. To
sum up, the literature tells us that an entrepreneurial identity represents a personal
identity, a career identity, organizational identities (to include the option of a portfolio
entrepreneur who might have multiple organizational identities) and multiple role
identities.
From the preceding literature review section and theory section, it is clear that an
identity serves multiple purposes. “Self-regulation” is conceivably one of the most
critical reasons individuals develop an identity. Put differently, an identity is the tool
which allows an individual to navigate through the complexities of the society around
him/her while enhancing or keeping intact the self-esteem of the individual. However,
different identities contribute to the regulation of an individual in different contexts.
Some identities become salient (manifest) and other identities become latent, contingent
on the contexts and conditions (Gouldner, 1957). Arguably, some identities might be
more central in an individual’s self-concept (identity centrality) than others. An identity
will have the strongest influence in guiding the individual’s behaviors when the identity
is central and when it is likely to be salient across multiple contexts.
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For an active entrepreneur or a potential entrepreneur, consistent with the premise
of the effectuation theory of entrepreneurship (Sarasvathy, 2001), I reason that personal
identity is both more central and salient across contexts than other forms of identity
because it provides entrepreneurs with the satisfaction of the “distinctiveness” need
(Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b). In addition, a personal identity can be simultaneously
salient (enacted) along with other identities of the entrepreneur. Say, for example, an
entrepreneur is pursuing some government policy makers on certain aspects of his/her
industry on behalf of his/her peer organizations in the industry. In this context,
expectedly, the entrepreneur’s founder identity will be more salient than her/his manager
identity. Even in this scenario, in his/her consciousness, she/he likely will be aware of the
uniqueness which allows him/her to navigate through those complex interactions
successfully.
Consistent with career identity researchers, I argue that a career identity is one of
the most central elements of an individual’s self-concept (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999).
That people switch to an entrepreneurial career for authenticity in their identity (O’Neil
& Ucbasaran 2010) also vindicates the notion that career identity (viewing
entrepreneurship as a career) is also central to potential and active entrepreneurs. Since a
career identity is likely to serve many needs of an active or potential entrepreneur
(security needs to achievement needs), it is also likely to be salient across multiple
contexts. Therefore, based on the criteria of identity centrality and identity salience across
contexts, personal identity and career identity constitute the highest order constituent
identities in the entrepreneurial identity structure presented in Figure 1 above.
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As reviewed in the preceding sections, entrepreneurial identity also has been
conceptualized in various role identities and social identities. How does that fit in a
general conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity, of which career identity is an
integral part? Scholars have already made the point that a career identity is a combination
of organizational identity and work role identity (cf. London, 1993). London states:
Career identity is the degree to which people define themselves by their
work and by the organization for which they work. It involves the degree to
which they immerse themselves in activities related to their job and the
organization, work hard, view themselves as a professional or technical
expert and express pride in their employer (p 56).
Therefore, reasonably, the self-concept which an individual perceives regarding
entrepreneurship as a career choice is likely to be in itself a meta-identity that contains
various work role identities and an organizational identity. In line with other identity
researchers, I propose that, for entrepreneurs, a career identity controls and harmonizes
the meanings of these various role identities and the organizational identity (Burke, 2003;
Shepherd & Haynie, 2009). Even though the targets of social identity of entrepreneurs
could be many (a church, a golf club and the like), the organization they create and
operate is often their most prominent social identity target. Thus, they are also likely to
hold an organizational identity more strongly relative to all other stakeholders of the
organization, as rightfully argued by Cardon et al. (2005).
Concerning role identity, as discussed in the literature, entrepreneurs interact with
others and make sense of the world through various work roles in their entrepreneurial
career. Obviously, an entrepreneurial career can contain many job roles. The three role
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identities (the inventor identity, the founder identity, and the manager/7developer
identity) advanced by Cardon et al. (2009) best serves the purpose as the foundational
role identities of an entrepreneurial career (for achieving the balance of parsimony and
complexity in theory building). That being said, their scheme misses two particular role
identities of entrepreneurs that, I argue, are as important as the other role identities:
professional role identity and leader role identity.
Imagine an entrepreneur of a robotic design firm who is also a robotic engineer
(he has worked in such a capacity in paid-employment) and the chief technology officer
of the company he founded. In all likelihood, this entrepreneur will retain his professional
role identity as a work role identity as strongly, if not more so, than his founder role
identity. Similarly, entrepreneurship researchers have argued that individuals who
spearhead the development of ideas and resources that result in functional organizational
forms are the “authentic leaders” (cf. Jensen & Luthans, 2006). Relatedly, the researchers
in the organizational and applied psychology domain have already documented that
“leader identity” is a credible role identity which influences the behaviors of both leaders
and followers (cf. Johnson, Venus, Lanaj, Mao, & Chang, 2012). In addition, if we ask
entrepreneurs “who they are”, it is likely that many of them will refer to themselves as
“leaders” of the society. Therefore, we can conclude that a leader role identity is a sine

7

I use the term “manager identity” hereafter because the conceptualization of an entrepreneur in this

dissertation is broader than the Cardon’s et al. interpretation and also because the concept of “the
developer” in their study is fairly synonymous with the concept of a manager. I believe the term “manager
identity” would bring more clarity to the role of nurturing and growing a venture– the role of any top
management, new ventures or otherwise. Every entrepreneur, arguably, must perform a manager’s role.
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qua non constituent identity of the entrepreneurial identity composite. Taking all these
pieces together, consistent with the existing literature, I propose that entrepreneurial
identity is a superordinate identity generally manifested in its subordinate identity
components, in a hierarchy, as presented in Figure 1.
The potential advantages of entrepreneurial identity. A genuine next question in
this scheme of the hierarchical, complex nature of entrepreneurial identity is the
following: Would conceiving entrepreneurial identity as a hierarchical assortment of
multiple identities create identity conflicts and problems for the coherent/stable selfconcept? This question becomes even more relevant in the context of another question
researchers have been grappling with, namely, the tensions between personal identity and
social identity that exist within an individual (cf. Hitlin, 2003; Mullen, Migdal, & Rozell,
2003). Furthermore, these identity conflicts may come with potential costs (Prat &
Foreman, 2000; Shephered & Haynie, 2009). In the following paragraphs, I make the
case that the complex and superordinate nature of entrepreneurial identity, with multiple
micro identities, actually works to the advantage of active and potential entrepreneurs. I
extend multiple arguments to that effect, drawing on insights from various literatures.
To begin with, scholars have asserted that “in cases where identities have shared
meanings, intersect, and are activated together, those identities likely exist in a hierarchy
of meaning where identities at the top of the hierarchy control the meanings of identities
lower in the hierarchy” (Burke, 2003; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009: p 1253). This is indeed
the nature of entrepreneurial identity, which consists of identities that have shared
meaning and, generally, are likely to be activated together. Also, in all likelihood,
individuals with multiple identities are expected to have the capability to meet a wide
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range of expectations, respond better to a variety of situations, and can draw from broader
referential frames while navigating through complex social systems (Pratt & Forman,
2000). All these advantages may get better when the different identities are part of a
composite/meta-identity where different identities are aligned and they place
complementary demands on the individual rather than conflicting demands (cf. Pratt &
Foreman, 2000). Entrepreneurial identity is viewed as such a composite identity; and it
therefore enables a larger behavioral repertoire which allows entrepreneurs to cope with
emerging challenges such as the skills, knowledge, and abilities associated with new and
varied roles (cf. Hoang & Gimeno, 2010). Thus, it is likely to assist entrepreneurs in
navigating through socio-economic as well as psychological complexities during the
startup and growth phase.
Second, “the dramaturgical perspective” in sociology holds that “the self” is the
combination of various parts individuals play. Each part caters to different audiences in
different social interactions, and together those interactions contribute to the construction
and development of an identity (Down and Reveley, 2009). In a similar vein, if we regard
entrepreneurial identity as the assorted whole, an entrepreneur will be displaying a certain
identity (ies) of that identity assortment contingent upon the setting of the social
interactions. For example, say an entrepreneur is passing through a financially difficult
phase in sustaining her organization. To persuade her family members to invest their
personal wealth in the business, her personal identity might work to her advantage. On
the other hand, if she is pitching to a group of business angels for further investment in
the business, her founder identity might be salient and it might help her acquire those
resources. Recall that an identity has been linked to better resource acquisitions
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(Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Martens et al., 2007). Yet, if the same entrepreneur is talking
to her employees to request a salary deferral as a means to pass through current hard
times, her manager role identity might become more salient than other micro identities.
Third, entrepreneurial identity also provides an individual a personalization and
depersonalization balance. The perception of personal uniqueness and personalization
make up the core of a personal identity. On the other hand, depersonalization
(considering the self as an embodiment of a certain social group or a particular role) of an
individual’s self-concept is central to social identities and role identities (Alvesson, 2010;
Stets & Burke, 2000). This depersonalization, owing to social identities or role identities,
allows individuals to leave the “isolated plane of self-concept” for the “shared plane of
self-concept.” Researchers have already made the case that striking an optimal balance of
personal and social identity is the key to managing the multitudes of identities and the
conflicting demands placed by those identities (Kreiner et al., 2006). Entrepreneurial
identity serves this dual purpose of personalization and depersonalization of the selfconcept, providing the entrepreneur with the needed optimal balance. This deduction is
consistent with the theoretical insights of ‘identity management’ advanced by Shepherd
& Haynie (2009b) in the context of entrepreneurial identity (cf. the literature review).
Finally, scholars assert that multiple identities are beneficial because they help
people meet different needs based on competing priorities and contexts, provide
psychological well-being, and an existential security (Briscoe et al., 2012; Farmer &
Aguinis, 2005; Lang & Lee, 2005)--particularly when these various identities are likely to
be in harmony (Brook et al., 2008). Lang & Lee (2005) sum up the advantages well:
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Multiple identity involvements translate into greater ‘existential security’ or
a sense of meaningful existence and purposeful, ordered behavior that is
important to one’s psychological health that results in reduced feelings of
anxiety and despair (p 295).
Entrepreneurial identity across entrepreneur types
Imagine an engineer who invented and commercially introduced a new driving
safety device that created a new market in the auto industry; a restaurateur who opened
an Italian restaurant in a town full of other Italian restaurants; and a lawyer who
established a law firm hiring other lawyers, paralegals, and general administrative
employees. Who is an entrepreneur among them? As I alluded to in earlier sections, “who
an entrepreneur is” can be defined from different perspectives depending upon one's
understandings of entrepreneurship. In this dissertation, anyone who founds and/or owns
and operates a business is referred to as an entrepreneur. Are they likely to have the same
identity or different identities as an entrepreneur? I argue that their entrepreneurial
identities have both commonalities and distinctions. The three entrepreneurs above
represent three distinct types of entrepreneurs–innovators, imitators, and self-employed
professionals, respectively. The novelty of products and services entrepreneurs introduce
is the “logical and literature-based” criterion that I apply to propound this particular
typology of entrepreneurs. The explanation follows.
Novelty of products and services has always been central to entrepreneurship
discourse, from Schumpeter (1934) to contemporary entrepreneurship theorizing (Aldrich
& Kenworthy, 1999; Amason, Shrader, & Tompson, 2006; Shane & Venkataraman,
2000). On the other hand, researchers often operationalize self-employment as a proxy
for entrepreneurship (Parker, 2009). Making the case that most organizational foundings
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are merely simple reproductions of existing organizational forms which fall along an
innovation-reproduction continuum, Aldrich & Kenworthy (1999) use the terms
“innovators and reproducers” to accentuate general distinctions among these firms. On
similar grounds, I classify entrepreneurs in these three broad types for theoretical
simplification as well as for the pragmatic purpose of theory building and testing. In my
classification, someone who introduces novel products or services or who creates new
markets for existing products or services, or who designs an innovative process of value
creation will belong to the 'innovator' category. Someone who introduces the same or
similar products and services prevalent in the market, employs the same or similar
business processes existing in the industry, and serves an existing market will fall under
the general 'imitator' category. A professional, who organizes his /her services by
establishing an organization, employing other professional and non-professional staffs,
will fall under the 'self-employed professional' category. Since professional services are,
by definition, required to reproduce more or less standardized products/services, the
variation in organizational forms and the novelty of their products or services will be, on
average, essentially lower than the regular imitator type. To further clarify, refer to the
imitator entrepreneur mentioned above. His Italian restaurant in the city might be similar
to many of the other Italian restaurants in the city in some respects. However, in other
respects, it will have a definite distinction from all the remaining restaurants in its
products, services, production systems, and organization. Thus, it makes sense to
distinguish between the self-employed professionals and other regular imitators.
Exploring the dimensions of entrepreneurial identity, based on the processes of
identity formation proposed earlier, may illuminate the subtle differences of identity
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across these entrepreneur types. I reason that the overall strength of an entrepreneurial
identity and the constitution of IPI and SCI will be different among these three types of
entrepreneurs depending on their micro-identities of entrepreneurial identity composite.
Note here that the discussion that follows is predicated on the notion of identity as
developmental and dynamic that I established and explained earlier. That is, at any point
in time, identities are considered as a work in progress (or in detour if the agent is in the
process of disidentification). I further explain the commonalities and differences of
entrepreneurial identity among these three types of entrepreneurs below, succinctly
presented in the conceptual model in Figure 2.
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Entrepreneurial identity of an innovator type. First, the innovator type
entrepreneurs are likely to be motivated by three specific need satisfactions-- the need of
“distinctiveness” (Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b), “independence” and “self-actualization
/self-realization” (Carter et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2007). A personal identity is likely to
facilitate those three needs more than any other micro identity. Therefore, it is likely to be
a more central identity of innovator type entrepreneurs. Note that entrepreneurs can
satisfy these needs by creating narratives with the same or similar meanings with the
development of a personal identity. Next, as the Cardon et al. (2009) study suggests, the
inventor identity is more associated with creativity and innovation. Therefore, the
inventor identity is more likely to be the hallmark of an innovator type entrepreneur.
Finally, the founder identity and the leader identity are also likely to be stronger
with the innovator types relative to the other two types of entrepreneurs. The innovative
entrepreneurs often found the business as a means to realize their personal vision of
changing the world rather than other less idealistic motives, such as financial security. In
fact, Dobrev & Barnett (2005) found that as the organization of the entrepreneur grows in
size and years, its founder is more likely to move on to found another organization
(pursuing other entrepreneurial opportunities) relative to the possibility of such a
transition for other members of the organization. They argue that, as the organizational
systems get more routinized, the founders face a threat to their founder identity, at least
on two fronts. Their initial independence of decision-making gets diminished (forming a
threat to their leadership) and the routinized systems create constraints for the
entrepreneur to push through the innovative ideas (a threat to their innovativeness). This
indicates the significance of a leader identity and a founder identity in innovator type
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entrepreneurs. Therefore, from this discussion, we can deduce that personal identity,
founder identity, leader identity and inventor identity are likely to be more central
elements of the innovator type entrepreneurs’ self-concept in comparison to the other
micro identities of entrepreneurial identity composite.
These four particular micro-identities of the composite are more likely to be the
function of the intrinsic prospection process than the social construction process. Personal
identity by virtue of its very definition (also refer to earlier discussion on personal
identity conceptualization) is less likely to be socially constructed and conferred. In the
case of the other three also, they are more likely to be developed through the intrinsic
prospection because of their dependence on internal regulators such as values, abilities,
beliefs, and the specific needs described above. For instance, what type of a leader of the
society an entrepreneur considers him/herself to be, and the accompanying leader identity
for that matter, is more likely to be the function of one’s own reflective assessment of
leadership qualities, values, intrinsic motivation, and belief systems. I acknowledge that
the leader identity of an entrepreneur can be influenced by structural factors, and
conferral of such a leader identity to an entrepreneur is also possible. However, my point
of view, and the emphasis, is that the internal regulatory forces mentioned above play a
more vital role in the leader identity development of an entrepreneur.
To summarize, for the innovator type entrepreneurs, personal identity, founder
identity, leader identity, and inventor identity will be central to their entrepreneurial
identity composite. Since the majority of these micro identities develop through intrinsic
prospection, innovators will have a stronger prospected entrepreneurial identity relative
to the other types of entrepreneurs. Thus:
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P1: The identity of innovators will constitute a strong intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity and a weak socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
Entrepreneurial identity of an imitator type. In contrast to the innovator type
entrepreneurs, the imitator type entrepreneurs are more likely to be motivated to satisfy
“belongingness needs” (Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b) and “security needs” (financial
success and safety) (Carter et al., 2003). Among the micro identities of the
entrepreneurial identity composite, I conjecture that organizational identity and manager
identity will facilitate the satisfaction of the above mentioned two needs.
First, organizational identity is a social identity where the organization is the unit
of identification. Therefore, it is likely to provide the sense of belongingness to the
entrepreneur who has started one or more businesses. Second, we can expect that the
imitator type founders are more likely to hold what Fauchart and Gruber (2011) call the
Darwinian identity whose focus is on economic self-interest. These imitator type
entrepreneurs (refer to the earlier example of a restaurateur) are driven by strong safety
needs and they will develop a higher manager role identity as well. Since they are less
likely to engage in innovation in products, services, and business processes in the
industry (relative to their innovator type counterparts), to meet their safety needs (e.g.,
healthy business growth and performance), they will likely focus more on managerial
roles and managerial identity. However, the founder identity of imitator type
entrepreneurs will probably be as strong as that of innovator type entrepreneurs. That is
because the imitators will have a similar need for personal development as the innovator
type entrepreneurs, which can be fulfilled by founding a firm.
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The Darwinian type social (organizational) identity and manager (role) identity
are more likely to be the function of the social construction process. Note that these two
identities cannot be conceived of “independent of and before” the founding of the social
unit (the organization) and before taking up the role (the manager role). And as soon as it
is founded, the conferral of identity is likely. These identities will be substantiated
through the process of confirmation and corroboration discussed earlier. It is not difficult
to conceive that the centrality of the founder identity, Darwinian social (organizational)
identity and manager identity also constitute a consistent narrative for the imitator type
entrepreneur. Despite my arguments that founder and manager identities are
predominantly the function of social construction, I acknowledge, it is possible that these
two identities can also be self-constituted and gradually strengthened, as in the case of
inventor identity or leader identity. The point is that they are predominantly socially
constructed.
In conclusion, for the imitator type entrepreneurs, organizational identity,
manager identity and founder identity will be central to their entrepreneurial identity
composite. Since all of these micro identities develop predominantly through social
construction and will likely be conferred, the imitators will have a stronger constructed
entrepreneurial identity relative to the innovators and the self-employed professionals.
Therefore, I propose:
P2: The identity of imitators will constitute a strong socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity and a weak intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity.
Entrepreneurial identity of a self-employed professional (SEP) type. For the
self-employed professional type entrepreneurs, I argue professional identity and manager
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identity are likely to be more central to their overall self-concept than the other micro
identities of entrepreneurial identity composite. Studies that looked at the identities of
professionals, such as accountants and engineers, found that these professionals, when
employed in some organizations, pursue a “fostered and desired” occupational
identity/professional identity (Anteby, 2008; Kunda, 2009). Even the individuals whose
profession/professional identity is generally considered to be of lower status and
stigmatized (e.g., so called dirty-work professions) are also equally proud of their
professional identities (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999; Kreiner, Ashforth & Sluss, 2006).
They see their professional identity as self-esteem enhancing and hold it strongly.
Therefore, it is safe to conclude that, on average, the professional identity of selfemployed professional type entrepreneurs will be the central identity of their selfconcept.
However, unlike the other micro identities of the entrepreneurial identity
composite, a professional identity has the possibility to be in conflict with other micro
identities. For example, refer to the lawyer entrepreneur stated at the beginning of this
subsection. Imagine her organization is in need of taking some bold strategic steps by
adopting new technology and reducing the number of paralegals and attorneys. In this
scenario, the professional identity of the lawyer founder might be in direct conflict with
her founder identity. On the one hand, because of her professional identity, she might
hold a strong sympathy for the professionals who have to be laid off for the needed
strategic change. As such, she might resist the strategic change. On the other hand, her
founder identity might prompt her to make those strategic decisions. Founder identity is
characterized by the typical behaviors of channeling efforts and resources where the
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needs are, and ensuring the firm’s competitive success. Recall the earlier argument that,
for an identity to be strong for an individual, it must be both central to one’s overall selfconcept (identity centrality) and must be enacted in various contexts (identity salience
across contexts). Conceivably, due to the likelihood of conflict with other micro identities
of entrepreneurial identity composite, the salience of professional identity will therefore
be weaker.
A professional identity is also likely to be forged through both intrinsic
prospection and social construction. An individual is likely to self-constitute professional
identity (IPI) when they are in professional training (say in a law college) or even before
their professional training. Later, after earning a bar license, the prospected professional
identity will be complemented with social conferral as well. Overall, while the
professional identity of SEP type entrepreneurs is likely to be central to their selfconcept, their professional identity also may be weakly salient due to conflict with other
identities, and it will be formed in a mixed fashion-- through intrinsic prospection as well
social construction.
Concerning “manager identity” being a central identity to SEPs, I draw on the
possible basic motivation of a firm founding. In general, an innovator type entrepreneur
founding a firm can be conceived of as someone who wishes to realize a vision to change
the world through their creativity and innovation. It could be safely argued that an
imitator type entrepreneur founding a firm is primarily meeting financial and other
security needs (e.g., income, livelihood). However, for the self-employed professional
type entrepreneurs, founding a firm can be, arguably, an institutional extension of the
services they were already providing on a personal basis. In other words, the firm
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founding is a collective basis of organizing to enhance the scale and scope of their service
to clients. In addition, it is likely that the security needs (e.g., financial security) are also
central to the SEPs. Because of their two primary motives (enhancing the scale and scope
of the services and meeting their security needs), manager identity is of critical
importance to them.
I discussed earlier that the manager role identity will be forged through the social
construction process. However, the social construction and conferral of manager identity
will be weaker for the SEPs compared to the imitator entrepreneur types. Alluding again
to our representative entrepreneurs, think of a scenario where both the restaurant founder
and law firm founder successfully placed their organizations in a strategically
advantageous position relative to the competition in their industry. In this scenario, the
external audiences’ conferral, confirmation, and corroboration of the manager identity to
the lawyer entrepreneur will be weaker relative to the restaurateur because the
professional identity of the lawyer acts as some form of blinder to the audiences.
In summary, for the SEP type entrepreneurs, the professional identity and the
manager identity will be central to their entrepreneurial identity composite. Since the
professional identity partly develops though both processes (the intrinsic prospection
process and the social construction process) and can contradict with other micro identities
of entrepreneurial identity, it likely has a weak salience (despite the centrality).
Similarly, the manager identity has a weak social conferral for SEPs. For these reasons,
SEPs will have a weakly prospected entrepreneurial identity as well as a weakly
constructed entrepreneurial identity. As such:
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P3: The identity of self-employed professionals will constitute a weak
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity and a weak socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity.
In addition to the differences in the relative strength of intrinsically prospected
and socially constructed entrepreneurial identities theorized above, the overall strength of
entrepreneurial identity composite is also likely to be different across these entrepreneur
types, at least on two grounds.
First, note that the three types of entrepreneurs have a different number of
identities which are central to their overall self-concept. For innovators, four identities–
personal identity, inventor identity, founder identity, and leader identity– are central,
which are likely to be strongly salient as well. For imitators, three identities–founder
identity, manager identity, and organizational identity–are central, which are likely to be
strongly salient too. For SEPs, two identities–professional identity and manager identity–
are central, but are likely to be weakly salient. Recall the gist of the arguments I offered
in “the potential advantages of entrepreneurial identity” subsection; that is, a higher
number of micro-identities are likely to create a higher impact. Also recall the positive
effects of “harmonizing identities” on an individual’s psychological well-being discussed
in the literature review (cf. Brook et al., 2008). Because the four central identities of
innovators are more likely to be in harmony and create a strong synergy effect, the
entrepreneurial identity composite of innovators will be the strongest among the three
types of entrepreneurs. In contrast, because of the only two central identities which may
have a weak synergic effect, the entrepreneurial identity composite will be the weakest
for SEPs.
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The differential strength of entrepreneurial identity among entrepreneur types can
be argued from a career identity prospective as well. These three types of entrepreneurs
will differentially consider entrepreneurial identity as their career identity. We can expect
innovators to relate to “entrepreneurship” as their career most strongly and SEPs to relate
to “entrepreneurship” as their career most weakly. The phenomenon of habitual
entrepreneurs (serial and portfolio entrepreneurs) provides insight on to this observation.
A career identity generally develops as a series of job related experiences which
constitute a career. In the case of entrepreneurship, the series of job related experiences
include: identifying and exploiting novel opportunities and organizing those
entrepreneurial opportunities by founding a firm or by the unique and novel resource
deployment within an existing firm or in a market (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000;
Gregoire & Shepherd 2012; Wright, Robbie, & Ennew, 1997). Conceivably, innovators
are more likely to have had these related experiences compared to imitators who are
likely to stick with their first organization, focusing on its growth. Ceteris paribus, an
innovator is more likely to gain the serial entrepreneurship and portfolio entrepreneurship
experiences that will bestow her with a strong sense of entrepreneurial identity as a career
identity. In sharp contrast to innovators, and compared to imitators as well, SEPs are less
likely to deem entrepreneurial identity as their career identity, based on the serial and
portfolio entrepreneurship insight. In addition, SEPs may have already developed a
strongly held professional identity which they might refer to as their career identity. With
this discussion:
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P4: The entrepreneurial identity of innovators will be greater than that of
imitators, and the entrepreneurial identity of imitators will be greater than that of selfemployed professionals.
With the preceding theory, it is reasonable to conclude that different types of
entrepreneurs will have significant similarities in their entrepreneurial identity. It is
because the socially constructed component of entrepreneurial identity is relatively
common across entrepreneurs due to its conferred nature and for the similar settings of
social structures, institutions and understandings that govern the identity conferral.8 The
similarities are attributable to the shared micro identities as well. The centrality of
founder identity in both innovator type and imitator type entrepreneurs’ self-concept is
one such example. On the other hand, the intrinsically prospected component of
entrepreneurial identity will result in variations in entrepreneurial identity. Two basic
types of variations can be conceived. First, it will create a between-group variation across
the entrepreneur types. That is, an innovator’s entrepreneurial identity will be distinct
from the entrepreneurial identity of an imitator. Second, the prospected component of
entrepreneurial identity will create heterogeneity of entrepreneurial identity among
individuals of the same category. In other words, it will create a within-group variation as
well. The within-group variation occurs because the prospected entrepreneurial identity is
largely the function of people’s personality, their own understanding of their personality,
the values and beliefs they hold dearly, their mental schemata, their sense of what is
8

The larger socio-cultural context is assumed here to be the same. However, when socio-cultural contexts

change, say for example, entrepreneurs in the USA vs. entrepreneurs in Nepal, even the socially
constructed entrepreneurial identity might vary between the entrepreneurs of these countries.
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important to them, their skills and abilities, and their reflective assessments of those
skills, among others.
Conclusion

The beginning sections of this essay aimed to contribute to and initiate debates in
the broader identity literature itself. I argued that an identity generally develops through
two fundamental processes –intrinsic prospection and social construction. I articulated
that the intrinsic prospection of an identity differs from the social construction of the
identity in many aspects. Particularly, they differ in the anchor questions related to the
identity; the temporal orientations; the fluid versus fixed nature of identity; the identity
motives; the processes of realizing the identity motives; the affective and cognitive
intensity of the identity; the degree of human agency in the identity development; the
nature of self-construal; the identity rewards; the mechanisms of identity regulation; and,
the regulatory focus of the identity. I also provided support from the existing literature to
argue that this distinction is meaningful. To that effect, I articulated the knowledge gap
recognized by identity researchers. Then, I built on the works of other researchers who
attempted the reconciliation of the two juxtaposed approaches (the humanist and the nonhumanist) on the nature of identity formation (Alvesson, 2010).
The later sections developed insights on entrepreneurial identity. Eliciting from
the entrepreneurship specific literature as well as the broader identity literature, I first
articulated entrepreneurial identity as a superordinate identity (or a meta-identity
synonymously). The meta-identity comprises a personal identity, a career identity, an
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organizational identity (as a social identity of entrepreneurs) and five role identities
(founder, inventor, manager, professional, and leader). I then organized these micro
identities, with the insights from the literature, into a hierarchy depending on the identity
centrality and the likelihood of identity salience across contexts. One could contend that
there might be other role identities (say the symbolic liaison role of an entrepreneur
connecting a firm with consumers) or one could challenge why I did not include different
forms of social identity of entrepreneurs (say the three types advocated by Fauchart and
Gruber, 2010). I acknowledge these possibilities. However, as the very basic rule of
theory building requires, I needed to draw “a theory boundary” and I needed to strike a
balance of “parsimony and comprehensiveness” (cf. Whetten, 1989).
In the final section of the essay, I explained the nuanced differences as well as the
commonalities regarding the entrepreneurial identity of three entrepreneur types. I
furnished theoretical insights, arguments and evidence, when available, for that purpose.
Largely based on the criteria of the centrality and salience of the constituent identities of
the entrepreneurial identity composite as well as their likely development processes, I
drew the following logical conclusions. The entrepreneurial identity of innovator type
entrepreneurs will be dominantly intrinsically prospected and that of imitators will be
dominantly socially constructed. Further, the entrepreneurial identity of SEPs will be
weakly prospected and weakly constructed. In addition, the overall entrepreneurial
identity will be the strongest for innovators and the weakest for SEPs.
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Exploring the Determinants of Individual Level Entrepreneurial Identity (Essay 2)
Introduction
Identity researchers have long argued that the performance of any role without an
identity, and the commitment to that identity, results in empty behaviors (Burke &
Reitzes, 1991). In other words, developing and committing to an identity is a necessary
condition for meaningful actions and an active self. Relatedly, one of the fundamental
purposes of identity development is that identity provides a simultaneous sense of
coherence and distinctiveness to individuals (Albert & Whetten, 1985; Alvesson &
Kärreman, 2007) which assists them in successfully coping with their career and in other
social settings (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2007; Alvesson &Willmott, 2002). The more
dynamic and unstable a career or work context is, the more crucial it becomes for an
individual to develop a sense of identity (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2007; Deetz 1998).
Because uncertainty and risk are fundamental attributes of entrepreneurship (Knight,
1957; McMullen & Shepherd, 2006; Sarasvathy, 2001; Shumpter, 1934), the
complexities of the social interactions that need to be successfully navigated are more
challenging and dynamic for an entrepreneurial career, relative to other career choices.
Therefore, it could be safely deduced that developing an entrepreneurial identity is
critically important for active and potential entrepreneurs. Conceivably, it is even more
crucial for prospective and nascent entrepreneurs.9 With that statement, the next question

9

Note that some micro identities of the entrepreneurial identity composite might be more applicable than

others in the case of potential and nascent entrepreneurs relative to active entrepreneurs. For instance,
among the micro identities, the organizational identity might be less applicable to potential entrepreneurs as
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we need to ask is: What factors contribute to the development of an entrepreneurial
identity and how are those factors likely to influence intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity (IPEI) and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity (SCEI)
theorized in Essay # 1?
In the literature review section, I provided a comprehensive picture of the
antecedents of various identities at the individual level. From the broad literature, it is
evident that identities are the functions of various contextual factors (such as the external
prestige of organizations or family interactions) (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2007; Brickson,
2000; Farmer et al., 2003) and various attitudes (Diemer & Blustein, 2006; Kornberger &
Brown 2007; Mael and Ashforth, 1992). Even other identities and the past behaviors
related with a focal identity (the dependent variable) were found to be the antecedents of
an identity (Grant et al., 2008).
Unfortunately, however, due to the very early stage of development of the
entrepreneurial identity literature, we do not know anything about the possible
antecedents of entrepreneurial identity. As discussed in the review section, the only
empirical study to directly investigate the antecedents of entrepreneurial identity is
Farmer’s et al. study (2011). They tested the impact of entrepreneurial role congruence (a
match between the perceived entrepreneurial role characteristics and self-perceived
characteristics) on entrepreneurial identity. Although this is a very important contribution

they may not yet have formed their organization. However, given the exploratory nature of this study and
the manageability issue of already quite comprehensive research, theoretically and empirically
distinguishing the entrepreneurial identity of potential vs. active entrepreneurs is not under the scope of the
present dissertation.
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to the entrepreneurial identity literature, it examined only one factor out of many
potential factors that could influence entrepreneurial identity. Therefore, theorizing the
antecedents of entrepreneurial identity is a rational first step for an exploratory
examination of entrepreneurial identity. Observe that in the broader identity literature too,
knowledge of the antecedents of an identity is limited. Accordingly, researchers have
recently made explicit calls for research in that direction (Dutton et al., 2010).
Even though the broader literature provided some insights, the present research
faced a challenge in exploring critical antecedents of entrepreneurial identity because of
the absence of entrepreneurial identity theory frameworks. I explored the antecedents
based on the general insights of identity literature and the existing evidence.
Because the broad identity literature has provided evidence of the impact of
contextual factors (e.g., Ethier & Deaux, 1994; Brockner et al., 1986; Elsbach, 2003), I
first looked at the entrepreneurial identity literature to asses relevant contextual factors
(cf. entrepreneurial identity specific literature in the preceding section). Regarding
entrepreneurship as a career choice for an individual, one such factor that needs
investigation is the possible influence of family background (entrepreneurial or nonentrepreneurial family background) on entrepreneurial identity. Second, psychology
researchers have found evidence on the connections of personality characteristics and
identity as correlates (Ryder, Alden, & Paulhus, 2000) as well as the associations of
personality characteristics and various roles on which role identities are based (Sheldon,
Ryan, Rawsthorne, & Ilardi, 1997). Similarly, career researchers have also looked at the
role of personality characteristics on career interests (cf. Hogan & Blake, 1999).
However, there is a gap in the literature in terms of establishing a causal relationship of
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personality characteristics with identities. Accordingly, identity researchers have made
explicit calls for the investigations of the effect of individual personality on identities
(Brown, 2001). Therefore, I examine the personality trait determinants of entrepreneurial
identity. In addition, because of the relatively stable nature of personality traits (Roberts,
& DelVecchio, 2000) and the dynamic and developmental nature of an identity
(established adequately earlier), it is logical to expect personality traits to be the
antecedents–not the other way around. Given the constant debates in “personalityentrepreneurship” association (cf. Zhao et al., 2010), it is rational and important to
theorize and test the impact of personality factors on entrepreneurial identity.
Finally, driven by a diverse set of motivations, individuals may have
heterogeneous career attitudes that influence their entrepreneurial identity. I particularly
expect individual differences in attitude towards career related rewards to have a bearing
on their entrepreneurial identity. Given the emphasis on job meaningfulness by
individuals in entrepreneurial firms (cf. Kemelgor & Poudel, 2009) and given the
significance of creativity in entrepreneurship (cf. Fillis, & Rentschler, 2010), I reason that
the attitudes towards job meaningfulness and creativity are likely predictors of
entrepreneurial identity. Note that an individual’s valence (the value attached) on job
meaningfulness and creativity could be important career attitudes in any career context. I
theorize and argue in what follows that these career attitudes are critically important in
the entrepreneurship context. The conceptual model of the determinants of
entrepreneurial identity is presented in Figure 3.
In spite of the preliminary conceptual work (Hoang & Gimeno, 2010; Mitchell &
Shepherd, 2010) on individual level entrepreneurial identity, the current literature lacks a
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well-developed and established scale that captures the complex nature of entrepreneurial
identity and of the two distinctly formed entrepreneurial identities theorized in Essay # 1.
Researchers in the entrepreneurship domain have dispensed with empirically testing
entrepreneurial identity even when they draw primarily on an entrepreneurial identity
concept. For example, making the case for the social context of organizational
governance, Miller & Le Breton‐Miller (2011) argue that the owner-manager type has a
substantial bearing on firm performance mediated by an entrepreneurial identity.
However, they do not actually test the theorized mediation. In any event, my
development and validation of an entrepreneurial identity scale which separates
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity will fill this void in the literature as well.
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Job meaningfulness and entrepreneurial identity
Given the insights from the literature in preceding sections on the antecedents of
identity, in general, I expect career related attitudes of individuals to influence their
career identity as well as, in the present context, entrepreneurial identity. To what degree
an individual is concerned about and values his or her job being meaningful might be
related to his/her career identity. The notion of job meaningfulness, based on job design
theory propounded by Hackman and colleagues, refers to an experience attributed to a
variety of jobs skills, task identity, and task significance (cf. Kemelgor & Poudel, 2009;
Hackman & Oldham, 1976). I provide two specific arguments to articulate why someone
who attaches a higher value to job meaningfulness might have a better chance of
developing entrepreneurial identity relative to those who do not.
Following other studies, in this dissertation I posit that entrepreneurship is a
career. With a reasonably logical deduction, it could be argued that entrepreneurship is a
series of related jobs certain individuals engage in which facilitate their identity
development. Indeed, career researchers assert that job roles are the vehicles of career
identity (Hoekstra, 2011). And, it is argued that the option/ability of choosing the
“responsibilities, activities, and network contacts within one’s job and proactively
learning to work in different roles are newer ways to develop a career identity” (Ashforth,
2001; Crant, 2000; Hoekstra, 2011: p161). In essence, various job roles of a career
contribute to the development of that career identity. It is logical to expect that if
individuals find meaningfulness in various entrepreneurial job roles, they are more likely
to identify with the corresponding career identity (i.e., entrepreneurial identity). Further
note that entrepreneurship is a career that offers an individual with a multitude of job
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roles, as I argued earlier. Thus, for someone who identifies job meaningfulness with
multiple job skills, task identities, and task significance, an entrepreneurial career may be
an attractive, sound option. Therefore, taken together, we can gather that value attached
to job meaningfulness (job meaningfulness valence) might positively lead to
entrepreneurial identity.
For the wide varieties of competencies and skill sets needed, and an optimal
balance of them required to be a successful entrepreneur, entrepreneurship researchers in
economics have coined a theory called “the jack of all trades” (cf. Lazear, 2005; Parker,
2009; Silva, 2007). This “jack of all trades” notion requires entrepreneurs to balance all
these job roles, and the corresponding identities stipulated earlier. To regulate one’s
attitudes, affects, and behaviors while juggling a multitude of job roles would require that
an individual attach a high value on the meaningfulness of such job roles. Second, let’s
look at the first argument from a slightly different perspective. If a career requires
learning and successfully performing a wide range of job roles and skill sets, and
additionally, a balancing skill, it could be argued that unless one finds meaningfulness in
such roles, the intentionality for such a career is less likely. Note that some identity
researchers assert that: ‘committing to the corresponding identity is the precondition of a
meaningful behavior’ (Burke & Reitzes, 1991; Foote, 1951). When individuals put a high
value in the meaningfulness of various entrepreneurial job roles, it will enhance the micro
identities associated with those roles. For instance, take the inventor role. If one highly
values the various tasks and the skills needed to be an inventor and attaches job
meaningfulness to the inventor role, she/he is naturally likely to develop an inventor
identity. The enhanced micro identities, in turn, will translate into a stronger
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entrepreneurial identity. To summarize, the individuals who enjoy and derive a sense of
meaningfulness in a variety of entrepreneurial job roles and proactively learn to work in
different roles are more likely to develop an entrepreneurial identity.
Arguably, such a tendency to seek meaningfulness from various job roles and to
proactively engage in those job roles is more likely to be part of a self-constituted identity
rather than a conferred identity. To acknowledge, it is possible that individuals will
search for meaningfulness even when an identity is socially constructed and externally
conferred upon them. However, when individuals self-constitute and nurture a certain
identity, they inevitably seek and attach meaningfulness to job roles because the typical
role activities associated with that identity are consistent with their own values,
characteristics, belief systems, and individual uniqueness. Therefore, they might naturally
attach more value in the job roles associated with the identities of which they are the
initiators and nurturers. In other words, the influence of the job meaningfulness valence
might be stronger in the case of IPEI relative to SCEI. With this discussion:
H1a: The job meaningfulness valence will be positively related with both
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity.
H1b: The positive relationship between the job meaningfulness valence and
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity will be stronger than the positive
relationship between the job meaningfulness valence and socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity.
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Creativity and entrepreneurial identity
The idea that entrepreneurs are the “creative kinds” permeates the consciousness
of common people and researchers alike. Entrepreneurship, in its essence, is creative
problem solving in order to discover, or create, entrepreneurial opportunities and to
exploit them (Cardon et al., 2009; Fillis, & Rentschler, 2010; Kijkuit & van den Ende,
2007; Kirzner, 1999; Kirzner 2009; Sarasvathy, 2001; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000;
Schumpeter, 1934). In fact, researchers have even created a construct, “entrepreneurial
creativity,” to highlight the notion of creativity in entrepreneurship (Amabile, 1996). In
sum, creativity is a highly desirable, if not necessary, element in entrepreneurial pursuits
and actions. Relatedly, both theory (cf. Cardon et al., 2009) and empirical evidence (Hirst
et al., 2009) suggest that the identities of individuals influence creativity and creative
problems solving, and thereby induce effective behavioral outcomes. Hirst et al. (2009)
found that team identification leads to creative efforts which translate to creative
performances by individuals.
Seeing the above insights and evidence in an alternative perspective, we can
argue: if an identity leads to creativity and creative behaviors and if such creative
behaviors are desirable in a career, the attitude towards creativity should be a contributing
factor in the development of that identity. Particularly, to what extent one values the
chances of being creative in a career must positively influence one's entrepreneurial
identity. The career science literature tells us why. It tells us that career identity
development, such as an entrepreneurial identity development, is fundamentally an
exploratory process (cf. Jordan, 1963; Brooks, Cornelius, Greenfield, & Joseph, 1995).
Also recall from the literature review section that individuals are likely to engage in an
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intentional and informed assessment of their commitment to a certain identity (cf. Grote
& Raeder, 2009; Whitebourne 1986). Therefore, it is logical to conceive than an
individual actor is likely to assess how much value he/she attaches to creativity during the
exploratory phase of entrepreneurial identity development. And, the higher value he or
she attaches to creativity, the more likely it is that he or she will commit to an
entrepreneurial identity. That is because creativity is an important factor, if not a
necessary condition, in entrepreneurial actions. Therefore, the value attached to creativity
by individuals (creativity valence) will positively influence their entrepreneurial identity.
In the context of this dissertation, the other question is: Does the value attached to
creativity by individuals relate to IPEI and SCEI differentially? The answer is affirmative
for the following reason. Valuing creativity in one’s work or career probably starts when
individuals become conscious of their own creative potential and creative interests. The
value judgment on creativity is likely to be an intrinsic, self-reflective, self-testing
process. This process is not only similar to the intrinsic prospection of identity but it is
also likely to directly influence the prospecting of various micro identities of
entrepreneurial identity, such as personal identity and inventor identity. Note here that the
sense of creativity, the attachment of value to creativity, and the prospecting of personal
and inventor identity might form a common narrative for the entrepreneur. Hence, the
value attached to creativity by individuals will impact IPEI more than SCEI. In light of
this discussion:
H2a: The creativity valence will be positively related with both intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity
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H2b: The positive relationship between the creativity valence and intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity will be stronger than the positive relationship
between the creativity valence and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
Family background and entrepreneurial identity
Researchers have since long studied the impact of family related variables on
entrepreneurship. Dyer Jr. and colleagues have argued that an entrepreneur’s career path
is influenced by various family-related factors at different stages of his/her
entrepreneurial career, including the family of origin, the family’s level of involvement in
start-up activities, the employment of the family, and the ownership and management of
the start-ups (Dyer Jr. & Handler 1994). The take away from their research is that family
background impacts an entrepreneur’s career. Researchers have also looked at the
influence of family background and family interactions on career identity and other workrelated identities (cf. Hargrove et al., 2002). For instance, an achievement orientation in
the family has been found to be an important predictor of vocational identity (Hargrove et
al., 2002). Taken together, it is reasonable to speculate that an entrepreneurial family
background is likely to play a key role in shaping the entrepreneurial identity of an
individual.
That being said, conceivably, it is unlikely that family background will impact the
intrinsic prospection of entrepreneurial identity. Family influence (owing to interactions,
values, beliefs, cultures, and structures) is evidently an external tool of individual
regulation. Business identity (also entrepreneurial identity) developed in the family
business context is likely to be a socially constructed identity and conferred with the
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purpose of maintaining and enhancing the values, structures, relation networks, resource
management, and the long-term success of the corresponding business, as suggested by
the family business research (cf. Klein, 2008; Milton, 2008). This research shows that
such an identity is a non-imitable, strategic resource of family businesses that is crucial
for their long-term survival interests (Milton, 2008). Klein (2008) argued that in families
with businesses, the business itself is a significant contributor for building the identities
of the individuals in the family. And the confirmation of identity in a family business
context is often sought quite early for the purpose of the business. Therefore, the business
identity/entrepreneurial identity that shapes up as a function of the family influence is
much more likely to be socially constructed. I illuminate the argument further with the
following example. If an adolescent who belongs to a family of musicians is intrinsically
prospecting an entrepreneurial identity, it is unlikely that the family would even notice
such an identity– unless the adolescent seeks some materialistic verification or support
from the family for entrepreneurial activities. On the other hand, an adolescent who
belongs to an entrepreneurial family is likely to be conferred a socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity, even if that identity is non-central to her/his identity composite.
Unless it is in direct conflict with the identity s/he is internally prospecting, s/he is likely
to conform to that conferred identity. That happens because the conferred identity serves
as a tool of validation (as other family members have it too) for asserting her own
existence relative to the external world. Indeed, it is even more so because this conferred
identity would not need any verification and would not face any identity threat providing
her/him a stable sense of self. With the foregoing discussion:
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H3: Entrepreneurial family background will be positively related with socially
constructed entrepreneurial identity.
Personality characteristics and entrepreneurial identity
Ever since the publication of “Enterprising Man” (Collins and Moore, 1964;
Grégoire et al., 2006), one influential stream of research in entrepreneurship has focused
on the personality attributes (including traits, preferences, motivations and attitudes) of
the entrepreneur including contemporary research (Shane et al., 2003). There is now a
general consensus among entrepreneurship researchers that neither the structural, macro
factors (also referred to as the environmental factors), nor the attributes of entrepreneurs
alone can explain the pursuit of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial success (Dobrev &
Barnett, 2005; Shane et al., 2003). Even structural, evolutionary theorists have
acknowledged the inevitable role of human agency/motivation in entrepreneurial pursuits
(Aldrich & Ruef, 2006; Shane et al., 2003). That being said, the attempts to explain
entrepreneurship with personality traits/characteristics have met with limited success and
some criticism (cf. Gartner, 1988 for the criticism and a meta-analysis by Zhao & Seibert,
2006 and Zhao, Seibert, & Lumpkin, 2010 for the personality traits and entrepreneurship
connections). As discussed earlier, there is a likely casual connection between personality
characteristics and identities (Brown, 2001; Ryder et al., 2000; Sheldon et al., 1997).
Relatedly, a rich body of literature documents the consequences of an identity on
behaviors and intentionality (recall the literature review earlier). Therefore, it is
reasonable to deduce that “identity” may be the missing link in connecting personality
characteristics with entrepreneurial behaviors/activities/pursuits.
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Indeed, the research in psychology, particularly career psychology, points to the
possibility of a “personality characteristic identity  expected
interests/activities/behaviors” linkage. Psychologists have argued that vocational interests
are the manifestations/expressions of personality beginning with the seminal work of
Holland (1973) (cf. Hogan & Blake, 1999). There have been decades of empirical
investigations trying to link personality characteristics with vocational interests but
methodological limitations have been in question (cf. Hogan & Blake, 1999). In fact,
scholars (Brown, 2001) have made explicit calls for the investigation of personality and
identity connections:
There is much work to be done examining the conditions under which
people are more likely to identify and resist identification with groups and
organizations, the role of factors relating to individual personality in
determining identification with social categories...(Brown 2001: p 115)
In general, “identity” might be the missing link in connecting personality with career
choices and interests. Accordingly, personality characteristics might have a bearing on
entrepreneurial pursuits/activities through entrepreneurial identity. I reason that
personality characteristics might have influence on career interests/choices through both
intrinsic development of career identities and conferral of career identities (that is,
through both IPI and SCI). The tandem question in the present research context then
becomes: Which personality factors may impact on entrepreneurial identity, and why?
The Big-5 personality characteristics framework (Goldberg, 1990; Goldberg,
1992) which originated in personality psychology is arguably the most-well received and
well-researched across disciplines. This personality framework consists of five general
personality traits – extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism
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(emotional stability), and imagination (openness to experience). Hence, I consider this
framework for the present research. I specifically theorize that two personality traits,
extraversion and imagination, influence entrepreneurial identity.
Extraversion and entrepreneurial identity. The concept of extraversion generally
refers to the enduring characteristics of individuals that are marked by assertiveness,
energy, activeness, adventurisms, enthusiasm, gregariousness, friendliness, social skills,
and outgoing nature 10 (Goldberg, 1992; Zhao & Seibert, 2006). The general argument I
make is that extraversion positively influences entrepreneurial identity because these
relatively enduring attributes11 are vital in performing entrepreneurial roles (such as
leader role, inventor role) associated with respective micro identities (such as leader
identity, inventor identity) of the entrepreneurial identity composite. Three specific
arguments follow.
First, entrepreneurial role performance occurs largely in the context of the limited
information available to entrepreneurs (irrespective of active or prospective
entrepreneurs) to make rational, informed decisions (Busenitz & Barney, 1997). Thus,
managing uncertainty and risk associated with entrepreneurial opportunities (Knight,
1957; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Schumpeter, 1934) is perhaps one of the most

10

Note that there are differences in the markers of these personality categories across different versions of

scales/conceptualizations used. The characteristics referred in the present context best reflect the
conceptualization and operationalization done in this dissertation.
11

The personality research does not anymore consider personality traits as static, however, compared to

other constructs that define/describe an individual such as identities, cognitive states, affective states and
the like, they can be viewed as enduring attributes.
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important factors in an entrepreneurial career. For these reasons, entrepreneurship
researchers argue, individuals resort to various non-rational decision making processes
and heuristics which likely serve the purpose of identifying and exploiting
entrepreneurial opportunities before the window of opportunity slips away (Busenitz &
Barney, 1997). The characteristics that help these individuals to make bold, timely
decisions in the face of risk and uncertainty are critical. Plausibly, enthusiasm, energy,
optimism, and adventurism–the attributes typically associated with enterprising
individuals (Zhao et al., 2010)–all likely prompt them to make those decisions. I
articulated in the preceding sections that an identity furnishes individuals with selfesteem as well as provides the meanings for certain intentionality and the resultant
behaviors. Hence, for personality characteristics such as enthusiasm, energy, optimism,
and adventurism to act upon entrepreneurial intentionality, decision making and actions,
the individual first needs to develop that sense of identity–in this case, an entrepreneurial
identity. More particularly, performing the roles associated with inventor identity, leader
identity, and founder identity would necessitate the presence of enthusiasm, optimism,
and energy. Thus, I expect extraversion to positively impact entrepreneurial identity.
Second, the pursuit of entrepreneurial activities requires managing a wide and
diverse array of internal and external stakeholders such as the employees, investors,
strategic partners, business angels, and venture capitalists while performing those various
entrepreneurial roles (Zhao & Seibert, 2006). When we couple the entrepreneurial
decision making context of limited information, risk, and uncertainty with the extensive
social interactions a prospective or active entrepreneur has to manage, it would be very
difficult to do so (if not impossible) without a solid commitment to entrepreneurial
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identity (also refer to the commitment to an identity concept argued for earlier). To recall,
an identity is what provides individuals with a sense of coherence and stability while
navigating through socio-psychological complexities. The attributes of energy,
assertiveness, enthusiasm and optimism are likely to facilitate this coherence and
stability, solidifying the commitment to entrepreneurial identity. That, in turn, will assist
the entrepreneur in dealing with the extensive networks of stakeholders. Recall the earlier
example of an entrepreneur in need of financing her venture, in the preceding essay.
Enacting different micro identities of entrepreneurial identity composite allows her to
successfully negotiate with different types of social actors from family members to
employees. The above stated markers of extraversion are likely to be crucial in shaping
these micro identities as well. Therefore, I propose that extraversion contributes to the
development of entrepreneurial identity.
In addition to the logical deductions above, a basic insight about the possible
influence of extraversion on entrepreneurial identity comes from Holland’s classic work
(personality types and vocational interest) itself (cf. Holland 1973, p 7; Hogan & Blake,
1999). Blake and Sackett (1999) analyzed the relationship between the Big-5 personality
characteristics and Holland’s typology of vocational interest. They found that the trait of
extraversion was positively related to “the enterprising type.” Thus, it can be safely
inferred that extraversion will relate to the identity of individuals who are the enterprising
type. In addition, Zhao et al.’s (2010) meta-analysis found evidence that extraversion was
related to entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial performance – the likely
consequences of entrepreneurial identity (articulated in the next essay). Therefore,
extraversion is likely to be positively associated with entrepreneurial identity.
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I expect that the positive influence of extraversion on intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity, however, will
be different. Discern that the personality attributes/markers of extraversion also include
friendliness, gregariousness, and social skills. It is not difficult to reason that these
attributes of extraversion are focused on/oriented to social interactions and social
affiliations. For that reason, I expect, extraversion will have a stronger influence on
socially constructed entrepreneurial identity. All the preceding arguments lead to:
H4a: Extraversion will be positively related with both intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
H4b: The positive relationship between extraversion and intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity will be weaker than the positive relationship between
extraversion and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
Imagination (openness to experience) and entrepreneurial identity. The notion
of imagination/openness to experience generally refers to the relatively enduring
characteristics of individuals marked by intellectual curiosity, the search for novelty in
experiences, creativity, innovativeness, imagination, and reflection (Goldberg, 1992;
Zhao & Seibert, 2006). Reasonably, this bundle of attributes may have a positive impact
on the various entrepreneurial roles and on the development of an identity which
underlies and provides a connecting thread of meaning to these roles.
First, the classical theorists of entrepreneurship (Kirzner, 1999; Schumpeter,
1934) and contemporary theorists (Grégoire & Shepherd, 2012; Sarasvathy, 2001; Shane
& Venkataraman, 2000) all concur on the idea that entrepreneurship is about the
innovative and creative ways entrepreneurs combine and recombine resources to create
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value. The exploration of new means of creating value in the form of new products and
services, in the business processes, in the strategic sourcing of resources, in exploiting
entirely new markets, and the like, form the core of entrepreneurship (Grégoire &
Shepherd, 2012; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). The theory of effectuation adds to this
understanding which states that entrepreneurs also explore varieties of ends, starting with
the limited means they have (cf. Sarasvathy, 2001). Thus, entrepreneurs can either
employ novel ways to recombine and utilize their means to exploit an entrepreneurial
opportunity (as the causal logic holds). Or, alternatively, they can engage in novel
experiments to figure an opportunity from the unknown range of entrepreneurial
opportunities (as the effectual logic holds). In either case, the theorists assert that
entrepreneurs must be creative and innovative. Even at the collective level/firm level
understanding of entrepreneurship, firms ought to be innovative, proactive and risk taking
(entrepreneurially-oriented) for better value creation (Poudel et al., 2012; Stam and
Elfring, 2008).
From the discussion above, it is reasonable to conclude that the individual
attributes associated with imagination and the cognitive and behavioral attributes that are
considered to be critically essential for entrepreneurship are almost perfectly aligned. In
fact, comparing entrepreneurs relative to managers, the meta-analysis of Zhao & Seibert
(2006) found that “imagination” characterizes entrepreneurs. Another meta-analysis
found that imagination was associated with entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial
performance (Zhao et al., 2010). Despite the correlations and despite the seemingly
perfect overlap between the markers of imagination and the critically important
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entrepreneurial behaviors and competencies, there is, however, a missing link. How do
enduring personality attributes translate into intentionality and behaviors?
Entrepreneurial identity, I argue, is the missing link that serves two important
functions in the translation process. First, as the identity research claims (cf. earlier
discussion on this), entrepreneurial intentionality and behaviors must be infused with
meanings and purposes. Second, to manage the attributes of intellectual curiosity, novelty
in experiences, creativity, innovativeness, imagination, and reflection in a seamless and
synergistic way, the individual needs an entity that provides dynamism (is capable of
adaptation and change as needed) as well a sense of coherence. Observe that the
generally congruent concept of identity among researchers refers to providing meaning
into cognition and behaviors, instilling a sense of coherence and stability in the
individual, and enhancing the individual's self-esteem and dignity as the individual tries
to make sense of the external world (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2007; Burke & Reitzes,
1991; Carter et al., 2003; Kreiner et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2007). Thus, entrepreneurial
identity is that missing link which connects these various individual attributes regarded as
markers of “imagination” with typical entrepreneurial behaviors. Therefore, imagination
positively contributes to entrepreneurial identity development.
Since imagination is the “individual attribute” which could be largely independent
of social influences, and since most of the markers of this personality characteristic imply
inward orientation (such as intellectual curiosity and reflection), it is more likely to be
associated with IPEI than with SCEI. As I extensively argued in the preceding theory
building, IPEI is the function of various internal regulators and processes (not repeated
here for brevity reasons). Hence, I derive:
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H5a: Imagination will be positively related with both intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
H5b: The positive relationship between imagination and intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity will be stronger than the positive relationship between
imagination and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity.
Method
Research design, pilot study, and survey instrument development. The
population of my study for Essays # 2 & 3 comprises currently employed individuals. I
employed a purposive sampling method (the rationale is explained below). Since I
introduced new constructs in this dissertation, socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity and intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity, I needed to get a clear idea
of whether the operationalization or measures were psychometrically valid and reliable
beyond the face validity, and before proceeding to collect the primary, field data. To
begin with, I collected a sample of pilot data, surveying current students and alumni at a
major research university in the USA for the survey instrument verification as well as for
establishing preliminary validation of constructs and their reliabilities. I developed a
survey questionnaire (for the independent variables, dependent variables and control
variables of Essay # 2 and 3 of the dissertation) by borrowing established scales from
literature, and modifying when desirable. For example, for personality traits, I utilized
widely used and validated Big-5 personality traits scales of Goldberg (1992) without any
modification. However, I developed an entrepreneurial identity scale taking guidance
from an identity expert and drawing on existing scales (details to follow). I applied steps
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suggested by methodologists (e.g., Worthington & Whittaker, 2006; Hinkin, 1995) for the
scale development and validation purpose. For instance, I developed and adopted the
scales by thoroughly studying construct definitions and examining the face validity of the
constructs. I made appropriate changes in the instrument for the study sample data
collection. I also received the University of Louisville’s IRB (Institutional Review Board)
approval for the survey instrument.
Study sample, sampling rationale and descriptive statistics. Inter-disciplinary
literature suggests that existing firms are one of the breeding grounds for entrepreneurs,
and thus, naturally, employees make up a very significant source pool of entrepreneurs
(cf. Agarwal, Echambadi, Franco, & Sarkar, 2004; Klepper & Sleeper, 2005; Hyytinen &
Maliranta, 2008). For example, a study by Hyytinen (2008) examined the organizational
factors, among others, that contributed to the switching of individuals from paidemployment to an entrepreneurial career. This study reported that smaller firms generated
entrepreneurs more frequently than bigger firms did. I discussed in the theory section the
significance of exploring entrepreneurial identity among potential entrepreneurs.
Therefore, I employed a purposive sampling method. I determined that employees of a
small firm (less than 500 employees) would be an appropriate sample to test the empirical
models of the dissertation. Although there are limitations on the generalization of
findings (external validity) obtained through the analysis of a non-random sample, nonrandom sampling is widely accepted in social science research (cf. Onwuegbuzie &
Collins, 2007). Some social science researchers even claim that the majority of
quantitative research employs non-random sampling (cf. Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2002).
Additionally, note that the present research is exploratory in nature and the major
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intended contribution is to generate theory insights on entrepreneurial identity grounded
in empirical exploration. Therefore, I chose a firm in the service industry, in the mideastern United States, which met the small firm criterion as well as which could provide
adequate data points for the empirical tests. A total of 205 employees of the firm at
different ranks and tenure were invited to fill out an online survey. I received 143 usable
responses with a nearly 70% response rate. The respondents were 60% female and 40 %
male; the overwhelming majority of the respondents were white; the age of the
respondents ranged from 23 years to 65 years (with a mean of 39 years and a standard
deviation 10.82 years); and the organizational tenure ranged from 1 year to 39 years (with
a mean of 6.8 years and a standard deviation of 6.3 years). Except for race, the basic
demographics of the sample are thus heterogeneous. The descriptive statistics which
includes the zero-order correlations of the variables in this study is presented in Table 2.
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Measurement of dependent variables, independent variables, and control
variables. I borrowed, and modified when appropriate, all the scales for the constructs
used in this dissertation research – except for the entrepreneurial identity scale, which is
the dependent variable in the empirical model of this essay. I developed an
entrepreneurial identity scale with two dimensions – intrinsically prospected
entrepreneurial identity (IPEI) and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity (SCE) –
and validated its psychometric properties. The items on this scale were developed taking
idea from Farmer et al.’s (2011) scale of “entrepreneur identity aspiration” and Hekman,
Bigley, Steensma, & Hereford’s (2009) scale of “professional identification.” Note that
the identity scale for my study needed to capture the entrepreneurial career aspect as well
as what Farmer et al. (2011) call “current self” and “future self.” I distinguish between
the “who am I” component of identity (which is socially constructed and past and present
oriented) and the “who do I want to be” component of identity (which is intrinsically
prospected and future oriented) (cf. Essay # 1). Farmer et al. (2011) acknowledged that
investigating both the “future self” and “current self” of entrepreneurial identity would
provide a more nuanced understanding of entrepreneurial identity. Initially, I developed a
larger scale comprised of 8 items for each intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity
and socially constructed entrepreneurial identity, to subject it to an exploratory factor
analysis. After conducting the exploratory factor analysis (Principal Component Analysis
with Varimax rotation), I retained the IPEI scale with 5 items and the SCEI scale with 5
items as well. I removed the rest of the 6 items which showed significantly high crossloadings. Then, this instrument, with prospected and constructed entrepreneurial
identities, was subjected to confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for further confirmation.
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The modification indexes as well as the model fit indexes suggested that I needed to
discard one item from the IPEI scale, thus, as recommended (cf. MacKenzie, Podsakoff,
& Podsakoff, 2011), I discarded that item. I retained the final scales with 4 intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity items and 5 socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity items, as the CFA model showed an excellent fit (NC [X2/d.f.] = 1.68, p < .05;
CFI = .99, NNFI = .99, RMSEA = .07, SRMR = .02) (Hair et al., 2005; Kline, 2005).
I measured intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity by asking respondents
to what degree they agreed or disagreed with the four scale items on a 1-7 Likert scale (1
= strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree). For a sample, an indicator of this scale reads:
“The term ‘entrepreneur’ reinforces your sense of who you want to be.” All the indicators
of the scale assess “who they want to be” to capture the intrinsic prospection of
entrepreneurial identity. I measured socially constructed entrepreneurial identity using the
same scale anchor with five indicators. For a sample, an indicator of this scale reads:
“Others' perception of you as an entrepreneur enhances your sense of who you are.” All
the indicators of the scale assess “who they are” in order to capture the social
construction of entrepreneurial identity. The complete items of IPEI and SCEI scales are
presented in the Appendix.
There are five latent independent variables in this study/model – imagination,
extraversion, entrepreneurial family background, job meaningfulness valence, and
creativity valence. Entrepreneurial family background is dummy-coded (1 = presence of
entrepreneurial family background and 0 = absence of entrepreneurial family
background). For the two personality characteristics variables, imagination and
extraversion, I used well-validated Goldberg (1992) scales. Both of these scales have 10
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indicators and are assessed on a 1-7 Likert scale (1= strongly disagree and 7= strongly
agree). The anchor for these two scales reads: “For the following set of questions,
describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to be in the future using the
following 1-7 scale.” For a sample, an indicator of extraversion scale reads: “I am the life
of the party.” Similarly, a sample indicator of imagination scale reads: “I spend time
reflecting on things.” To measure how much value the respondents attached to job
meaningfulness, I borrowed the scale developed by Kemelgor & Poudel (2009) based on
Hackman & Oldham (1976). The anchor for this scale reads: “Please rate how much
value you attach to the following factors using the 1-7 scale.” (1 = no value at all, and 7=
very high value). For a sample, an indicator of job meaningfulness valence scale reads:
“Ability to do skillful and interesting jobs rather than simple and repetitive jobs.” To
measure how much value the respondents attached to creativity in a work and career
context (i.e., creativity valence), I borrowed the scale developed by Kemelgor & Poudel
(2009). This scale has the same anchor as the job meaningfulness valence scale does. A
sample indicator for this scale is: “Ability to generate new ideas on how to optimize
knowledge and skills.” The complete items of these independent variable scales are
presented in the Appendix.
I used only theoretically relevant control variables in the structural regression
models and applied parsimony, rather than a blanket application of controls (cf. Becker,
2005). From the literature review, it was clear that demographic factors are related to
identity, thus, I controlled for the age and gender of the respondents. In addition, since
the respondents are the potential entrepreneurs currently in the paid-employment, it was
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necessary to control for their tenure in the current organization. Also, recall the
discussion in the literature review section on the necessity to control this variable.
Data analysis (analytical tool and approach, construct reliability, construct
validity, and common method variance). I use Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) for
testing hypotheses as well as for documenting important psychometric properties. SEM
has been considered to be one of the most significant methodological advances (Shook,
Ketchen, Hult, & Kacmar, 2004). One of the central features and major advantage of the
SEM is its ability to model the observed/measured and latent variables simultaneously.
The concurrent testing of various relationships of variables controlling for other effects of
these variables is the distinct advantage of SEM over traditional methods like regression
(Kline, 2005). Since both of the theorized models in the dissertation consist of a host of
latent variables and since many hypotheses compare the effect sizes, SEM is an
appropriate analytical tool. As recommended by method experts (e.g. Kline, 2005;
Anderson & Gerbing, 1988), I conduct structural equation modeling in two stages – by
running measurement models and structural models separately. I used LISREL 8.8 with
maximum likelihood estimator for the measurement models as well as structural
regression models (of both Essay # 2 & 3). The latent variable scales used in this essay as
well as the following essay are reflective scales. Because of a relatively small sample size
(n = 143), I utilized parceling technique, widely used in such analysis (cf. Kirkman et al.,
2009; Little et al., 2002). Observe that the empirical models tested in this dissertation are
fairly complex and a lot of parameters are estimated. Thus, to get a more accurate
analysis, parceling of indicators for some of the scales was desirable. Since IPEI and
SCEI concepts were introduced in this dissertation, I did not parcel them. In the case of
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other latent variables, I created 2 or more parcels if a scale contained 5 or more
indicators. Following the guidance of Little et al. (2002), I created parcels based on both
empirical and theoretical grounds. In this study, I am regarding all the independent
variables (job meaningfulness valence, creativity valence, extraversion and imagination)
as uni-dimensional theory-wise; therefore, I created parcels using a random approach –
rather than a domain-representative approach. As recommended, I set the error variances
of the single-indicator factors (note that entrepreneurial family background and control
variables are single-indicator variables) to zero (cf. Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1996). I assessed
the fit of measurement models and structural models using multiple indexes, both in the
case of the models of this essay as well as the models of the next essay. I followed
convention and took into account the fit indexes which are relatively more robust/less
sensitive than others to sample size issues. Therefore, I report the ratio of chi-square to
degrees of freedom, called the normed chi-square (NC), comparative fit index (CFI), nonnormed fit index (NNFI), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) (Jöreskog, & Sörbom, 1996; Kline,
2005). The measurement model of Essay # 2, which comprised of all the variables in the
model, demonstrated an excellent overall fit (NC [X2/d.f.] = 1.33, p < .01; CFI = .97,
NNFI = .97, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .05) (Hair et al., 2005; Kline, 2005). The indicators
or indicator parcels loaded well in their specified latent constructs. For this model, the
standardized factor loadings ranged from .73 to .98 except for one item which loaded .56
(for imagination).
I assessed construct reliability using traditional Cronbach’s alpha as well as scale
composite reliability (SCR), as suggested by method experts (MacKenzie et al., 2011)
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because an alpha measure may have constraints (Raykov, 1997). The Cronbach’s alpha
for the constructs were all greater than .70, the suggested minimum threshold (Nunnally,
1978): .96 for socially constructed entrepreneurial identity, .97 for intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity, .91 for extraversion, .81 for imagination, .95 for
creativity valence, and .88 for job meaningfulness valence). I calculated the SCR using
the Fornell and Larcker’s formula (1981: p 45). The scale composite reliability for all the
constructs was very strong, reflecting the alpha measures, well above the acceptable
minimum threshold of .70 (Lukas, Tan, & Hult, 2001): .95 for SCEI, .96 for IPEI, .90 for
extraversion, .81 for imagination, .94 for creativity valence, and .88 for job
meaningfulness valence. The SCRs for all the constructs are also presented in Table 2.
I assessed construct validity by evaluating both convergent validity and
discriminant validity among the constructs. Regarding convergent validity, first I
examined the “t” values of the factor loadings in the measurement models. For the
measurement model of this essay, it ranged from 6.54 (for an item of imagination) to
27.23 (for an item of prospected entrepreneurial identity) suggesting a convergent
validity (Netemeyer et al., 1990). Second, as suggested by method experts (cf.
MacKenzie et al., 2011; Netemeyer et al., 1990), I calculated the average variance
extracted (AVE) by each construct (which means, the amount of average variance
captured by the construct relative to the variance due to measurement error) using Fornell
and Larcker’s formula (1981: p 46). The AVEs for all the constructs were quite good,
ranging from .60 to .88, more than the minimum threshold of .50 (cf. Fornell and
Larcker, 1981; Netemeyer et al., 1990). The AVEs for all the constructs are presented in
Table 2. Finally, to assess the overall construct validity, convergent and divergent
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validity simultaneously, I constrained the measurement model by treating all plausible
pairs of latent constructs as single factor, turn by turn. These constrained models, M1
(IPEI and SCEI treated as single construct), M2 ( extraversion and imagination treated as
a single construct), and M3 (creativity valence and job meaningfulness valence treated as
a single construct) are poor fitting relative to the theorized measurement model (see
Table 3), which suggests an overall construct validity (cf. Netemeyer et al., 1990: 152).
As recommended (cf. MacKenzie et al., 2011), I additionally assessed the discriminant
validity on an even more stringent criterion. The AVEs for the constructs are greater than
the squared correlation between any pair of latent constructs (see Table 2) suggesting
discriminant validity (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; MacKenzie et al., 2011).
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For common method variance (CMV) issue, I used both a priori and post hoc
methods. The questionnaire is designed to minimize CMV a priori. For example, I used a
diverse set of anchors when possible to minimize item characteristic effects, such as
common scale anchor producing common variance. I also conducted a post hoc common
method variance test, the Harman’s single factor test. For the model of this essay, only
29.2 % variance was explained by a single factor, less than the 50% threshold (Podsakoff
et al., 2003). This suggests that common method variance is not an issue.
Results of hypothesis tests. The results of SEM on Essay # 2 model are presented
in Figure 4. The SEM model exhibited a good overall fit as (NC [X2/d.f.] = 1.62, p < .01;
CFI = .95, NNFI = .94, RMSEA = .07, SRMR = .13) (Hair et al., 2005; Kline, 2005),
except for SRMR measure, which is greater than .10. Since model fit indexes should
always be interpreted in concert, rather than stand-alone (Kline, 2005), this is an
acceptable model fit. Hypothesis “H1a” stated that the value attached by an individual to
job meaningfulness would positively influence both IPEI and SCEI. This hypothesis is
partially supported as the impact of job meaningfulness valence was significant for IPEI
(.24). It was not significant for SCEI, although it was positive as I predicted (.14). “H1b”
hypothesis stated that the effect of job meaningfulness would be greater on IPEI relative
to its effect on SCEI. Therefore, this can be considered as a partially supported
hypothesis. Since the value attached to creativity did not have any influence on IPEI and
SCEI, both “H2a” and “H2b” hypotheses were rejected. Hypothesis “H3” predicted that
entrepreneurial family background would positively influence socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity. This effect was also not significant. I predicted that extraversion
would positively impact IPEI (.18) and SCEI (.26), “H4a”, but the impact would be
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higher for SCEI, “H4b”. Both of these hypotheses were supported. “H5a” hypothesis,
which predicted that imagination would positively influence both IPEI and SCEI, was
supported. As anticipated, the positive influence of imagination on IPEI was greater than
its positive impact on SCEI as .24 > .19. Therefore, hypothesis “H5b” was also
supported.
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Tests of robustness. First, the robustness of the measurement model was tested by
comparing the fit indexes of the measurement model with some plausible alternative
(constrained) models. As demonstrated in Table 3, the fit indexes of the measurement
model are better than those of all three constrained models, M1-M3 (cf. the discussion
earlier on how they were constrained). Second, for the structural model, as IPEI and
SCEI are likely to impact each other (an issue not investigated in this dissertation), I
examined if allowing these endogenous variables, IPEI and SCEI, to correlate would
result in any change in the results of my hypothesis tests. Whereas the model fit improved
in so doing, as expected, and there were slight changes in the effect size of some of the
parameters, the model did not show any different relationships than the theorized
relationships. In other words, the results were similar to those of the theorized structural
model. Additionally, I also checked if allowing entrepreneurial family background to
relate to IPEI shows any different results. Allowing this relationship, in the theorized
model, also did not change the results. In other words, neither the model fit nor the
parameter estimates changed. Thus, I believe these results are relatively robust.
Conclusion
The hypotheses about the impact of career attitudes, creativity valence and job
meaningfulness valence, on entrepreneurial identity received mixed support. Job
meaningfulness valence was positively associated with both IPEI and SCEI but was
significant only for IPEI. This highlights the significance of job meaningfulness valence
when entrepreneurial identity is intrinsically prospected. However, the impact of
creativity valence on entrepreneurial identity was not significant. This lack of support for
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the attitude towards creativity and entrepreneurial identity relationship might be the result
of the constraints in my study sample. Note that I tested these hypotheses among the
employees in an accounting firm. Since an accounting firm would generally be what I
referred to as an SEP type enterprise, the respondents might have been the self-selected
individuals with a lower/similar valence to creativity. A study that overcomes the
limitations of the present study, sampling the potential entrepreneurs with likely equal
representation from three types of entrepreneur pools (for example, sampling the
employees of one innovative high-tech type firm, one imitator type firm, and one SEP
type firm) can shed more conclusive light on the effect.
The hypotheses about the influence of personality characteristics on
entrepreneurial identity tested the following, in summary: (a) extraversion and
imagination are positively related to entrepreneurial identity and, (b) these personality
characteristics have differential impacts on IPEI and SCEI. These hypotheses were
supported. With the results of my study, I observe that the problem with the “personalityentrepreneurship” connection is perhaps a brave claim to predict or define
entrepreneurship solely/exclusively on the basis of the direct effects of personality
characteristics (personality theory). However, consistent with other researchers (Zhao &
Seibert, 2006; Zhao et al., 2010), I reason that it will be equally erroneous to claim that
personality characteristics do not explain various criterion variables of entrepreneurship.
Thus, personality characteristics, and their impact on entrepreneurship through the
entrepreneurial identity, as documented in this research, must be regarded as one piece of
the big entrepreneurship puzzle.
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Finally, the theorized effect of family background on socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity was not significant. One possible explanation is the following.
Rather than the simple presence or absence of family background (dummy coded in the
operationalization), some other constructs which capture the more meaningful aspects of
an entrepreneurial family background might be the actual predictor of entrepreneurial
identity. For instance, I cited earlier a study which found an achievement orientation in
the family to be a significant predictor of vocational identity (Hargrove et al., 2002: p
194). The other possibility is that the presence or absence of entrepreneurial family
background is, rather, a moderating variable. In any event, this result calls for further
investigation on the likely effect of entrepreneurial family background on entrepreneurial
identity.
Entrepreneurial Identity: The Missing Link in Nascent Entrepreneurship” (Essay 3)
Introduction
To reiterate, ‘why particular individuals, and not others, engage in entrepreneurial
pursuits’ is one of the central questions in the entrepreneurship discipline in general and
the nascent entrepreneurship research domain in particular (Davidsson, 2006; Shane &
Venkataraman, 2000; Wilson et al., 2007). Regarding entrepreneurship as a career choice,
this question can be reframed as such: Why do certain individuals, and not others, choose
an entrepreneurial career? Entrepreneurship researchers have been examining this
phenomenon looking at many individual level factors, such as underlying needs and
motivations, personality characteristics, and cognitive factors, among others (Davidsson,
2006; Dobrev & Barnett, 2005; Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Grégoire & Shepherd, 2012;
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Shane et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2007). Accordingly, research in the last two decades or
so has provided us with a fairly good understanding of the entrepreneurship phenomenon.
Inter alia, for instance, on the one hand we know that: the motivations for entrepreneurial
pursuits are wide and diverse (Davidsson, 2006); the individual attributes do explain
variations in entrepreneurship (Shane et al., 2003; Zhao & Seibert, 2006; Zhao et al.,
2010); identifying and exploiting entrepreneurial opportunities involves both causal and
effectual approaches (Sarasvathy, 2001); entrepreneurs use different processes for
information acquisition (Patel & Fiet, 2009); and entrepreneurs engage in cognitive
biases and use heuristics in decision making (Busenitz & Barney, 1997). On the other
hand, we do not yet fully know the embedded mechanisms and many of the causal factors
which impact and/or facilitate an individual’s transition to entrepreneurship (Markman,
Balkin, & Baron, 2002; Zhao, Seibert, & Hills, 2005). One of these mechanisms,
entrepreneurial identity, has just begun to receive attention from entrepreneurship
researchers (Cardon et al., 2009; Farmer et al., 2011; Fauchart & Gruber, 2011; Hoang &
Gimeno, 2010; Murnieks & Mosakowski, 2007; Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b).
Understandably, the research on this topic is at the early stages of conceptual
development. The research so far has only touched on few aspects of entrepreneurial
identity. In other words, there is much to be understood about the role of “identity” in
answering entrepreneurship questions.
Although the focus of Essay # 2 was to shed light on theory and to test the
antecedents of entrepreneurial identity, consistent with the extant literature, I offered
substantive arguments to suggest that entrepreneurial identity is the missing link in the
nascent entrepreneurship research domain. More particularly, I argued that the
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inconclusive findings in connecting personality attributes with entrepreneurship might
have been because of this particular lacuna. The empirical findings in Essay # 2 largely
corroborated the theory insight I posited. In this essay, I take that conversation one step
further by providing theoretical insights on why and how entrepreneurial identity is
crucially linked with entrepreneurial actions. Taken together, Essay # 2 and 3 will
provide adequate evidence of the critical role of entrepreneurial identity in
entrepreneurship.
Conceptual and empirical investigations establish that the entrepreneurial
intention of a potential entrepreneur is a good predictor of realized/acted upon
entrepreneurship (Krueger & Carsrud, 1993; Obschonka et al., 2012; Souitaris et al.,
2007). In addition, entrepreneurship researchers assert that intentionality is the most
proximal predictor of the decision to pursue entrepreneurship, and it is often the
distinguishing factor among otherwise equally disposed and competent individuals for the
transition to entrepreneurship (Bird, 1988; Krueger, Reilly, & Carsrud, 2000; Obschonka
et al., 2012). Another concept that has been equally researched to predict the decision of
an individual to engage in entrepreneurial pursuits is entrepreneurial self-efficacy (Chen,
Greene, & Crick, 1998; Krueger et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2007). Hence, to assess the
significance of the influence of entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial actions and
behaviors, it is necessary to theorize and test the impact of entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Also, recall the theory in the
earlier essays which documented that an identity is crucial because it prompts a selfregulatory process that leads to certain behaviors. In addition, given the distinctions of
prospected entrepreneurial identity and constructed entrepreneurial identity theorized in
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this dissertation, it is equally important to examine the possible differential influence of
IPEI and SCEI on entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy to get a
more complete understanding. The conceptual model is presented in Figure 5.

Entrepreneurial identity and entrepreneurial intentions
In the literature review section, I provided a detailed account of how identities in
general have bearings on intentionality, ranging from cooperative intentions (Boezeman
& Ellemers, 2007) to turnover intentions to withdrawal intentions (Das et al., 2008).
However, because “entrepreneurial identity” is a new avenue of research for
entrepreneurship researchers, limited theory and evidence exists to shed light on the
effects of entrepreneurial identity on intentionality. To my knowledge, no study has yet
tested “if and how” entrepreneurial identity has a bearing on the intentions of individuals
to engage in entrepreneurial ventures. Therefore, I look at some other determinants of
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entrepreneurial intentions - theorized and tested - such as personality characteristics,
attitude to work, and attitude to risk (Douglas & Shepherd, 2002; Kruger et al., 2000;
Zhao et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2010) that may offer insights for the discourse in the
present research. The literature refers to an entrepreneurial intention as an individual’s
intent to start a new business (cf. Shook, Priem, & McGee, 2003).
First, the personality characteristic determinants on entrepreneurial intentions
have been well documented (Zhao et al., 2010). The broad identity literature suggests that
an identity forms the basis of intentionality (Boezeman & Ellemers, 2007; Das et al.,
2008). Therefore, it is possible to conceive that there might be some logical relation
among personality characteristics, entrepreneurial identity, and entrepreneurial intentions.
The literature has established that personality characteristics and identities are correlates
(Brown, 2001; Ryder et al., 2000; Sheldon et al., 1997). I provided theoretical insights in
Essay # 2 that personality characteristics are the predictors of entrepreneurial identity,
which empirical findings validated. As such, the logical connection is the following:
entrepreneurial identity, which is influenced by personality characteristics, must be, in
part, responsible for the corresponding intentionality (i.e., entrepreneurial intentions).
Hence, we can expect entrepreneurial identity to positively influence entrepreneurial
intentions.
Second, Cardon et al. (2009) proposed that entrepreneurial passion embedded by
certain identities would lead to entrepreneurial performance. One of the insights they
offer is: when the inventor identity is dominant/salient, entrepreneurial passion leads to
effective opportunity recognition, whereas when the founder identity is salient,
entrepreneurial passion leads to effective venture creation. Accordingly, Dobrev &
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Barnett (2005) argued that “the founder role identity” is one of the reasons founders
become repeat entrepreneurs. Similarly, the conceptual work by Hoang & Gimeno (2010)
illuminates the impact of entrepreneurial identity on the organizational emergence
process. These conceptual and empirical works collectively suggest that an
entrepreneurial identity gives rise to entrepreneurial actions. However, both scientific
research (Bird 1988; Shook et al., 2003) and common sense hold that any actions must be
preceded by a conscious state of mind which directs an individual towards actions. That
is, an intention precedes the corresponding action. In fact, multiple studies have already
established that entrepreneurial actions are the functions of entrepreneurial intentions
(Obschonka et al., 2012; Shook et al., 2003; Souitaris et al., 2007). Taking all these
pieces together, in other words, entrepreneurial intentions must be the missing link
between “entrepreneurial identity and entrepreneurial actions.” Therefore, the
entrepreneurial identity of individuals must have a bearing on their entrepreneurial
intentions.
The relationships argued in the preceding two paragraphs offer a clear big picture
of “personality characteristics entrepreneurial identity entrepreneurial intentions 
entrepreneurial actions/effectiveness” linkages. Notice that the last link of the chain is
well established in the literature as invoked above. The first link was theorized and
established in Essay # 2 of this dissertation. The preceding arguments suggest the middle
link. With that clarification established, I further attempt to deduce that the association
between IPEI and entrepreneurial intentions and the connection between SCEI and
entrepreneurial intentions vary in terms of their strength.
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Honeycutt & Rosen (1997) examined how identities influenced people’s
attraction to organizations in terms of career paths. They theorized and found evidence
that organizations and career paths that support individuals’ salient identities are
attractive to them. For example, someone with a family identity salience is more attracted
towards organizations that offer flexible career paths. Drawing on this insight, it can be
argued that people with an entrepreneurial identity must have developed entrepreneurial
identity precisely because of their attraction to various attributes of entrepreneurship as a
career (such as independence, autonomy, and self-actualization etc.). The identity
development owing to the attractions of the attributes of entrepreneurship as a career is
more likely to be true for an identity that is prospected by the individuals rather than an
identity which is socially constructed and conferred upon them. Indeed, a qualitative
study by O’Neil & Ucbasaran (2010) furnished evidence that individuals switched to an
entrepreneurial career from other career choices because the entrepreneurial career
allowed them to express and integrate their personal values into the career. It allowed
them to retain an authentic identity. By most accounts, this must be a prospected
entrepreneurial identity. This discussion leads to the following hypotheses:
H1: Intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity will be positively related to
entrepreneurial intentions.
H2: Socially constructed entrepreneurial identity will be positively related to
entrepreneurial intentions.
H3: The positive impact of intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial intentions will be stronger than the positive impact of socially
constructed entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial intentions.
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Entrepreneurial identity and entrepreneurial self-efficacy
Self-efficacy in the literature is generally referred to as the perception and/or
belief in oneself as being able to do and succeed in certain acts/behaviors (Bandura,
1982; Gianakos, 1995). In other words, it is the self-confidence of individuals, based on
the awareness of their own skills and abilities, to act successfully in certain tasks or
domains (Bandura, 1997; Wilson et al., 2007). It is even argued that affective states and
behaviors are largely the function of perceived self-efficacy, which propels individuals to
act, rather than their objective abilities (Markman et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2007).
Consistent with the literature (Bandura, 1997; Chen et al., 1998; Markman et al. 2002;
Kickul, Gundry, Barbosa, & Whitcanack, 2009; Wilson et al., 2007), in this dissertation, I
refer to entrepreneurial self-efficacy as the self-confidence individuals have regarding
their ability to successfully engage in an entrepreneurial career. Because of the
exploratory nature of the present research, and due to the lack of research on the
influence of entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial self-efficacy, I draw from diverse
literatures to make my case. I offer multiple insights on the probability and criticality of
entrepreneurial identity as a precursor of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
To start with, identity theories provide insights on why a certain identity might
lead to the self-efficacy related with the typical behavioral actions of the focal identity.
Identity control theory (Burke, 1991) maintains that “identities are powerful motivators
because they fulfill the human need for self-verification12 (Swann, Pelham & Krull,
1989), which then contributes to a sense of efficacy (Erez & Earley 1993)” (cited in
Murnieks & Mosakowski, 2007: p 3). Note that the need to preserve a coherent self12

Self-verification represents the desire for individuals to preserve self-conceptions (Burke, 2004).
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concept (self-verification) (Burke, 2004) is arguably even more crucial for entrepreneurs
and potential entrepreneurs relative to most people who are engaged in other career
pursuits. Recall the “jack of all trade” nature of an entrepreneurial career and “the
number and diversity” of the stakeholders an active or potential entrepreneur has to
engage with. Thus, because of the wide range of social interactions entrepreneurs and
potential entrepreneurs have to successfully manage, in addition to the multiple roles they
have to successfully perform, preserving one's self-conception is critical in
entrepreneurial pursuits. And, as the literature suggests (Murnieks & Mosakowski, 2007),
doing so will lead to entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Therefore, we can expect that an
entrepreneurial identity leads to entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
Second, I reason that entrepreneurial identity strengthens entrepreneurial selfefficacy because entrepreneurial identity enhances an individual’s entrepreneurial careerrelated self-esteem and psychological well-being (generally assessed as the level of
anxiety, happiness, stress, and overall satisfaction, cf. Brook et al., 2008). It is important
to note here that self-efficacy is not “an actual objective ability”; it is, rather, “a cognitive
state” of mind by virtue of which individuals perceive their competencies are good for
certain actions. Therefore, irrespective of the (active or potential) entrepreneurs' actual
abilities, it is reasonable to argue that developing such positive state of mind, i.e., selfefficacy, requires individuals to hold self-esteem associated with their chosen
entrepreneurial career, in addition to being in a good psychological state. Because
entrepreneurial career is often characterized as being fraught with “work-role overload”
and “work-family conflict”, self-esteem and psychological well-being is critical to the
development of self-efficacy. In fact, career researchers have already studied and found
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evidence that these factors impact the psychological well-being of entrepreneurs (cf.
Parasuraman, Purohit, Godshalk, & Beutell, 1996). And, as the identity research informs
us, identity does bestow individuals with career-related self-esteem and psychological
well-being.
Identity researchers have extensively studied the impact of identity on the
psychological well-being of individuals (cf. Brook et al., 2008). Particularly, the harmony
of various identities is likely to generate higher psychological well-being (Brook et al.,
2008). Recall that entrepreneurial identity is a meta-identity that, as I theorized in Essay #
1, provides a coherence of meaning and harmonizes the multiple micro identities of the
individuals who are pursuing an entrepreneurial career. Therefore, taken together, it is
reasonable to argue that entrepreneurial identity might improve an active or potential
entrepreneur’s psychological well-being. The finding of Briscoe et al. (2012) that
“individuals with self-directed protean career attitude (interchangeable with an
entrepreneurial career for the present research purpose) are more likely to develop
identity awareness, and thereby, psychological well-being” provides empirical evidence
for the preceding argument. Just like psychological well-being, career related self-esteem
has been documented as the function of identity as well (cf. Grote & Raeder, 2009;
McArdle, Waters, Briscoe, & Hall, 2007). In a study of unemployed Australian adults
testing the concept of “employability”, McArdle et al. (2007) argued that a career identity
was central in determining the level of self-esteem during unemployment which was
related to eventual re-employment. In light of the foregoing discussion, it is conceivable
that entrepreneurial identity augments psychological well-being and self-esteem, which in
turn positively influence entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
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Third, the entrepreneurial career is characterized by risk & uncertainty (Knight,
1957; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Schumpeter, 1934), and thus has a high probability
of failure (Shepherd 2004; Zacharakis, Meyer & DeCastro, 1999). Research shows that
many entrepreneurs enter an entrepreneurial career despite their knowledge of the high
probability of failure because it provides them with a meaningful career identity and
authenticity in their identity (O’Neil & Ucbasaran, 2010). Plausibly, the identity that
provides authenticity, despite the high probability of failure in the domain, must also
enhance their self-efficacy, which is the basis of their actions (Bandura, 1997; Markman
et al. 2002; Wilson et al., 2007).
Finally, the research in career domains has already documented the influence of
various identities on relevant self-efficacies. For instance, Gianakos (1995) found that
sex-role identities account in part for the difference in career decision making selfefficacy among individuals. Similarly, the ethnic identity of individuals has been found to
influence their career decision making self-efficacy, and thereby, the outcome
expectations as well (Gushue, 2006). If sex-role identities and ethnic identities have
bearing on career-related self-efficacy, then entrepreneurial identity arguably should
influence entrepreneurial self-efficacy, especially if we consider that entrepreneurial
identity is a career identity. In fact, this assertion is supported by the results of Tierney, &
Farmer’s (2011) study. They found that creative role identity and a change in creative
role identity directly and positively influenced creative self-efficacy in a work context.
In the arguments proffered in the earlier paragraphs (also refer to the overall
position of an entrepreneurial identity being a missing link), I established the following.
Entrepreneurial identity is instrumental in enhancing entrepreneurial self-efficacy in
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many ways. Entrepreneurial identity provides: an authenticity in the expression of
personal values and the integration of these values into a career; a sense of psychological
well-being and self-esteem; coherence and stability of the self; and an overarching
meaning to individuals’ various career-related micro identities. For the following two
reasons, intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity is likely to enhance
entrepreneurial self-efficacy more strongly than socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity does. First, recall the “internal regulators vis-à-vis external regulators” insight
comprehensively derived in Essay # 1. It is not difficult to observe that an identity which
an individual engineers himself/herself based on “ internal regulators” such as values,
abilities, belief-systems and, more importantly, the self-reflective assessment of these
factors, is likely to stimulate self-esteem and to inject these values and beliefs into the
corresponding career strongly. Similarly, for the same reason, it is likely to offer a
coherent narrative for the individual, providing them with a positive cognitive framework
within which to engage in career related actions, thereby enhancing self-efficacy. Second,
an identity which is promotion focused (refer to the discussion in Essay # 1), such as
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity, is naturally better positioned to enhance
self-efficacy more than a prevention focused identity, such as socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity. That is because intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity
is oriented to maximize gains and achievements, and manifests itself in ideal, aspirational
goals (cf. Carver & Scheier, 1998; Johnson et al., 2010). Therefore, I expect the influence
of intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial self-efficacy to be
stronger than the impact of socially constructed entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy. The discussion leads to the following hypotheses:
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H4: Intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity will be positively related
with entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
H5: Socially constructed entrepreneurial identity will be positively related with
entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
H6: The positive impact of intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity on
entrepreneurial self-efficacy will be stronger than the positive impact of socially
constructed entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
Method
Because the same data set is used to evaluate the models of Essay # 2 and Essay
#3, many method subsections which are common across these two essays are not repeated
in this essay. As such, for the research design, pilot study, survey instrument
development, study sample discussion, sampling rationale, and analytical tool and
approach, refer to the “method section” of Essay # 2. In addition, even in the method
subsections that I report in this essay (for example, the measurement subsection), I do not
repeat the explanations and discussions that I already provided in Essay # 2 (for example,
the discussion of IPEI and SCEI measurement scales) to avoid redundancy. The
descriptive statistics for this essay, which includes the zero-order correlations of the
variables in this study, Cronbach’s alpha, scale composite reliability (SCR), and the
average variance extracted by latent constructs (AVE), is presented in Table 4.
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Measurement of dependent variables, independent variables, and control
variables. For the two dependent variables of this essay, entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, I adopted the scales from other studies. I adopted the
entrepreneurial intentions scale from Liñán & Chen (2009). I measured entrepreneurial
intentions requesting the respondents to assess to what degree they agreed or disagreed
with the six indicators measured on a 1-7 Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, and 7 =
strongly agree). A sample indicator of this scale reads: “You have seriously thought about
creating your own business in the new future.” I adopted the entrepreneurial self-efficacy
scale from Zhao et al. (2005) to capture the entrepreneurial task-related self-confidence
of the respondents. I used the following anchor for this scale: “The following statements
measure your self-efficacy in entrepreneurship; please rate your confidence in the
following activities using the 1-7 scale provided below.” In this Likert scale, 1 equals
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“not confident at all” and 7 equals “highly confident.” For the scale measurements of two
independent variables, IPEI and SCEI, refer to the measurement subsection of Essay # 2.
In addition to controlling for age, sex and tenure, which may influence entrepreneurial
self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions, I controlled for the entrepreneurial family
background and risk attitude of the respondents. Refer to the discussion throughout this
dissertation on “risk and uncertainty” being at the crux of entrepreneurial pursuits (which
I refrain from discussing here for brevity reasons). While objectively
measuring/controlling for the attitude towards risk is tricky, I controlled for it by asking
the respondents how much they cared about being able to take risk. To paraphrase, I
asked the value they placed on those risk taking behaviors. For a sample, an indicator of
this scale reads: “Ability to make bold decisions in uncertain situations without fear of
losing your job.” I borrowed this scale from Kemelgor & Poudel (2009). The complete
indicators of all the latent constructs are presented in the Appendix.
Data analysis (constructs reliability, construct validity, and common method
variance). The measurement model for this essay demonstrated an excellent overall fit
(NC [X2/d.f.] = 1.43, p < .01; CFI = .99, NNFI = .98, RMSEA = .06, SRMR = .05) (Hair
et al., 2005; Kline, 2005). I included all the variables in the model, independent,
dependent and control variables, and I created parcels for entrepreneurial self-efficacy
and entrepreneurial intentions (refer to the method section of Essay # 2 for explanation).
The indicators or indicator parcels loaded very well in their specified latent constructs.
The standardized factor loadings ranged from .69 to .98 except for one indicator which
loaded .6 (for risk tolerance valence).
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I evaluated construct reliability with both Cronbach’s alpha and scale composite
reliability (SCR) as recommended (MacKenzie et al., 2011; Nunnally, 1978; Raykov,
1997). Alpha measures ranged from .76 for risk attitude valence to .97 for intrinsically
prospected entrepreneurial identity. SCR measures ranged from .77 for risk attitude
valence to .97 for intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity, almost mirroring the
alpha measures. These reliability measures are quite solid as they are well above the
recommended minimum threshold of .70. All the measures appear in Table 4.
I assessed construct validity in the same way as in Essay # 2 analysis – that is, by
evaluating both convergent validity and discriminant validity among the constructs. The
“t” values of the factor loadings in the measurement model of this essay ranged from 5.90
(for an item of risk attitude valence) to 28.62 (for an item of entrepreneurial intentions)
suggesting a convergent validity (Netemeyer et al., 1990). Second, The AVEs for all the
constructs were good, ranging from .53 (for risk attitude valence) to .92 (for
entrepreneurial self-efficacy), more than the minimum threshold of .50 (cf. Fornell and
Larcker, 1981; Netemeyer et al., 1990). The AVEs for all the constructs are presented in
Table 4. Third, I constrained the measurement model to assess the overall construct
validity. Models were constrained conjecturing the theoretical possibility of conceptual
overlap: M1 = IPEI and SCEI treated as a single construct; M2 = IPEI and
entrepreneurial intentions treated as one factor; and M3 = IPEI and entrepreneurial selfefficacy treated as one factor. As presented in Table 5, the measurement model is better
fitting compared all the constrained models which documents the overall construct
validity as strong. Moreover, following the experts’ suggestion of a more stringent
assessment of discriminant validity (cf. MacKenzie et al., 2011), I examined the AVEs
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for all the constructs relative to the squared correlation between a pair of latent
constructs. As we can see in Table 4, AVEs are greater than the squared correlation for
any pair which documents the discriminant validity. For example, the AVEs for
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity and entrepreneurial intentions (.88 and
.90 respectively) are greater than the squared correlation .58(calculated as .76*.7 6)
(Fornell and Larcker, 1981; MacKenzie et al., 2011).

In addition to the design of the questionnaire to ex ante reduce common method
variance (CMV) (refer to the method section of Essay # 2), the Harman’s single factor
test showed that CMV was not an issue for this study because only 28.68 % variance was
explained by a single factor, which is less than the 50% threshold (Podsakoff et al.,
2003).
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Results of hypothesis tests. The results of SEM on Essay # 3 model are depicted
in Figure 6. The SEM model showed an excellent overall fit (NC [X2/d.f.] = 1.42, p <
.01; CFI = .99, NNFI = .98, RMSEA = .05, SRMR = .06) (Hair et al., 2005; Kline, 2005).
Hypotheses “H1” and “H 2” stated that intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity
and socially constructed identity entrepreneurial identity both would positively influence
entrepreneurial intentions, respectively. Both of these effects were positive and
significant (.60 and .19), thus, these hypotheses were supported. “H3” hypothesis
predicted that the influence of IPEI on entrepreneurial intentions would be stronger than
the influence of SCEI. This hypothesis was also supported as the regression coefficients
were: .60 > .19. I predicted that both IPEI and SCEI would positively influence
entrepreneurial self-efficacy, hypotheses “H4” and “H5” respectively. However, only
“H4” was supported (.39). The effect of SCEI on entrepreneurial self-efficacy, although
positive, was too small and not significant. Since “H6” hypothesis stated that the impact
of IPEI on entrepreneurial self-efficacy would be greater than the impact of SCEI, it
could be considered as a partially supported hypothesis.
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Tests of robustness. Given the new constructs introduced in this dissertation
research, I additionally needed to test the robustness of both the measurement model and
structural regression model of this essay too. As explained in an earlier paragraph, I ran
the alternate models (constrained models) looking at possible conceptual similarity.
Because the measurement model is a much better fitting model than the rest of the
alternative models, it was justified to proceed to the structural regression model. In the
case of the theorized structural regression model, note that it is plausible that
entrepreneurial self-efficacy might lead to entrepreneurial intentions. Thus, as a part of
robustness check, I added “entrepreneurial self-efficacy  entrepreneurial intentions”
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link in the theorized structural model. The addition of this linkage in the structural model
did not bring any significant change in the parameter estimates and their significance;
that is, they were similar to the estimates demonstrated in Figure 6. Moreover, this added
linkage was not significant.
Conclusion
In this essay, I hypothesized that entrepreneurial identity is one of the predictors,
out of other possible predictors, of two constructs–entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy–that are crucial in predicting entrepreneurial actions and
effectiveness. Confirming the insights of this theory, I found the following evidence.
Entrepreneurial identity enhances entrepreneurial intentions, and the positive impact of
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial intentions is stronger
relative to the influence of socially constructed entrepreneurial identity. In the case of
entrepreneurial self-efficacy also, the general insight was supported. However, some
caveats remain. As theorized, intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity positively
influenced entrepreneurial self-efficacy. However, the effect of socially constructed
entrepreneurial identity on entrepreneurial self-efficacy, although positive, was not
significant. This still supports the overall insight that entrepreneurial identity is a
precursor of entrepreneurial self-efficacy.
Consistent with the very first study which directly introduced the concept of
entrepreneurial identity (Murnieks & Mosakowski, 2007), I argued that entrepreneurial
identity is a missing link in the nascent entrepreneurship literature. The major thrust of
my theory is that a career identity (such as entrepreneurial identity) precedes
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intentionality and self-efficacy that, in turn, lead to expected behavioral outcomes (such
as founding a venture). As summoned and discussed earlier, whereas the literature
adequately documented the effects of entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial selfefficacy on entrepreneurial actions and effectiveness, there was a conspicuous void in our
understanding of the factors that lead to these two proximal predictors of entrepreneurial
activities in the first place. The theory advanced, and the supporting evidence presented
in this essay, fill that particular gap by establishing that entrepreneurial identity is one
such predictor of both entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions.
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DISCUSSION

Contribution to the dialogues in the general identity literature. This dissertation
research aimed at two primary contributions: one directed towards the general identity
literature and the other directed towards the entrepreneurial identity literature. The
contribution to the broad identity literature was accomplished by articulating, theorizing,
and testing a distinct process of identity development – the intrinsic prospection of
identity. This process was compared and contrasted with the social construction of
identity, which is the predominant understanding of identity development in the extant
literature (Alvesson, 2010; Ashforth et al., 2008; Ashforth 1993; Brown, 2001; Chreim,
2005; Creed et al., 2002; Day et al., 1999; Gouldner, 1957; Zimmermann & Ravishankar,
2011). Particularly, in the theory development in Essay # 1, the following was
accomplished to advance a dual-process model of identity development. I detailed the
rationale for the dual-process identity development; provided the premises of the
conversations and defined the concepts; shed light on the distinctions of the two identities
that develop from these distinct processes; and clarified the novelty of the construct
relative to other similar concepts in the literature. In Essays # 2 and 3, I theorized and
empirically tested the dual-process identity development concept in the context of a
particular identity– entrepreneurial identity. Because I theorized, empirically tested, and
found evidence for two distinct types of identity, I conclude that the dual-process of
identity development can be true in the case of other individual level identities as well.
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The theory I advanced is empirically substantiated on two counts: (a) the antecedents
differentially impacted IPI and SCI, and (b) IPI and SCI differentially predicted criterion
variables. As such, I hope this conversation of the dual-process of identity development
encourages other researchers in the broad identity research domain to look for the
nuances in the particular identities of their interest.
For the advancement of the dual-process identity development theory, I drew on
multiple disciplines and various theories which in some form either argued or implied the
intrinsic prospection of identity, without explicitly articulating it as such (Alvesson, 2010,
Beech, 2008; Brown, 2001; Burke & Reitzes, 1991; Clarke et al., 2009; Flum & Blustein,
2000; Marco et al., 2003; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Markus & Nurius, 1987). Identity
scholars have unambiguously noted that despite the multiple pieces of the puzzle needed
to examine the identity development process, the identity research and theories often
imply rather than focus on these identity development processes, leaving a void in the
theory (Ibarra, 1999; Pratt et al., 2006). Therefore, by focusing on the two distinct
processes of identity development, my theory offers a significant contribution to the
general identity literature. The following excerpt from Kosmala & Herrbach’s (2006)
paper, referring to the nature of professional identity (and generally the case for any
identity) in a post-modern context, elegantly summarizes the need for these dialogues in
the broader identity literature:
…we refer to the post-modern condition as one in which reality becomes
ideological (Žižek, 1989), enabling individuals to construct and strategize
their identity as an amalgam of attributes, values and life choices. In other
words, individual identity is no longer ‘passively’ derived from one’s
position in the social space; rather it is the responsibility of each individual
to reflect upon how they choose to exist in a historically and culturally
specific time (p 1394).
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Contribution to the dialogues in the entrepreneurial identity literature. On the
basis of the literature review and the three essays developed in this dissertation, and in
congruence with other researchers (Ireland & Webb, 2007), I arrive at the following
conclusions. In spite of the richness and the breadth of the general identity literature,
entrepreneurial identity remains an under-researched area with a tremendous potential to
inform multiple social sciences. This dissertation significantly contributes to the justinitiated discourse on entrepreneurial identity.
First, I provided a comprehensive conceptualization of entrepreneurial identity by
defining it as a meta-identity/superordinate identity. The literature referred to
entrepreneurial identity in a wide array of interpretations, with such disparate
conceptualizations as role identities (Cardon et al., 2009; Hoang & Gimeno, 2010), social
identities (Fauchart & Gruber, 2011), career identity (Dobrev & Barnett, 2005; O’Neil &
Ucbasaran, 2010), and personal identity (Nielsen & Lassen, 2012; Sarasvathy, 2001).
Connecting the thread among these identities and providing a clearer picture of
entrepreneurial identity was one of the challenges of this dissertation research. Using
pertinent criteria (identity centrality and identity salience across contexts), and on the
basis of evidence and insights in the extant literature, I provided a relatively coherent and
comprehensive picture of entrepreneurial identity–as a composite of multiple micro
identities. This should substantially help further research in the entrepreneurial identity
domain because it provides conceptual clarity for future researchers. Drawing from
diverse literatures, I articulated why such a superordinate entrepreneurial identity is
actually an advantage to active and potential entrepreneurs. The main insight I provided
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to that end is the following. Entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs need all the micro
identities of entrepreneurial identity composite to navigate complex (social, economic,
and other) systems. Furthermore, entrepreneurial identity provides an overarching theme
to create a harmony, synergy, and coherence among these constituent identities. Because
of the “jack of all trades” nature of an entrepreneurial career, such a synergized metaidentity is strongly advantageous.
With a detailed grounding in the broader identity theories, other relevant theories,
and the theory advanced in this research, I offered another insight on the nature of
entrepreneurial identity: different types of entrepreneurs (innovators, imitators, and selfemployed professionals) have different make-ups (in terms of the centrality and salience
of micro identities) of their entrepreneurial identity composite. I showed that, owing to
the differential strength of intrinsically prospected and socially constructed identities,
there will be some similarities and some distinctions among the entrepreneurial identities
of the three broad categories of entrepreneurs. The same reasoning explains the possible
within-group variation (e.g., the variation among imitators) of entrepreneurial identity as
well. This theorizing, I hope, opens the door for multiple conversations on the
entrepreneurial identity topic.
Next, drawing insights from across academic traditions, I theorized and tested
three different categories of antecedents of entrepreneurial identity – career attitude
related antecedents (job meaningfulness and creativity), personality characteristics related
antecedents (extraversion and imagination), and contextual antecedents (family
background). Examining the antecedents of entrepreneurial identity has remained a more
or less uncharted territory so far. Thus, the contribution of this research should be
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meaningful in providing future researchers some clear avenues for research in that
direction (further discussion on this follows).
Similarly, the present research, I hope, filled a very important gap in nascent
entrepreneurship research. Despite the importance of entrepreneurial self-efficacy and
entrepreneurial intentions in this research domain (Chen, et al., 1998; Krueger & Carsrud,
1993; Krueger et al., 2000; Obschonka et al., 2012; Souitaris et al., 2007; Wilson et al.,
2007), there were limitations in our understanding of what factors contribute to
entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions. The linkage of both
intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity and socially constructed entrepreneurial
identity with those constructs enhanced that understanding. It is reasonable to conclude
that entrepreneurial identity is one such significant link in predicting entrepreneurial
pursuits.
Opportunities for further theory development on entrepreneurial identity. Given
the complexities of the influence of entrepreneurial identity on various entrepreneurial
behaviors, it will be significant to assess the change in entrepreneurial identity as an
individual switches to entrepreneurship from some other career. A fine grained analysis
of prospected and constructed entrepreneurial identities, and their relationships
(harmonizing or conflicting) with the constituent micro identities during the transition
process, will be interesting research. It will not only be an extension of the theoretical
work of this dissertation, but also an excellent opportunity to complement the “identity
complexity structure” research of Brook et al. (2008) and colleagues in an entrepreneurial
context.
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Another theoretically important avenue to be explored in the entrepreneurial
identity research domain is of identity foreclosure which, in career contexts, refers to the
idea that an individual might commit to a career without engaging in the required
exploratory behaviors (Brown et al., 2000). The examination of the harmony and conflict
between entrepreneurial identity and other identities of active and potential entrepreneurs,
and the consequences to entrepreneurship, will also fill a significant gap in the
entrepreneurial identity literature. For instance, an individual might have various
entrepreneurial competencies and might hold an entrepreneurial identity. However, other
identities might be in direct conflict with one’s entrepreneurial identity. As a result, a
person who is capable of making a greater impact in society through entrepreneurial
pursuits might engage in other socio-economically less influential career pursuits.
Similarly, given the highly exacting nature of an entrepreneurship career,
individuals with lower “critical consciousness” (the ability of individuals to assess and
overcome socio-political barriers) might refrain from exploring entrepreneurship as a
career. Literature has already suggested that critical consciousness and career
development are linked, and career identity plays a crucial role in career development
(Diemer &

Blustein, 2006). A study that looks at critical consciousness, the relative

strength of entrepreneurial identity compared to other identities of an individual, and the
influence of these identities on the hazard of entrepreneurship (i.e., if someone will
choose an entrepreneurial career) and entrepreneurial success will therefore constitute
important theoretical work.
Another theoretically interesting, yet relatively uncharted territory of research,
also relevant to practice, is the identity dynamics that involves the identities of various
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stakeholders in an entrepreneurial firm. In particular, we have very little, if any,
understanding about the interplay of the organizational identity of employees, the
organizational identity of the entrepreneur who founded the organization, and the other
micro identities that constitute an entrepreneurial identity. It is reasonable to think that
this dynamics will have a specific impact on both performance and business survival.
Such a study will substantively and simultaneously complement the present dissertation
research and the work of Dobrev & Barnett, (2005), Drori et al. (2009) and Obschonka et
al. (2012).
Note that the organizational identity of entrepreneurs is also part of the composite
identity referred to as entrepreneurial identity. Research has already documented that
leadership that identifies with followers, the prototypical leadership, is evaluated more
positively on leadership effectiveness despite possible failure in reaching the maximal
goal because of identity commonality (cf. Giessner et al., 2008). On the other hand, the
failure research in the entrepreneurship literature documents the persistence of
entrepreneurs despite the looming chances to fail (Shepherd 2003; Zacharakis et al.,
1999). In this background, it will be interesting to see to what extent organizational
identity, leader role identity, and possibly other identities which are not part of
entrepreneurial identity composite (such as the gender identity of an entrepreneur)
influence each other. More importantly, it will be interesting to know how their
interactions shape the various constructs investigated in the entrepreneurial failure
research domain (such as the escalation of commitment and persistence).
Given that a significant number of new ventures are started by founding teams
rather than sole entrepreneurs (Shane, 2003) and given the complicated structure and
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dynamics within founding teams (Clarysse & Moray, 2004; Ruef, Aldrich, & Carter,
2003; Ucbasaran, Lockett, Wright, & Westhead, 2003), examining the influence of
identity on founding team dynamics will be very stimulating research. The research on
founding teams has so far focused primarily on the competencies and capabilities of the
founding teams. The founding team members’ performance, and the subsequent
performance of the organization, could be at least partly explained by the alignments and
conflicts of identities among the entrepreneurs. In fact, Randel & Jaussi’s (2003) study
provides a clue in this direction. They found that the variance in performance of
individual members working in cross-functional teams was significantly explained by the
personal and social functional background identities of the employees. Further studies
which examine the conflicting and complementing impacts of personal and social
identities of entrepreneurial founding teams on their performance will fill an important
gap in the entrepreneurship research domain.
Opportunities for further empirical research on entrepreneurial identity. The
research initiated in this dissertation opens several further empirical research
opportunities as well. The replication and additional validation of the entrepreneurial
identity scales developed in this study in different geographic contexts will have
significance in the entrepreneurial identity research domain. So will the replication in a
sample of currently active entrepreneurs. Empirical testing of the propositions developed
in the theoretical essay of the dissertation (Essay #1) provides another opportunity for
significant contribution to the entrepreneurship field. This study looked at some
contextual, personality-related, and career attitude related antecedents of entrepreneurial
identity. Investigation of other contextual variables, career attitude related variables, and
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cognitive variables in relation to entrepreneurial identity will constitute another important
contribution to the field. The examination of subtle impacts, such as the interactions
among these variables, will be particularly interesting.
Similar to entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions,
entrepreneurial identity might impact other cognitive constructs considered important in
entrepreneurial studies, such as the locus of control and the level of optimism, among
others. A longitudinal, multilevel study that tracks the changes in the strength of IPEI and
SCEI and their impact on various factors (e.g., self-efficacy, optimism) when a potential
entrepreneur transforms to an active entrepreneur will constitute a meaningful research –
both theoretically and empirically.
Previous research suggested that entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial
intentions matter in the likelihood of transitioning from a potential entrepreneur to an
active entrepreneur (cf. earlier discussions). The present research found that
entrepreneurial identity predicts both entrepreneurial self-efficacy and entrepreneurial
intentions. Therefore, a hazard analysis that looks at the “transition possibility” by
examining the direct effects of entrepreneurial identity and its indirect effects through
entrepreneurial intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy will provide significant
insights to further advance the dialogues in the nascent entrepreneurship research domain.
In the literature review section of this dissertation, I documented that having a
strong sense of organizational identity lowers the turnover intentions among employees at
different levels of the organizational hierarchy. The empirical findings from the third
essay of the dissertation suggest that individuals who have a strong entrepreneurial
identity are likely to have greater entrepreneurial intentions. Taking these findings
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together, it is logical to conclude that the strength of entrepreneurial identity among
active entrepreneurs might impact not only their success, but also their intentions to hold
on to the organization in the face of imminent failure. It will be thought-provoking to see,
both theoretically and empirically, how entrepreneurial identity influences
entrepreneurial persistence and failure.
Implications for practice (for potential and active entrepreneurs, managers and
investors). We know that entrepreneurs and their ventures face a multitude of problems in
achieving entrepreneurial effectiveness – such as the liability of newness, legitimacy
issues, the liability of smallness, and resource constraints, among others (Aldrich & Fiol,
1994; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Stinchcombe, 1965).
However, our knowledge of the likelihood of someone transitioning to an entrepreneurial
career from other careers is still relatively limited. In light of the discussion in the
preceding sections, it can be concluded that the organizational level identity of
entrepreneurial firms and the entrepreneurial identity of individuals (including that of the
founders) are critical in understanding the effectiveness of entrepreneurial firms as well
as an individual’s transition to an entrepreneurial career (Cardon et al., 2009; Dobrev &
Barnett, 2005; Farmer et al., 2011; Fauchart & Gruber, 2011; Hoang & Gimeno, 2010;
Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; O’Neil & Ucbasaran 2010). Given this general assertion, I
discuss some of the more immediate and critical implications of entrepreneurial identity
for active and potential entrepreneurs, for managers, and for the investors.
First, the theory insights and the empirical findings in the dissertation suggest that
entrepreneurial identity, as a superordinate identity with constituent micro identities, can
assist entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs in better managing the uncertainties
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associated with identifying and exploiting entrepreneurial opportunities. Entrepreneurial
identity infuses meanings and authenticity in the entrepreneurial career. The possible
synergistic effects of micro-identities further helps entrepreneurs meet the challenges of
the socioeconomic systems they find themselves in. Second, while it is important to
effectively balance the perception of uniqueness (personal identity) and the affiliation and
identification with social units and context-specific roles (social and role identities) in
any career context, this is arguably even more critical in an entrepreneurial career.
Complementing some other research (e.g., Shepherd & Haynie, 2009b), my research
suggests that entrepreneurial identity provides the overarching structure for the various
micro identities of active and potential entrepreneurs. It helps them to acquire a
personalization and depersonalization balance (cf. Kreiner et al., 2006) of their selfconcept providing a healthy psychological state, self-esteem, and therein the
entrepreneurial career related self-efficacy. Finally, throughout the dissertation, I also
emphasized how identity awareness and identity commitment, in general, translates into
enhanced psychological well-being, self-efficacy, and effectiveness in various goaloriented behaviors. When entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneurs are aware of the
nature of their identities, the insights of this research suggest, they can better manage
their entrepreneurial, goal-oriented actions.
Entrepreneurs found and manage organizations. The vast literature in
“organizational structure” and “organizational control” invariably suggests that for
organizations to function, a structured, controlled system is necessary – no matter the oldschool/modernist control system or the so called post-modern control system (cf. Gabriel,
1999). Understanding entrepreneurial identity will therefore have a direct bearing both on
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how entrepreneurs self-regulate themselves and on how they, in the capacity of top
executives of their firm, work to effectively design and implement the organizational
control systems in their organizations in order to regulate the work behaviors of others.
Understanding the difference between intrinsic prospection and the social construction of
identity could be a particularly important “soft-tool” in the control system of an
organization. For example, imagine a business organization with a significant number of
professional staffs. The top management might try to enhance the organizational identity
of its general and professional employees in order to enhance the citizenship behaviors,
and thereby improve performance. However, creating and promoting narratives to
enhance organizational identity requires tact. The organizational identity of employees is,
after all, the social construction of their identity. If the professional identity of these
employees has already been strongly developed through intrinsic prospection, however,
and the narratives, discourses, and symbols created for the organizational identity are in
conflict with the narratives, discourses, and symbols representative of their professional
identity, the employees will face an identity conflict. In that event, the effort of the top
management team could even be counterproductive because professional employees
might prefer to strengthen their intrinsically prospected professional identity relative to
their socially constructed organizational identity. Therefore, entrepreneur executives and
top managers should devise the discourses, narratives, and symbols to promote
organizational identity by making sure that the other intrinsically prospected identities of
employees, including personal and professional identities, are not in direct conflict with
their organizational identity.
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Investors and entrepreneurship researchers alike face two fundamental questions
regarding entrepreneurial investment. Are the factors related with an entrepreneur more
important or the factors related to entrepreneurial opportunity? This is an ongoing
conversation and concern (cf. Kaplan, Sensoy, & Strömberg, 2009; Mitteness, Baucus, &
Sudek, 2012). The study of Mitteness et al. (2009) documented that, at least at the initial
stage of investing, the entrepreneur matters the most. What attributes of an entrepreneur
can the investor assess in order to predict the eventual success or failure of the venture?
The literature tells us that many factors, such as startup experience and industry
experience (Shane, 2003; Parker 2009), matter. The findings of this research, along with
the insights of other preliminary work on entrepreneurial identity, suggest that
entrepreneurial identity could be one such tool for investors to assess the intentionality,
self-efficacy, and thereby predict the entrepreneurial success and effectiveness of an
entrepreneur.
Implications for policy making. A state or a country invests resources in the
infrastructure for entrepreneurship development and encourages individuals to become
entrepreneurs because entrepreneurship is crucial for job creation and economic growth
(cf. van Stel, Carree, Thurik, 2005; Wong, Ho, & Autio, 2005). In a policy context, the
high failure rate of entrepreneurs (cf. discussion earlier in the dissertation) equates to the
underutilization of the resources of the government, which is nevertheless scarce to begin
with. Thus, from the macro level research perspective, there is an important question to
be answered: Do we need more entrepreneurs, or simply the right type of entrepreneurs
(cf. Parker, 2009)? Just as investors are concerned with their particular investment with
an entrepreneur, the policy makers also have the challenge of encouraging individuals
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with an entrepreneurial aptitude, competencies, and disposition for entrepreneurial
pursuits. Assessing entrepreneurial identity might be one of the instruments they can use
to decide where to invest resources when supporting potential entrepreneurs. To explain
further, it is possible that some entrepreneurs, who are struggling to succeed, might have
become entrepreneurs due to identity foreclosure (committing to a particular career/work
without considering other careers seriously). Conversely, other individuals who could
have proven to be competent entrepreneurs might choose other career options out of
identity foreclosure.
Implications for entrepreneurship education. Reflecting the common perception
and general reports (cf. World Economic Forum Report, 2011), scientific research also
concludes that entrepreneurship education makes a difference because it fosters an
entrepreneurial ecosystem (cf. Fayolle, Gailly, & Lassas-Clerc, 2006; Souitaris et al.,
2007; Von Graevenitz, Harhoff, & Weber, 2010). More particularly, Von Graevenitz and
colleagues found that prospective entrepreneurs “receive informative signals and learn
about their entrepreneurial aptitude” during this education. From the theory insights
generated throughout the dissertation on the impact of entrepreneurial identity, and
particularly from the finding that entrepreneurial identity leads to entrepreneurial
intentions and entrepreneurial self-efficacy, it is logical to conclude that “entrepreneurial
identity” is one critical element of the entrepreneurial aptitude repertoire. Thus, the
implications of entrepreneurial identity research on entrepreneurship education cannot be
overstated.
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Limitations. There are several limitations, both theoretical and method-related, of
this dissertation research – and therefore, the results should be interpreted cautiously.
First, although I used one of the advanced statistical analytical tools, SEM, to analyze the
data, and conducted robustness checks, methodological limitations still remain. First, it
was a cross-sectional survey, not a longitudinal study; therefore, the causality claims
made in my dissertation are of only suggestive nature, not conclusive. Second, I
employed purposive sampling technique to collect my data, which is a non-random
sampling. As I quoted earlier, although non-random sample is widely accepted in social
science research, and should be reasonable for an exploratory investigation such as this
dissertation research, the generalizability (external validity) of findings is weak for this
type of sampling. Third, despite the ex ante and ex post measures taken for the common
method variance issue, the present research may not have been free from CMV. Finally,
even though my study sample is heterogeneous in terms of personal demographics, it was
nearly homogenous in terms of race of the respondents. Since identity and race are
related (cf. review section), it further constrains the findings, particularly the possibility
of generalizing across races. There may be some theoretical limitation to this study as
well. I proposed a dual-process framework of identity development and argued that every
identity develops through both social construction and intrinsic prospection. I articulated
the distinctions of IPI and SCI in relation to other identity-related constructs as well. That
being said, one premise of this research may have constraints. One of the premises of the
research was that “who am I” is the basic anchor question of the socially constructed
identity and “who do I want to be” is the basic anchor question of intrinsically prospected
identity. Operationalization of the constructs in this research was done based on this basic
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premise. Although the answer for “who do I want to be” is searched through internal
regulators, discussed throughout the dissertation, I acknowledge that it cannot function in
a social vacuum. Therefore, one could argue that the conceptual demarcation between
“self-constitution of an identity within social systems” (i.e., intrinsic prospection) and
“the influence of social systems on this identity” (i.e., the impact of external regulators)
might be thin. And, this would constitute a valid contention. Therefore, some alternative
operationalization of these two forms of identity, capturing the degree of influence of
“internal regulators” and “external regulators” on an identity, rather than simply
anchoring to “who am I” and “who do I want to be”, will make the IPI and SCI
distinction more conclusive.
Concluding remarks. In the broad, pragmatic scheme of things, entrepreneurship
(creation and growth of ventures and organizations) constitutes the most important force
of socio-economic development (Dobrev & Barnett, 2005). It is critical to understand
entrepreneurs’ and potential entrepreneurs’ identities–not only because they influence the
effectiveness of entrepreneurship, but also because they shape the identities of the
organizations they found, which has immediate implications on various aspects of the
society at large (Cardon et al., 2009; Dobrev & Barnett, 2005).
Organizations and individuals have reciprocal relationships and influences (Burke
& Reitzes, 1991; Stryker & Burke, 2000). Obviously, in the similar fashion, as
organizational scholars (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006) have asserted, organizations and the
further larger social units have that reciprocal relationships and influences. In this way,
one could argue that the persistent, individual actions of the entrepreneurs that create and
operate these organizations ultimately contribute to the building blocks of the prosperity
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of a particular society. Social psychologists argue that “an active self” is necessary for
these persistent individual behaviors, and we know that an active self in turn requires “an
identity” and the individual’s full commitment to that identity (Burke & Reitzes, 1991).
Endorsing these broad insights, the theory and empirical findings in the present research
suggested that entrepreneurial identity plays a crucial role in engendering entrepreneurial
actions and entrepreneurial effectiveness through entrepreneurial intentions and
entrepreneurial self-efficacy. After all, to reiterate, entrepreneurial actions determine the
success or failure of organizations which, eventually, translates into social goods and
prosperity.
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APPENDIX

Extraversion
For the following set of questions, describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to
be in the future using the following 1-5 scale.
a. I am the life of the party.
b. I don't talk a lot.
c. I feel comfortable around people.
d. I keep in the background.
e. I start conversations.
f. I have little to say.
g. I talk to a lot of different people at parties.
h. I don't like to draw attention to myself.
i. I don't mind being the center of attention.
k. I am quiet around strangers.
Imagination
For the following set of questions, describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to
be in the future using the following 1-5 scale.
a. I have a rich vocabulary.
b. I have difficulty understanding abstract ideas.
c. I have a vivid imagination.
d. I am not interested in abstract ideas.
e. I have excellent ideas.
f. I do not have a good imagination.
g. I am quick to understand things.
h. I use difficult words.
i. I spend time reflecting on things.
k. I am full of ideas.
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Creativity valence
Please rate how much value you attach to the following factors using the 1-7 scale.
A. Opportunities to generate ideas for improving or renewing products and services in the
organization.
B. Ability to generate new ideas on how to optimize knowledge and skills.
C. Encouragement to use your creativity in solving problems related to work.
D. Support from your supervisors and colleagues when you come up with a new idea in your
job.

Job meaningfulness valence
Please rate how much value you attach to the following factors using the 1-7 scale.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Doing a variety of tasks using different skills and talents.
Ability to complete a project that you have started.
Significance of your work to the overall goals of the organization.
The difference your work makes in the well-being of your organization and its
coworkers.
E. Ability to do a task from start to finish.
F. Ability to do skillful and interesting jobs rather than simple and repetitive jobs.
G. Feeling proud of the work you do in your job.
Socially constructed entrepreneurial identity
Please answer the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements using the
1-7 scale provided below.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Others' perception of you as an entrepreneur enhances your sense of who you are.
Other entrepreneurs’ failures hurt your sense of who you are.
When someone praises entrepreneurs, it enhances your self-identity.
When talking about entrepreneurs, you say “we” rather than “they” because that is who
you are.
E. Your ties with the entrepreneurial community strengthen your self-image.
Intrinsically prospected entrepreneurial identity
Please answer the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements using the
1-7 scale provided below.
A.
B.
C.
D.

An entrepreneur has always been part of who you want to be.
You are proud that you want to be an entrepreneur.
The term "entrepreneur" reinforces your sense of who you want to be.
Other entrepreneurs' successes confirm your sense of who you want to be.
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Entrepreneurial intentions
Please answer the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements using the
1-7 scale provided below.
You will start a new business in the near future.
You are determined to start your own business in the near future.
You have seriously thought about creating your own business in the new future.
You will make every effort to create a new business in the near future.
You intend to start a new business in the new future.
You have already started to engage in new business creation activities.
Entrepreneurial self-efficacy
The following statements measure your self-efficacy in entrepreneurship; please rate your
confidence in the following activities using the 1-7 scale provided below:
A. In successfully identifying new business opportunities.
B. In creating new products/services.
C. In exploring new markets and new regions for existing products/services.
D. In commercializing new ideas/ products/services.
Risk attitude valence
Please rate how much value you attach to the following factors using the 1-7 scale.
a. work environments where you are encouraged to take risks to get results in your job
b. employer tolerance for failure when employees are trying to achieve company goals
c. ability to make bold decisions in uncertain situations without fear of losing your job
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Poudel, K. P. The Impact of Founders’ Competencies and Commitment on New
Venture Growth: A Longitudinal Analysis.
(Targeted at Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice - draft revision stage)

10.

Poudel, K. P. Is the Black Box Opened Yet? A Theoretical Framework of
Investor-Entrepreneur Relationship in Social Exchange Theory Perspective.
(Targeted at Administrative Science Quarterly - Theory draft complete, plans for qualitative data
collection)

Academic Service
1.

External Reviewer.
o
o
o
o
o
o

2.

Academy of Management Review. (Since 2011).
Administrative Science Quarterly. (Since 2011).
Journal of Management Studies. (Since 2010).
Journal of Business Venturing. (Since 2010).
Entrepreneurship Theory & Practice. (Since 2011).
International Entrepreneurship and Management Journal. (Since 2010).
Reviewer.

o Annual Meeting, Academy of Management. (2011, 2010).
(For Entrepreneurship, Organization and Management Theory, and Gender & Diversity in Organizations
divisions).

o Annual Conference, Southern Management Association. (2011, 2010, 2009).
o Annual Global Conference, International Council for Small Business. (2011,
2010).
3.

Session Chair. Babson College Entrepreneurship Research Conference. (June
2011), Syracuse, USA.

4.

Discussant. Annual Conference, Southern Management Association. (October
2010), St. Petersburg, Florida, USA.
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5.

Coordinator. 2013. Entrepreneurship Week, coordinated various entrepreneurship
related programs that benefited entrepreneurial students as well as entrepreneur
community at large. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University,
Greensboro, NC.

Grants, Scholarships, Assistantships, Fellowships
1.

Travel Grant. 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009. College of Business, University of Louisville.
(For various conferences).

2.
3.

Travel Grant. 2011. Kauffman Foundation. (For Babson Conference, Syracuse).
Graduate Student Scholarship Travel Grant. 2010. University of Louisville. (For
Academy Meeting).

4. Assistantship. 2008-2012. College of Business, University of Louisville, USA.
5. Tuition Fellowship. 2005- 2007. Cornell Institute for Public Affairs, Cornell
University, USA.
6. Tuition Scholarship. 1997- 2000. Trichandra College, Kathmandu, Nepal.

Teaching Experience
1. 2014, Spring: Entrepreneurship (MGMT 425). School of Business & Economics,
North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, NC, USA. [2 sections].
2. 2013, Fall: Entrepreneurship (MGMT 425). School of Business & Economics, North
Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, NC, USA.
3.
2013, Fall: Management Concepts (MGMT 422). School of Business &
Economics, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University, NC, USA.
4.

2012, Fall: Operations Management (MGMT 401).
College of Business, University of Louisville, KY, USA.

5. 2012, Spring: Operations Management (MGMT 401). [2 sections].
College of Business, University of Louisville, KY, USA.
6. 2011, Spring: Management & Organizational Behavior (MGMT 301). [2 sections].
College of Business, University of Louisville, KY, USA.
7. 2010, Fall: Management & Organizational Behavior (MGMT 301). [2 sections].
College of Business, University of Louisville, KY, USA.
8. 2010, Spring: Business Statistics (MGMT 201, co-taught, part of Teaching
Practicum).
College of Business, University of Louisville, KY, USA.
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9. 2003-2005: Political and Constitutional Development in Nepal. [Multiple sections].
National College, Kathmandu, Nepal.
10. 2004-2005: Rural Economics.
Classic International College, Kathmandu, Nepal.
Teaching Evaluations
(Most recently taught five classes at University of Louisville and four classes at North
Carolina Agricultural &Technological State University)
Among the top (quartile) instructors in the department for Spring 2011, Spring 2012 &
Fall 2012 at University of Louisville.
1. Accessibility: “The instructor has been accessible to you outside of class”. (1-5
scale)
Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [002 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [003 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
Management Concepts (422) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
Operations Management (401) Fall 2012 [02 Section]
Operations Management (401) Spring 2012 [01 Section]
Operations Management (401) Spring 2012 [03 Section]
Management and OB (301) Spring 2011[77 Section]
Management and OB (301) Spring 2011[03 Section]

University

Mean

Median

Mode

NCAT
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT
U of L
U of L
U of L
U of L
U of L

4.08
3.83
4
3.88
4.03
4.13
3.96
3.75
4

4.5
3.5
4
4
4
4
4
3.5
4

5
3
4
3
5
4
5
3
5

2. Effectiveness: “Considering both the limitations and possibilities of the subject
matter and course, how would you rate the overall teaching effectiveness of the
instructor?” (1-5 scale)
University
Operations Management (401) Fall 2012 [02 Section]
Operations Management (401) Spring 2012 [01 Section]
Operations Management (401) Spring 2012 [03 Section]
Management and OB (301) Spring 2011[77 Section]
Management and OB (301) Spring 2011[03 Section]

U of L
U of L
U of L
U of L
U of L

Mean
3.63
3.81
3.54
3.63
3.31

Median
4
4
4
3
3

Mode
4
3,4
4
3
3

Median
4
4
4
4

Mode
5
4
4
4

3. Organization: “The instructor was organized in class”. (1-5 scale)

Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [002 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [003 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
Management Concepts (422) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
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University
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT

Mean
3.83
3.83
3.89
3.88

4. Preparedness: “The instructor was well prepared for class.” (1-5 scale)

Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [002 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [003 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
Management Concepts (422) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]

University
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT

Mean
4
3.83
4.22
4.06

Median
4.5
4
4
4

Mode
5
4
5/4
5

5. Erudition: “The instructor was knowledgeable about the subject matter.” (1-5 scale)

Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [002 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Spring 2014 [003 Section ]
Entrepreneurship (425) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]
Management Concepts (422) Fall 2013 [004 Section ]

University
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT
NCAT

Mean
3.82
4
4.22
3.75

Median
4
4
4
4

Mode
5
4
5/4
5/3

Sample Student Comments from the Teaching Evaluation Reports (Verbatim)
o

Most of the content in this course is a refresher for me. I will say the critical thinking
aspect was worthwhile. I welcome and enjoy this new approach to learning. I always felt
that Kentucky schools only taught us to memorize content rather than learn and apply.
Thanks for the change. [MGMT. 301].

o

He made us think. He didn't just lecture and talk "at us", he got us involved in the
discussion. [MGMT. 301].

o

Powerpoints would be helpful before going over material not after. He tends to talk very
fast and it is hard to understand it all/grasp all the information. [MGMT. 401].

o

The instructor was very fair and respectful to the students in the class. Knowledgeable
about the material. He obviously enjoys teaching and doing great for his first time
teaching this class. Got better as the semester went along. [MGMT. 401].

o

The whole course was great. The way it was taught and how the materials where covered
in the exams and quizzes was all very relevant. I really enjoyed the course and the
enthusiasm of the instructor. [MGMT. 401].

o

Class discussions could be too long and drawn out. I know he was trying to engage
discussions but sometimes we had to cover difficult material too quickly because we spent
too much time on soliciting answers from the class. Needs more balance there. [MGMT.
401].

o

I really enjoyed this course! It was organized very effectively, and the lectures were very
beneficial (for those students that paid attention, at least!!!). The structure of the course
helped me learn the material so well, and it is material that I feel like I will be able to
retain for a very long time. Which is something that I cannot always say about courses
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here at U of L. I also enjoyed incorporation of The Goal into the class. In addition, I
thought the textbook was a great choice as well. [MGMT. 401].
o

Although he is fairly new to teaching, Mr. Poudel did a fantastic job teaching this course.
His passion and excitement for the material, as well as teaching, are very evident every
day in class. He was always extremely prepared and organized in his approach. [MGMT.
401].

o

Prof is very helpful and truly cares about his students but may need to evaluate his
method of teaching as it is not always engaging to the students. [MGMT. 401].

Affiliations
o
o
o
o
o

Member, Academy of Management (2009 - 2014).
Member, Southern Management Association (2010 - 2011).
Executive Member, Nepal Association at Cornell (2005 - 2007), NY.
Life Member, Nepal Red Cross Society (Since 2004).
Member, Amnesty International Nepal (2004-2006).

Master’s Degree Thesis and Research Reports
o 2007: Professional Report, Cornell University. Strategic market research done on
behalf of Live Systems Technology SA (LSTSA), Colombia, attempting to
penetrate US biopesticides market. (Supervisors - Prof. Randy Allen & Prof.
Norman Uphoff).
o 2004: Academic Research Report, Tribhuvan University. Impact Evaluation of
Tourism on Indigenous Tharu People.
o 2002: Thesis, Tribhuvan University. The SAARC Social Charter: Will It Be a
Breakthrough in South Asian Regionalism? (Supervisor - Prof. Ram Kumar
Dahal).

Conference Consortia
o Selected Participant. 2011. Doctoral Student Consortium. Babson College
Entrepreneurship Research Conference, Syracuse, NY, USA.
o Selected Participant. 2010. Entrepreneurship Doctoral Consortium. Academy of
Management, Annual Meeting, Montreal, Canada.
o Selected Participant. 2010. Doctoral Consortium. Southern Management
Association, Annual Meeting, Florida, USA.
o Participant. 2009. New Doctoral Student Consortium. Academy of Management,
Annual Meeting, Chicago, USA.
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Non-academic Employment
o 2007 - 2008: Linguist. L3 Communications (A fortune 500 company)
Virginia, USA.
o 2002 - 2004: Consultant (Contract work). National Association of Village
Development Committees in Nepal (NAVIN), Kathmandu, Nepal.
o 1999 - 2000: Associate. Radisson Hotel (Privilege Plus project), Kathmandu,
Nepal.
o 1996 - 2001: Language Trainer. Alpha-Beta Institute, Orchid Institute and IBM
institute, Kathmandu, Nepal.

Ph.D. Coursework [* Denotes visiting faculty]
Methods
o Research Design
o Linear Statistics
o Multivariate Statistics
o Structural Equation Modeling
o Hierarchical Linear Modeling
o Data Mining
o Quantitative Approach to Entrepreneurship

-

Dr. James O. Fiet
Dr. Richard Germain
Dr. Joseph Petrosko
Dr. Richard Germain
Dr. Jill Adelson
Dr. M. Kandtarzic
Dr. Per Davidsson*

Theory
o Venture Capital
o Sociological Foundations of Entrepreneurship
o Strategy and Entrepreneurship
o Psychological Foundations of Entrepreneurship
o Current Topics in Entrepreneurship
o Organizational Behavior in Entrepreneurial Firms
o Economics Approach to Entrepreneurship
o Entrepreneurship Pedagogy & Practice

-

Dr. James O. Fiet
Dr. Howard Aldrich*
Dr. Jay Barney*
Dr. Dean Shepherd*
Dr. Scott Shane*
Dr. Bruce Kemelgor
Dr. Simon Parker*
Dr. Melissa Baucus

Personal
o Foreign Language Skills: Nepali, Hindi - native proficiency, Urdu - verbal only.
o Software: SPSS (PASW), SAS, LISREL, AMOS, & HLM.
o Singer/ Song Writer / Lyricist: Nepali Music, Hindi Music, & English Music.
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